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Abstract 
Frequent fast-food consumption is associated with weight gain therefore it is 
hypothesized that relative availability of fast-food is a risk factor for obesity. This thesis 
examined the association between the neighbourhood-level density of fast-food outlets 
and adult body mass index (BMI) in Canada. Population-based data on BMI and socio-
economic variables from the 2008 Canadian Community Health Survey [CCHS] and 
selected neighbourhood-level socio-economic data from 2006 Canadian Census were 
merged with a commercial database containing geographic locations of all restaurants in 
Canada. The association between BMI and fast-food density (per 10,000 people in CCHS 
respondent’s FSA) was analyzed using ordinary least squares regression. Spatial 
clustering of BMI was also investigated and spatial-regression analysis was conducted. 
FSA-level fast-food density is significantly associated with BMI in Canadian adults, 
predominantly in females and non-rural area. This population-based analysis established 
that availability of fast-food restaurants is an important risk factor for obesity in Canada. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Obesity and overweight have dramatically increased over the past three decades in 
Canada and internationally. Overweight and obesity are categorized according to 
individual body mass index (BMI), which is calculated as weight (kg) divided by height
2
 
(m
2
). The world health organization defined overweight as 30>BMI≥ 25 (kg/m2) and 
obese as BMI≥30 (kg/m2) [1]. From 1981 to 1996, the rates of overweight in Canada 
grew from 48% to 57% and from 30% to 35% [2], while the rates of obesity grew from 
9% to 14% and from 8 to 12% in men and women respectively [2]. Recent Statistics 
Canada data from the 2007-2009 period, found that 61% of Canadians are now 
considered overweight or obese. 
Obesity can result in a wide range of serious health consequences. Chronic diseases such 
as diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and some forms of cancer have all been 
linked to obesity [3]. In addition, excess adiposity can be detrimental to psychological 
and emotional well-being, lowering an individual’s overall quality of life [4]. Moreover, 
obese and overweight individuals tend to face discrimination with respect to employment, 
education, health care, and wages [5, 6]. Finally, at a societal level it is a significant 
economic burden. The estimated direct cost on the Canadian healthcare system attributed 
to obesity in 2006 was six billion dollars [7]. Indirect costs associated with morbidity, 
determined by foregone income from decreased productivity, restricted activity, and sick 
days are also quite high [8]. In Canada, indirect costs of obesity were estimated at $2.5 
billion per year in 2005 [9, 10]. 
Overall, mortality rates are elevated in the obese and overweight population; data from 
the longitudinal Framingham Heart Study found a six to seven year decrease in life 
expectancy for overweight individuals over the age of 40 [11]. Epidemiology, sociology, 
physiology, medicine, and economics are among a number of disciplines that publish 
evidence based research on the topic of obesity. Baier et al. [12] found that obesity 
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related research was published extensively across 14 primary disciplines, in a total of 252 
peer reviewed journals. More than 40 comprehensive systematic reviews have been 
conducted on the existing literature. As such, the causes and effects obesity are 
multifaceted and complex. Individual risk factors such as age, sex, genetics, ethnicity, 
and socio-economic status are frequently linked to weight status. For instance, mean BMI 
is higher in males [13, 14], it increases with age (until roughly 65, where the trend 
appears to flatten out or reverse) [15-17], and for those who are married [15, 18, 19]. Low 
education [20-22] and low income [23], both constructs of socio-economic status, are 
also well known risk factors. Another commonly observed association is that average 
BMI is lower in urban cores than in the suburbs or rural areas [17, 24]. Metabolic 
syndromes, which are primarily genetic, are also known as major risk factors at the 
individual-level. None of these determinants, however, are fully independent as a 
complex relationship between individual characteristics and their surrounding 
environment exists [25-27]. Moreover, these conventional determinants can only provide 
a partial explanation for the recent dramatic rise in obesity rates as most of them have not 
changed substantially over time. 
Although no comprehensive theory has been able to adequately identify the key risk 
factors contributing to the rise in obesity rates over time [26], weight gain arises from an 
energy imbalance whereby a person consumes more calories than he/she expends. As 
such, conventional research geared towards combating the obesity epidemic has 
emphasized the understanding and modification of individual characteristics that 
influence diet and physical activity. Yet as we have seen, the identification of these 
conventional risk factors has done little to slow the growth of obesity [26, 28-30]. 
Recently there has been considerable interest in looking at the effects of certain built 
environment features; especially the features that promote over eating and consumption 
of unhealthy foods and/or discourage physical activity, as potential risk factors for the 
obesity epidemic [25, 31]. 
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1.1  Built Environment and Obesity 
The modern lifestyle in developed nations such as Canada has become progressively 
sedentary, characterized by dependence on automobiles and physical inactivity during 
work and leisure time [32-34]. For example, poorly designed sprawling neighbourhoods 
often have street patterns with limited route connectivity and few sidewalks which 
discourage walking and encourage dependency on automobiles for transportation [35]. 
Moreover, neighbourhoods that lack parks and recreation centers, are unsafe to walk in, 
or have poor lighting can further prohibit physical activity during leisure time [36]. The 
last three decades have also seen a shift towards higher levels of food consumption away 
from the home environment [37]. The increasing availability of fast-food restaurants, 
bars, and convenience stores, -- with concentrated marketing efforts -- can adversely 
affect dietary patterns, especially among less health conscious individuals [25-27]. These 
external influences are conceptualized in the health literature as the built environment. 
The built environment consists of urban design and neighbourhood characteristics such as 
residential density, land use mix, access to various types of foods, availability of public 
transportation, and access to physical activity facilities. These features are all 
hypothesized to contribute to obesity risk [25-27, 38]. 
Several systematic reviews on the subject have been conducted thus far [25-27]. Two 
earlier reviews by Booth et al. [26] and Papas et al. [27], both cited that the majority of 
studies they reviewed, found significant evidence linking obesity to some aspect of the 
built environment (including area of residence, walkability, land use mix, sprawl, and 
level of deprivation). Both reviews however, emphasised a lack of clarity in methodology 
as exposure variables, outcome variables, geography, and levels of aggregation differed 
widely across studies. Indeed, the topic is highly complex and lends itself to study in a 
number of disciplines. Urban planning, transportation planning, landscape architecture, 
geography, economics, epidemiology, behavioural sciences, sociology, kinesiology, 
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spatial statistics, leisure sciences, nutrition sciences, and others are all disciplines that 
have contributed to the literature [25]. 
In a recent review, Feng et al. [25] found 13 studies that purported significant findings in 
favor of the hypothesis that the built environment is associated with obesity. The most 
commonly observed exposures were urban sprawl, land use mix, and fast-food restaurant 
density. To date the majority of built environment research (including fast-food access 
studies) has largely been based on an American population. Results from the U.S. may 
not be entirely applicable to Canadian residents due to the distinct demography, 
geography, weather conditions, healthcare and social policies of Canada. Section 2.1 
provides a systematic assessment of the published literature on the influence of the built 
environment on obesity in Canada. Similar to the international literature, I found that 
most Canadian studies observed an association between some aspect of the built 
environment and obesity. The gap in the literature I identified, however, was limited data 
on adults (half of the studies were based on children or adolescents), coupled with a 
primary emphasis on physical activity factors (e.g. land use mix, walkability, access to 
parks, neighbourhood safety and street connectivity). In the international literature the 
local food-service environment, specifically fast-food accessibility, is emphasized as a 
key influence on dietary patterns. As the literature review demonstrates, Canadian 
research is lacking in this regard. 
1.2  Food Environment and Obesity 
Previous studies have shown that consuming food away from home (markedly fast-food) 
is an important cause of increased obesity risk [39-43]. Many conceivable mechanisms 
such as high glycemic load [44], large portion size [45, 46] and excessive amounts of 
refined starch and added sugars [44] have been proposed to link consumption of fast-food 
with obesity risk. Perhaps the most convincing argument is the energy (calorie) density of 
fast-food. Excess caloric intake is a well established determinant for weight gain [40, 47, 
48]. This is the mediating pathway, through which it is hypothesized that increased 
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availability of fast-food at the neighbourhood-level is associated with an increased risk of 
obesity. 
 Essentially, the food-service environment (where food away from home is consumed) 
can be divided into either full- or limited-service restaurants. Full-service restaurants are 
generally characterized by wait service, alcohol licenses and longer wait times for food. 
The existing literature on environmental influences of obesity, however, places more 
emphasis on the effects of limited-service restaurants, namely those classified as fast-
food [49, 50]. The rationalization for this is discussed in the theoretical motivation 
chapter [3.1]. Full-service restaurants were included in the regression models in this 
thesis, in an effort to capture the food-service environment outside the home, however, 
the primary focus remains on fast-food availability. The definition of what constitutes a 
fast-food restaurant varies to some extent in the existing literature. A systematic review 
study on fast-food access found that around half of the research studies used their own set 
of definitions to classify restaurants as fast-food [51]. These features generally included 
counter only service, minimal wait time for food, and the types of food served ( i.e., 
limited preparation, ready to eat). Another common approach was the use of the Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC), or North American Industry Classification System 
(NAICS) to identify limited service restaurants. Other studies relied on the grouping of 
popular chain restaurants, most commonly McDonald’s, Burger King, Pizza Hut, 
Wendy’s, Subway and Taco Bell, though a total of 29 other chains were also named [51]. 
The negative health effects (among other adverse societal consequences) associated with 
fast-food consumption, have received a great deal of recent public attention. Movies such 
as Fast-Food Nation, Supersize Me, and Fast-Food Inc have had wide reception. Indeed, 
the rise in obesity rates has paralleled a substantial growth in the fast-food industry. As an 
illustration, the number of fast-food outlets in the U.S. increased by over 750% from 
1970 to 2004 [52, 53]. Simultaneously, out of home food expenditure almost doubled. 
One estimate revealed that the average American consumes three hamburgers and four 
orders of French fries per week [54]. Similar patterns are also found in Canada. While on 
average, Americans spend 42% of their food budget on food away from home, Canadians 
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now spend 30% [55]. Since 1990, food-services sales in Canada have almost doubled, 
with to $40 billion in 2004 [55]. In 2006 there was roughly one food-service location for 
every 350 people with the average household visiting a restaurant for a meal or a snack 
520 times a year [55, 56]. 
The most fundamental law of economics tells us that an increase in supply will 
necessarily lead to an increase in the quantity consumed given the relative price elastic 
nature of the demand for a good like fast-food. Indeed Jekowski et al. [37] found a 
significant price elasticity of demand at -1.884 (p<0.01) in 1992 increased from -1.022 
(p<0.01) in 1982. In addition, the increase in demand for fast-food may be caused by a 
decrease in the time cost of consuming food, primarily through increased convenience 
and accessibility [37]. The convenience argument is discussed further in the theoretical 
motivation chapter [Section 3.1.3], but as a concrete example specific to the restaurant 
industry, Jekanowski et al [37] quoted from the 1996 National Restaurant Associations 
(USA), trade publication Restaurants USA where they note: 
 “Operators recognize consumers' need for convenience. Unit expansion 
continues to be a key component of rapid growth in the limited-service 
segment, and higher unit Counts translate into greater consumer 
convenience, which in turn drives sales” 
(Restaurants USA, December 1996, p. 13). 
1.3 Spatial Clustering of Obesity 
Until recently, the influence of spatial heterogeneity arising from a variety of 
environmental factors has largely been ignored in the literature on obesity risk factors. As 
mentioned previously, researchers have attempted to capture external influences on 
obesity, through various built environment factors [25-27]. One major issue thus far, 
however, has been a lack of agreement in the definition of exposure variables seen across 
studies. Exposure measures are rarely defined the same way between any two studies, 
while units of geography and sample populations also widely differ [25-27]. Indeed, 
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much of the hypothesized influence of the built environment on obesity is likely to be 
unobserved. For instance social networks are one contextual factor that is commonly 
hypothesized to affect adolescent obesity rates, in that their dietary and physical activity 
patterns are thought to be influenced by their peers [57, 58]. One study maintained that 
the relationship was also present in adults [59]; however, their results were refuted when 
econometric methods were utilized [60]. Additional factors like weather patterns [61], 
other social effects [62, 63] (e.g. neighbourhood safety) and other unobserved factors 
related to the built environment (e.g. food landscape) have all been suggested to 
contribute to unobserved spatial heterogeneity of obesity. 
To date, most prevention initiatives and health-related policies have been based on the 
implicit assumption of spatial homogeneity of obesity rates [64, 65]. This assumption 
would imply that obesity rates (or BMI values) are distributed randomly across 
geographic space. There are few references to this in the literature about Canadian 
studies. Pouliou et al. [13] found significant evidence of both global and local clustering 
of obesity rates at the health region level in 2004. Vanasse et al. [64] also presented 
similar findings, albeit not using current spatial methods. 
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1.4 Objectives 
The primary objective of this thesis was to examine the association between availability 
of fast-food and individual body mass index (BMI) among Canadian adults. 
The relationship was studied in the context of the local food-service environment, where 
the competing effects of fast-food and full-service restaurant density was examined. We 
hypothesized that greater neighbourhood concentration of fast-food outlets, holding other 
factors constant, would be associated with higher BMI. The relationship was tested using 
nationally representative cross-sectional data on individuals. BMI and other known 
determinants of obesity from the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) cycle 4.1 
(2007-2008) were merged with neighbourhood confounding variables from the 2006 
Canadian Census along with geographic information on all restaurants available in 
Canada. As such the findings represent independent effects, net of confounding bias.  
As a secondary objective, the spatial distribution of BMI and its relationship with the 
food-service environment was investigated. The distribution of mean BMI values and 
fast-food outlet density was mapped. Spatial tests for autocorrelation were then used to 
examine clustering of high (low) BMI values. Another objective of this thesis was to test 
for the existence of spatial heterogeneity. A spatial statistical analysis was conducted to 
account for spatial heterogeneity, if found, and derive implications of this analysis. I 
utilized a spatial autoregressive error (SAR) model proposed in the spatial econometrics 
literature to account for the existence of spatial heterogeneity. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
In the first section of this chapter [2.1] I investigated the current Canadian literature on 
the built environment as a risk factor for obesity. By reviewing nine studies, explicitly 
based on Canadian samples, I concluded that the present literature is lacking – 
specifically in adult populations. There was also a gap on the topic of environmental 
influences that specifically affect healthy diets, something shown to be very important in 
the international literature. These realizations motivated the study of fast-food restaurants 
in the context of the built environment, which is the primary purpose of this thesis. In the 
second section of the Chapter [2.2], I identified and reviewed 30 studies in the 
international literature which investigated the neighbourhood influence of fast-food 
availability on obesity. Here, I was able to synthesize and objectively examine the state of 
the current literature on this topic. 
2.1 Review of the Built Environment and Obesity 
The built environment, as presently conceptualized in the health literature, affects energy 
imbalance by facilitating or hindering physical activity and adherence to a healthy diet 
[25]. The conjecture is that individual-level behavioural modification may not be able to 
reverse or even slow the obesity epidemic in the absence of enabling built environment 
features. The societal and physical environments in which individuals live and work are 
expected to influence their health outcomes [66-68]. There has been a growing body of 
international literature focused on the contribution of the built environment features to 
obesity risk. To help synthesize the complex findings, three comprehensive systematic 
reviews [25-27] , have been conducted. For example, the review by Feng et al. [25] 
included measures of the physical activity environment (n=31), the land use and 
transportation environment (n=34) and the local food environment (n=22). However, 53 
of the 63 studies reviewed were based on American populations. Only two were 
Canadian. The review by Papas et al. [27] did not investigate any Canadian literature. 
Although Canada is similar to the U.S. in many respects, Canada reports significantly 
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lower obesity rates [69]. Moreover, there are important social and environmental 
distinctions, highly related to the built environment conjecture, which potentially make 
the two populations distinct. 
A common theme in the built environment literature is the theory of deprivation 
amplification [70], where the relationship between weight status and individuals’ 
physical environment is highly influenced by socio-economic disparities. For instance, 
studies have shown that in the U.S. poorer areas and those areas with greater minority 
populations have disproportionately higher access to fast-food [71, 72], and lower access 
to physical activity facilities or public transit [70]; however, residential segregation along 
socioeconomic and ethnic lines may be more pronounced in the U.S. than in Canada [73]. 
For example, one study showed that income inequality was greater in American census 
metropolitan areas (CMAs) than it was in Canadian CMAs; where income inequality was 
linked to mortality in the U.S. but not in Canada [74]. There are other wide ranging 
differences between the two populations which have the potential to affect how 
individuals act and react to their respective environments. These could include factors 
ranging from differing levels of public transportation based on government social policy 
to distinct weather patterns. As such, it is rational to suppose that the effects of the built 
environment on obesity may differ between Canada and the US, as well as Canada and 
other developed countries. Therefore, in the first section of this chapter I reviewed the 
Canadian literature on obesity and the built environment. The primary purpose was to 
independently outline the main findings, strengths, weaknesses, and gaps in the literature. 
2.1.1 Literature Search 
A search of the online database OVID (Medline) and PubMed was performed on various 
combinations of the following medical subject headings (MESH): “Obesity” or 
“Overweight” and “Built environment”, “neighbourhood”, or “urban sprawl”. The search 
was restricted to articles written in the English language, published between 1980 and 
2011. Only studies based on a Canadian population were included, studies were excluded 
if there was no direct measure of overweight or obesity or if there was no defined 
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measure of the built environment. References of relevant journal articles along with 
government reports and reviews were also searched. 
Nine relevant studies were identified – eight had individual-level cross-sectional designs 
and one was ecological. A summary table of study design, sample population, exposure 
and outcome variables, statistical methodology, and relevant results for the selected 
papers is shown in the appendix [Table A-1]  
2.1.2 Sample Population 
Five studies were conducted using a population of children [62, 63, 75-77] and four with 
adults [17, 66, 78, 79]. Of the studies that used a child based population, three were 
carried out in Alberta (Edmonton [76], Calgary [75], and province wide [63]), one study 
was conducted in Hamilton, Ontario [62], and the other in Nova Scotia [77]. Two of the 
studies that failed to find an association between weight status and the built environment 
were examining a population of children [62, 75]. The sample size for Merchant et al. 
[62] was comparatively small (n=160), consequently, they may not have had enough 
statistical power to detect an effect. Two of the four adult studies used CCHS individual-
level data [17, 66] on BMI, age, sex, ethnicity, marital status, education, income, 
employment, immigration, household size, and urban dwelling along with census 
metropolitan areas (CMA) level census data. Pouliou et al. [66] studied two of the largest 
census CMAs in Canada (Vancouver and Toronto), while Ross [17] used 27 of the largest 
CMAs. Cash et al. [79] had aggregated data on 27 of the largest CMAs and Spence et al. 
[78] used individual-level data from a telephone survey conducted in Edmonton, Alberta 
[PHS-2002]. All four Adult studies found supporting evidence linking built environment 
features to differential weight status. The observed external factors had an influence on 
physical activity factors (e.g. land use mix and walkability as well as dietary influences 
(fast-food restaurant concentration). 
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2.1.3 Outcome Measures 
All studies used BMI either as an outcome measure or for defining obesity and 
overweight. Height and weight were either calculated to the nearest 0.1 cm and 0.1 kg 
respectively (n=5) by the survey administer for child studies, or were self-reported (n=4) 
for adults. To classify children into overweight/obese groups the international obesity 
task force cut-off criteria (IOTF) [80] was used in all relevant studies. BMI was treated as 
a continuous variable for analyses in two of the adult studies [17, 66] and two of children 
[62, 63]. 
2.1.4 Exposure Measures 
Individual caloric consumption may depend on the spatial access to foods of various 
types, while energy expenditure may be affected by access to physical activity 
environments. These input and output pathways can be divided into three categories of 
the built environment: a) food environment, b) land use and transportation, and c) 
physical activity environment [25].  
Table 2-1. Summary of built environment exposure measures 
Measure of the built environment                     Studies     Significant  
Land use mix 3 1  
Neighbourhood Walk ability 4 2  
Residential density 4 1  
Access to physical activity  
(parks, green spaces, facilities and open spaces)  
5 2  
Urban sprawl  1 1  
Neighbourhood safety 3 1 
Street connectivity ( i.e. Intersection density) 3 2  
Fast-food density 2 2 
Commuting time 1 0  
Coffee shops per Capita 1 1  
Total - 12 
   
Metrics for these three categories included neighbourhood safety, access to sidewalks, 
parks and green spaces, physical activity facilities, land use mix indices, neighbourhood 
walkabilitity, street connectivity, urban sprawl, and residential density. Fast-food 
restaurants and coffee shops per capita [79] along with a retail food index were used as 
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metrics for the food environment [78]. Various metrics that were significantly associated 
with changes in BMI or obesity are shown in Table 2-1. 
2.1.4.1 Urban Sprawl 
Urban sprawl was explicitly defined as an exposure measure in one study [17]. An urban 
sprawl index was developed encompassing the proportion of single or detached units, 
CMA dwellings, dwelling density, and percentage of CMA population living in the urban 
core. Living in an urban sprawling environment was significantly associated with higher 
BMI even after controlling for individual confounding [17]. 
2.1.4.2 Neighbourhood Walkability and Physical Activity 
Various measures were used to gauge neighbourhood walkability. For example, Merchant 
et al. [62] modified the neighbourhood walkability survey [81], which incorporated the 
parent’s perception of population density, street connectivity, land use mix, pedestrian-
supportive infrastructure/facilities, esthetics, and neighborhood safety. It was found that 
overall walkability was associated with lower BMI. Specifically, neighbourhood safety, 
access to park/green spaces and place of residence (urban or rural) were found to be the 
most significant predictors of obesity. Spence et al. [76] developed a walkability index by 
summing the z scores of dwelling density, intersection density and land use mix, while 
weighting intersection density by a factor of two. Girls who lived in a walkable 
neighbourhood were less likely to be obese, but there was no significant association for 
boys. Ross et al. [17] used dwelling density as a proxy for neighbourhood walkability and 
found that it was not significantly associated with BMI in men or in women. 
While street connectivity, neighbourhood population density, and safety, were used to 
create walkability indices, they were also analyzed as separate variables. Two studies 
found that intersection density was negatively associated with obesity. The first study 
[76] considered intersection density as a proxy for street connectivity, which was defined 
as the ratio of the number of true intersections to the neighbourhood area. It was found 
that the odds of female children being obese or overweight decreased by a factor of 0.57 
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for every unit increase in intersection density. No association was found for boys. The 
other study [66], defined street connectivity as the number of intersections per area. A 
highly significant association between street connectivity and BMI was found in 
Vancouver, but no significant associations were found in Toronto. Residential density, 
defined as the number of occupied households per residential land use in square 
kilometers, was significant in only one study [66]. It was found that BMI decreased by 
0.0534 and 0.299 for every unit increase in residential density in Toronto and Vancouver, 
respectively. Neighbourhood safety was analyzed in three studies but only found to be 
significant in one. Davidson found a negative linear relationship between perceived 
neighbourhood safety and body weight. 
2.1.4.3 Land Use Mix 
Land use mix was used as an exposure measure in three studies. Pouliou u [66] used a 
method developed by Frank and Engelke [82] to create a land use mix index (LUMI). 
The LUMI is on a continuous scale from 0-1, with zero implying homogeneity (one type 
of land use) and one being evenly distributed (heterogeneity). The LUMI had a negative 
association in Vancouver after controlling for individual and neighbourhood-level 
covariates. This association however did not hold in Toronto. Spence [76] utilized land 
use mix based on the density of facilities belonging to institutional, maintenance, dining 
(including fast-food), and leisure categories [83] but no significant association with 
obesity was found. 
2.1.4.4 Food Environment 
Two studies [78, 79] used a direct metric of the food environment as an exposure 
measure. Cash used density of the top 10 fast-food restaurants in Canada defined as the 
fast-food restaurants with the most establishments in the food-service and Hospitality’s 
(2005) “The Top 100 Listings”. Cash also used top specialty coffee shops in a separate 
analysis. Specialty Coffee shops were intended to serve as a proxy for areas with higher 
education and socio-economic status. Both metrics were aggregated to the Metropolitan 
level and thus individual-level covariates were not controlled for. CMAs with higher 
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density of fast-food restaurants per capita were associated with higher rates of obesity, 
while CMAs with higher density of coffee shops per capita had lower rates of obesity. 
The study by Spence et al. [78] employed greater methodological detail but was 
conducted on a smaller target population. Spence constructed a retail food environment 
index (RFEI) with neighbourhood data on fast-food outlets and retail food stores. Low 
values of the index represented healthier food choices in the neighbourhood while higher 
values represented more fast-food outlets. Higher RFEI was significantly associated with 
the odds of being obese. 
Three studies [62, 66, 76] included some measure of access to food facilities at the 
neighbourhood-level. Pouliou [66] included number of grocery stores, fast-food 
restaurants and convenience stores into density of opportunities which also included 
recreation and physical activity centers; this metric was not found to be significant in the 
bivariate analysis and therefore was not included in the final model. Merchant used the 
perceived density of access to stores with fruits and vegetables; however, it was only 
directly analyzed with respect to self-efficacy only. For this study, access to fruits and 
vegetables was combined with other neighbourhood satisfaction criteria while 
investigating obesity risks. Only Cash [79] used a direct measure of the transportation 
environment: daily time spent commuting (aggregated to the Metropolitan level); this 
measure was not associated with BMI, however. 
2.1.5 Discussion 
Among the studies presently reviewed, there was a high degree of variability between 
sample populations, exposure and outcome variables and statistical methods. This makes 
any objective comparison or conclusion difficult. While several studies attempted to 
measure the same construct (neighbourhood walkability (n=5) for example), no two 
studies defined exposures in the same way. In addition, several statistical modeling 
techniques were used including OLS regression, logistic regression, and multilevel 
modeling. Multi-level modeling can improve on OLS or logistic models by accounting 
for variation at the neighbourhood-level variables that may influence obesity. 
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For the purposes of the present thesis, we are largely interested in adult obesity. The four 
adult studies used self-reported height and weight to calculate BMI of adults. This can be 
problematic as individuals tend to underreport their weight which can lead to an 
underestimation of the true prevalence of obesity [26]. While direct measurements of 
height and weight from study participants would be ideal; it is generally not feasible on a 
large scale representative of the national population. It is recommended that future 
investigators consider the self-reported BMI bias correction that was developed for 
Canada by Gorber et al. [84]. 
Two of the adult studies [79] directly examined the association between fast-food 
restaurant density and obesity. The project was carried out at the University of Alberta in 
conjunction with the Consumer and Market Demand, Agricultural Policy Research 
Network. Aggregate obesity rates and median income across 29 CMAs, in conjunction 
with the top 10 fast-food restaurants (per 10,000 people) were used to obtain correlations 
and perform simple regressions. Although this study received a great deal of media 
attention [85-87], the key limitations of this study were the small sample size (n=29), lack 
of control for confounding, and aggregate data which can lead to the ecological fallacy. 
On the other hand, the study by Spence et al. [78], used individual-level data on weight 
status and several confounder variables which were linked with geographic measures of 
access to food retailers. Specifically, they found that those residing in neighbourhoods 
with a higher proportion of food retail outlets that were classified as fast-food, had an 
increased risk of obesity. The study provides some empirical evidence for Canada. The 
exposure of interest (RFEI) in their study was essentially a measure of how obesogenic 
an individual’s neighbourhood food environment was. While this exposure is certainly 
relevant to the over-arching hypothesis, it lacks a measure of relative magnitude. For 
example, a neighbourhood with five fast-food restaurants and one grocery store and 
another with 10 fast-food restaurants and two grocery stores would be treated equally. An 
additional limitation was that the study was based on one Canadian City with a sample 
size of 2000. This hindered the ability for any subgroup analysis and makes the 
generalizability of the results to the rest of Canada difficult.  
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It is worth noting some other recent Canadian studies that have examined the contextual 
effects of the food environment on purchasing and consumption behaviours; though they 
did not include measures of weight status, the findings can serve to help motivate the 
relationships presented in the next section of the literature review as well as the 
theoretical framework. He et al. [88] found that in both home and school neighborhoods 
in London, Ontario, high fast-food outlet density was associated with increased fast-food 
purchasing by adolescents (i.e., one or more times per week; p < 0.05). In the same 
sample, He et al. [89] used of the modified Healthy Eating Index (HEI) to show that 
overall diet quality for those attending schools with three or more fast-food outlets within 
one km was statistically lower than those with no fast-food outlets within the immediate 
area of their school.  
Overall there has been a lack of strong evidence on the effects of the built environment 
on weight status, especially for adults in Canada. This holds especially true for the fast-
food environment. Next I analyze the international literature on the influence of the fast-
food environment and obesity in Canada. 
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2.2 Review of Availability of Fast-food and Obesity 
The body of literature on the overall food environment and obesity is broad and 
multifaceted. Therefore I focus on studies that are specifically centered on the 
relationship between access to fast-food establishments and obesity. A thorough search of 
the literature was performed using the databases Pub Med-NCBI, Medline (Ovid), 
EconLit and also the grey literature. Various Boolean combinations of the following 
keywords used in the search were “fast-food,” “food environment,” “obesity,” “BMI,” 
“food stores,” “density,” and “proximity.” Only studies which had both an objective 
measure of access to fast-food establishments and of obesity were reviewed. 
The literature search identified a total of 30 studies that had objective measures of both 
obesity and access to fast-food outlets. 13 of the studies included were extracted from a 
review conducted by Fraser et al. [49] on the geography of fast-food outlets (n=33).The 
primary search, reviews of references, and the grey literature identified 17 further studies. 
2.2.1 Study Characteristics 
A summary of study characteristics including design, sample, outcome and exposure 
measures along with statistical methods is shown below [Table 2-2]. The majority of 
studies were conducted in the U.S. (n=23). Two were done in Canada, one in New 
Zealand and two in Australia. Five of the American Studies [90-94] and one Canadian 
[78] were based on a single CMA. The other Canadian Study [79] was an aggregate 
analysis of the top 29 CMAs in Canada. There was one rural study done in Australia [95] 
and three in the US. The Study conducted in New Zealand was national [96]; the 
remaining studies were American and had an urban/rural mix. Data collection and 
analyses ranged from individual-level to state-level. 
To obtain locations of fast-food restaurants a variety of sources such as local, government 
or industry databases along with telephone directory searches were used. It seems that no 
study did any sort of data validation, such as physically checking for accuracy of 
locations. To classify establishments as “Fast-food outlets”, industrial classification 
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systems, namely the Standard Industry Classification (SIC) or North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS) were often used. Other studies used their own 
classifications which included various categorizations of popular chain restaurants. 
In 18 of the studies, self-reported height and weight data were used to calculate BMI. 
Nine studies used measured height and weight to derive BMI, one study used percentage 
of body fat to classify youths as obese [97], and three studies used population rates [79, 
98, 99]. BMI was used as the primary outcome measure in 10 studies. Obesity status 
(dichotomously) was used in eight studies and overweight status (dichotomously) was 
used in one. Both BMI and some classification of overweight or obese were utilized as 
outcome measures in six of the studies included in the review. 
Several measures were used to quantify fast-food availability. The most common 
measures were the number of fast-food outlets and density within a geographic area 
usually referred to as the respondent’s neighbourhood. The definition of neighbourhood 
in these studies ranged from buffer zones (0.1, 0.25, 0.75, 1-2 miles) around the 
respondent’s residence or school, to county, census tract or census block. Density 
variables were constructed based either on a per-population or a per-area denominator 
basis. In some cases, the number of fast-food outlet counts and density were categorized 
in various ways such as high and low, high medium and low, or by percentiles for the 
purpose of analyses. Four studies used availability of fast-food outlet as the primary 
exposure. Availability was defined as the presence of a fast-food establishment within a 
specified buffer zone around a school [97, 99-101], or civic address [99] in each of these 
studies. Proximity was the distance to the closest fast-food establishment from home, 
work or school depending on the study. Most studies measured distance as the crow flies, 
while three used street networks [90, 99, 102]. Three studies attempted to quantify 
availability by constructing an index or ratio. Two studies [78, 103] derived an index 
based on all retail food establishments in the area (RFEI), for which higher values of the 
index represented more obesogenic neighbourhoods. Mehta and Chang [50] used the ratio 
of fast-food to full-service restaurants in an individual’s county. 
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Roughly half of the studies reviewed used conventional statistical methods such as OLS 
or logistic regression. Nine studies used multi-level modeling techniques. Five studies, all 
published in the health economics literature, used an instrumental variables approach. 
The method of instrumental variables is used to control for the endogeneity of the 
primary exposure variable – fast-food outlet counts or density. In order to employ the 
instrumental variable method of estimation, an instrument (or instruments) must be found 
which is (are) highly correlated with the exposure variable ( i.e. fast-food restaurant 
density) conditional on other covariates but uncorrelated with the error term of the 
outcome equation ( i.e. obesity regression equation). Interstate highway exits were used 
as valid instruments in four of these studies [104-107] while one study used the 
percentage of land in the neighbourhood zoned for commercial use [108]. The study by 
Chen et al. [109] used a spatial econometric model in combination with instrumental 
variables to determine the causal relationship between fast-food availability and obesity. 
Their spatial econometric model takes into account the possibility that obesity rates or 
BMI may be spatially correlated. 
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Table 2-2. Fast-food environment literature review -- study characteristics 
Author D*  Country  
(Rural/ 
Urban) 
Sample 
Size  
Age Group Outcome* Primary Exposure Fast-food Definition 
& Data Source 
Method 
‡ 
Burdette 
[90], 2003 
C USA  
(Urban) 
7,020 3-4  M: BMI Proximity (Street network from home) 
Count (Political Jurisdiction) 
All Franchises National: 
Yellow Pages (internet) 
OLS 
Chou [110], 
2004 
E† USA  
(Mixed) 
a 
>18 S
c
: BMI, 
Obesity rates 
Density (Outlets Per Capita (state)) US Census of retail trade- SIC  OLS 
Maddock 
[98], 2004 
E USA  
(Mixed) 
50 
states 
>18 P: Obesity 
rates 
Density (Outlets per square mi (state)), 
(Outlets per population (state)) 
Yellow Pages  MLM 
Simmons 
[95], 2005 
C Australia 
 (Rural) 
1,454 >25 M: BMI Density (town level, per 1K) Observational, Telephone 
Directory 
OLS 
Sturm 
[111], 2005 
L USA  
(Mixed) 
13,282 Children M: BMI Density (home and school zip Code per 
capita) 
US Census zip code business 
pattern files- NAICS  
OLS 
Jefferey 
[53], 2006 
C USA  
(Mixed) 
1,033 >18 S: BMI Count (0.5, 1, 2 mi (work & home)) SIC - Commercial Data Base OLS 
Cash [79], 
 2006 
E Canada  
(Urban) 
29 
CMAs 
All ages P: Obesity 
rates 
Outlets per capita Top 10 Fast-food Chains OLS 
Anderson 
[107], 2007 
C USA  
(Rural) 
13,470 >18 S: BMI, 
Overweight 
Distance (nearest Zip Code with 
restaurant) 
ZIP Code Business Patterns IV OLS 
Wang 
[112], 2007 
C USA  
(Mixed) 
7,595 25-74 S: BMI Density (census tract + 0.5 mi buffer 
level per Area ) Proximity (closest to 
home) 
Telephone business directories 
NAICS, FMI database 
MLM 
Lopez 
[113], 2007 
C USA 
(Urban) 
 
15,258 >18 S: Obesity Density (Zip Code number of fast-food 
per square mile) 
North American Industry 
Classification System 
(NAICS) Codes 
Logistic 
& MLM 
Crawford 
[99], 2008 
C Australia 
 (Urban) 
1,074 8-9, 13-15, 
Parents 
S: BMI, 
Obesity, 
Overweight 
Proximity, Availability, Count (street 
network , (2 km buffer) from address ) 
McDonalds, Red Rooster, 
KFC, Hungry Jacks, Subway, 
Nandos, Pizza Hut and Pizza 
Haven 
Logistic 
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Mau [114], 
2008 
E USA 
(Urban) 
3 
commu
nities 
>18 S:Obesity Count (Community +1 mile) 
 
Direct observation (no wait 
staff, meal obtained in 10 
minutes or less) 
OLS 
UCLA 
a 
[103, 103]
 
2008 
C USA 
(Mixed) 
43,000 All ages S:Obesity RFEI (0.5,1,5 m radius from home for 
urban, suburbs and rural respectively ) 
Info USA Business File. 
(Classification NA) 
Logistic 
Dunn 
[106], 2008 
C USA  
(Mixed) 
27,174 18-65 S: BMI Density (county level. Count, and per 
100K census population) 
McDonalds Burger King, 
Wendy’s, KFC 
IV  
Mehta [50], 
2008 
C USA  
(Mixed) 
714,054 >18 S: Obesity, 
BMI 
Density (county level per 10K).  
Ratio (county level, fast-food to full-
service) 
SIC – U.S. economic Census MLM 
Casey 
[115], 2008 
C USA  
(Rural) 
826 >18 S: Obesity Perceived Access  NA Logistic 
Currie [97], 
2009 
L USA  
(Mixed) 
a 
Children, 
Pregnant 
women 
M: Obesity Availability (0.1-0.5 mi buffer – 
school) 
Top 10 Fast-food MLM 
Spence 
[78], 2009 
C Canada  
(Urban) 
2,900 >18 S: Obesity RFEI (800 and 1600 m - postal code) NAICS OLS 
Chen [109], 
2009 
C USA  
(Mixed) 
3,550 21-75 S: BMI Count: (0.5 mi buffer – home) NAICS: Health database Spatial 
IV 
Li [94],  
2009 
C USA  
(Urban) 
1,221 50-75 M: Obesity Count (census block level, by square 
miles) 
SIC: Purchased Commercial 
business data: Franchises 
MLM 
Davis 
[101], 2009 
C USA  
(Mixed) 
529,367 Youths  S: Obesity, 
BMI 
Availability, (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 mi buffer, 
– school), Count (0.5 buffer)  
Proximity (from schools)  
Top Limited Service: 
Commercial Database 
OLS 
Inagami 
[92], 2009 
C USA  
(Urban) 
2,156 >18 S: BMI Count (Census tract) NAICS: Health database MLM 
Morland 
[116], 2009 
C USA  
(Mixed) 
1,295 >18 S: Obesity Availability (Census tract – more than 
1)  
Proximity (Street network) 
NAICS: Environmental Health 
Data bases 
OLS 
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Pearce [96], 
2009 
C NZ 
(Mixed) 
12,529 >15 M: Over-
weight 
Proximity (Averaged median distance 
to fast-food outlet per neighbourhood) 
Territorial Authority Database. 
Yellow pages. Multi-National 
and Local 
MLM 
Rundle 
[93], 2009 
C USA  
(Urban) 
13,102 >18 M: Obesity, 
BMI 
Density (per area of 0.5 mi network 
buffer around home ) 
SIC Commercial database OLS 
Block 
[102], 2010 
L USA  
(Mixed) 
3,113 >21 M: BMI Proximity (Street network)  NAICS Yellow pages MLM 
Dunn 
[105], 
2010 
C USA 
(Mixed) 
419,321 18-75 S: BMI Count (County) 
Density (Count per 100,000 County 
residents) 
Map quest: McDonald’s, 
Burger King, Wendy’s, KFC 
IV 
Dunn 
[104], 2012 
C USA 
(Rural)  
1,019 18-75 S: BMI Proximity (from address) 
Count (number of outlets in 1 and 3 mi 
buffer of address) 
BVFEP Large chains, 
excluding pizza. (n=16) 
IV 
Howard 
[100], 
 2011 
E USA 
(Mixed) 
897 
Schools 
9
th
 grade M: Over- 
weight rates 
Availability (800 m network buffer 
around school) 
(NAICS ) Info-USA / ESRI 
(>5 locations) 
OLS 
Bodor 
[117], 2010 
C USA 
(Urban) 
3,925  >18 S: Obesity Density ( Counts, 2 km network buffer 
around centroid of census tract) 
Louisiana (OPH) database. 
Local, or national chains 
MLM 
         
D*=Study Design, E=Ecological, C=Cross-sectional (Individual data), L=Longitudinal, O*=Outcome Measure, M=Measured, S=Self-reported, P=Population estimates 
‡ Methods, Statistical analyses, OLS=Ordinary Least Squares, MLM = Multi Level Modeling, IV = Instrumental Variables, Spatial = Spatial autoregressive error 
model (SARAR), logistic= binary logistic regression  
Note: Buffer zones are created with distance measured as the crow flies unless otherwise stated 
c Correction factor used in calculating BMI  
† Ecological/Pooled cross sectional 
RFEI=Retail food environment index 
BVFE= Brazos Valley Food Environment Project 
Behavioural Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS), (OPH) Office of public Health 
a California Center for Public Health Advocacy, Policy Link, and the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research 
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2.2.2 Study Results 
A summary of the key findings is presented below [Table 2-3]. Overall 19 of the 30 
studies found a statistically significant association between fast-food availability and 
obesity; however, not all studies found a clear association in the literature. 
Four of the five ecological studies found a strong, positive association between increased 
fast-food outlets per capital and obesity rates. Howard et al. [100] found no such 
association; however, the study focused on a specific population – ninth grade students in 
a public school. 11 of the 19 cross-sectional studies found a significant association, 
though three of them reported significant results for specific sub-populations or certain 
measures. Two studies reported a significantly negative relationship between fast-food 
availability and obesity [96, 116], however. Pearce et al. [96] did find that those living 
furthest away from fast-food outlets were more likely to eat the daily recommended 
intake of fruit and vegetables. Out of the longitudinal studies, two out of three studies 
found statistically significant results; the study by Block et al. [102] , however, found 
smaller effects that were only significant for women. 
2.2.2.1 Exposure Measures 
It is somewhat difficult to objectively compare results between the various exposure 
measures because each study derived their variables differently. Nonetheless several 
findings were in the similar direction and are worth mentioning. 
2.2.2.1.1 Fast-food Index 
Both studies [78, 103] that used an index, examining proportional effects of food-service 
availability, found strong effect sizes that were statistically significant. When comparing 
neighbourhoods with a low vs. high RFEI, Spence et al.[78] found that residents were 
25% less likely to be obese (p<0.05). The effect was strongest when an 800 meter buffer 
zone was used. Mehta and Chang [50] found a BMI difference of 0.2 (kg/m
2
) between a 
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25% and 75% ratio of fast-food to full-service restaurants (p<0.001); a difference of 0.5 
(kg/m
2
) was found between 5% and 95% of the corresponding ratio. 
2.2.2.1.2 Fast-food Count 
Seven studies found a significant association with fast-food count. When neighbourhood 
fast-food count was treated as a continuous measure for obesity risk, there was an 
estimated odds ratio of 1.01 (95% CI: 1.011-1.02) for each additional outlet [117]. For 
BMI, Chen [109] found an increase of 0.2 (kg/m
2
) for each additional outlet (p<0.05); 
similar results also found by Dunn (2008) [106] (0.154 (kg/m
2
) (p<0.05). Several studies 
categorized fast-food outlet count. Inagami et al. [92] found an estimated increase in BMI 
of 2.03 (kg/m
2
) between neighbourhoods with high fast-food counts vs. those with no 
outlets (p=0.02). This result was statistically significant for individuals who did not own 
cars, however. Mehta and Chang [50] also compared neighbourhoods with low and high 
(25
th
 and 75
th
 percentile) fast-food counts for which they found statistically significant 
evidence of both increased BMI and obesity risk. 
2.2.2.1.3 Fast-food Availability 
Fast-food availability, defined as the presence of an outlet within either the subject’s 
neighbourhood or buffer zone, was found to be statistically significant in three of the four 
studies that used this measure. The only study that failed to find a significant association 
had an ecological study design [100]. Davis et al. [101] found significantly higher odds 
of obesity (OR=1.07), and an estimated difference in BMI of 0.14 (p<0.05) for 
individuals who had a fast-food outlet in their immediate buffer zone, compared to those 
who did not. Morland and Evenson [116] measured obesity risk with a prevalence ratio 
(PR) and found a stronger effect (PR=1.3 (p<0.05)) than what was seen by Davis et al 
[101] using an odds ratio. These cross-sectional results were reinforced in the 
longitudinal analyses by Currie and Vickram [97], though a different target population 
was used. 
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Table 2-3. Fast-food environment literature review -- study results 
 
Design 
Observed association 
Significant positive Significant negative 
 
No significance 
Ecological   
(n=5) Maddock 2004 
Cash 2007 
Chou (E) 2004 
Mau, 2008 
 Howard 2011 
Cross-sectional    
(n=20) [116]Mehta 2008 
Davis 2009 
Morland 2009 
(Density only) 
Inagami 2009  
(Non car owner only) 
Li 2009 
Spence 2009 
Dunn 2008 
Dunn 2010 
Dunn 2012 
Chen 2009 
Bodor 2010 
UCLA 2010 
Pearce 2009 
Morland 2009 
(proximity) 
 
Wang 2007 
Casey 2009 
Burdette 2004 
Rundle 2009 
Simmons 2005 
Jeffery 
g
 2006 
Anderson 2007 
Lopez 2007 
Crawford 2008 
Longitudinal     
(n=4) Block 2011 (Women only) 
Currie 2009 (9
th
 graders, 
within 0.1 mi of school. 
Pregnant Woman) 
 
 Sturm 2005 
Total 19 2 11 
Findings 
p 
Cross Sectional
 
  
Bodor 
Obese: Count (OR: 1.01(1.011-1.02)) 
Spence 
Obese: RFEI 800m buffer (Low vs. High) (OR: 0.74( 0.59–0.94)) 
Obese: RFEI 800m (med vs. high) (OR: 0.81(0.61–1.06)) 
Obese: RFEI 1600m buffer (Low vs. High) (OR: (0.85(0.66–1.10)) 
Obese: RFEI 1600m (med vs. high) (OR: 0.93 (0.71–1.22)) 
UCLA 
Obese: RFEI (lowest vs. highest groups) 20% difference in prevalence (p<0.05) 
Morland 
Obese: Availability (Franchised FF) (PR: 1.30 (1.00, 1.69)) 
Davis 
Overweight: Availability (OR 1.06 (1.02, 1.10)) Obese 1.07 (1.02, 1.12) 
BMI: Availability (β: 0.14 (0.06, 0.23)) 
Mehta 
BMI : Total Restaurants (25
th
 vs. 75
th
 percentile) (β: -0.22 (-0.3-0.14)*** ) 
BMI : FF count (25
th
 vs. 75
th
 percentile) (β: 0.09 (0.02–0.16)*) 
BMI: FF Ratio 25
th
 vs. 75
th
 percentile (β: 0.20*** (0.12, 0.27)) 
BMI: FF Ratio 5
th
 vs. 95
th
 percentile (β: 0.5 (CI: na)) 
Obese: Total Restaurants(25
th
 vs. 75
th
 percentile) (OR: 0.94 (0.91 to 0.96)***) 
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Obese: FF count (25
th
 vs. 75
th
 percentile) (OR: 1.05 (1.02–1.08)**) 
Dunn 
a
 
BMI: Count (β: 0.154 (CI: 0.09 (p<0.1)),  
BMI: Density (β: 0.26 (p<0.1)) (IV, OLS not sig.) 
Dunn 
b 
BMI: Positive association with density (Females and non-Rural only)  
Dunn 
c 
Obese: significant for non-white (distance, count (1,3 miles)) 
Inagami: 
BMI: Count (high vs. 0) (β: 2.03 (p=0.02)) non car owners. 
Chen: 
BMI: Count: (0.5 mi) (β : 0.2 (p<0.01) (spatial)) 
Li 
Obese: Density (high vs. Low (OR:1.878 (CI=1.006-3.496)) 
 
FF: Fast-food, a 2008, b 2010, c2012, RFEI: Retail Food Environment Index (low, med, high), PR: Prevalence ratio 
Note: Jeffery also a positive association between obesity and the frequency of eating fast-food. 
CI: 95% Confidence interval, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 
2.2.2.1.4 Fast-food Proximity 
When proximity of fast-food was used as the exposure variable, no evidence of a positive 
association with BMI or obesity was found. Morland and Evenson [116] found a 
statistically significantly relationship with proximity in the opposite direction than 
expected in their un-adjusted model. However, the statistical significance of this finding 
disappeared when they adjusted for age, race, gender, and marital status in their 
regression analysis. Another study by Pearce et al. [96] in Australia also found similar 
results: individuals living further away from fast-food outlets were more likely to be 
overweight. Yet they also found that those living furthest away were also less likely to 
achieve the daily recommended fruit intake. 
2.2.2.1.5 Fast-food Density 
Fast-food density, similar to count but adjusted directly for either population or area, was 
significantly associated with obesity or BMI in three cross-sectional studies. The study by 
Dunn (2008) [106] found a slightly higher effect size with density than count exposure. 
Their study in 2010 found that the effects were only significant for females in rural areas. 
In the pooled cross-sectional, ecological study, by Chou et al. [110] , density was found 
to be significantly associated with BMI. 
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2.2.3 Discussion 
The research methodology studying the relationship between obesity and the 
neighbourhood fast-food environment is evolving in the current literature. The level of 
geography, sampling design, fast-food environment measures, outcome measures and 
statistical methods vary across studies. Some inconsistency with the measurement of 
exposure produced contradictory results in some articles (e.g. proximity of fast-food); 
however, the vast majority of studies (19 of the 30) found a statistically significant 
positive association between fast-food availability and obesity. Of the studies that failed 
to find significant results, most cited study design limitations as the likely cause – not an 
absence of a true effect. 
2.2.3.1 Cross Sectional Design 
The majority of studies to date have been of cross-sectional design, representing 23 of the 
30 studies reviewed here. BMI was analyzed as a primary outcome in 14 of the cross-
sectional studies. Four of these studies were able to calculate BMI using measured height 
and weight. In the remaining studies, self-reported height and weight was used to obtain 
BMI; although most authors acknowledged this limitation in their discussion. Only Chou, 
Grossman and Saffer [110] adjusted for potential self-report bias by means of a 
correction factor proposed by Cawley [118]. 
Six of the cross-sectional papers failed to find a significant association between fast-food 
availability and obesity or BMI. These inconsistencies may relate to sample size 
considerations. Sample size in studies with insignificant results ranged from n=826 – 
n=13,102 with three that were under 1,400. Similarly some of these studies may have 
lacked strong enough neighbourhood variability to detect an effect. For instance, 
Simmons et al. [95] had only seven towns that were used to calculate fast-food density. 
Wang et al. [112] used 82 neighbourhoods. This is contrasted with studies that found 
significant results, which had a greater range in sample size (n=1,221 to n=714,054), with 
three studies that were based on samples greater than 100,000 individuals. 
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Correspondingly the larger studies that used census (or other) boundaries to define fast-
food environments, tended to utilize more neighbourhoods (Mehta and Chang [50] n= 
544, Bodor et al.[117] n=167, Dunn [105] (2010) n=1157). Of course, these observations 
are by no means conclusive; conflicting evidence was seen in Rundle et al. [93] who had 
unique neighbourhoods for 13,571 respondents and failed to find significant results [93]. 
Overall, statistically significant effect sizes were generally small in magnitude, thus one 
reason for the insignificant findings could be lack of power to detect a small effect. 
Another notable difference that may contribute to the observed discrepancies is 
inadequate control for confounding. In observational studies, proper control for 
confounding is paramount in order to obtain valid estimates. This is especially true with 
the current topic since the true effect is sensitive to factors such as population density, 
whether it is an urban or rural area as well as individual lifestyle factors. 
2.2.3.2 Longitudinal Design 
Longitudinal studies are often considered to be stronger than cross-sectional designs, 
especially when the analysis was designed to obtain a causal effect of the exposure 
variable of interest (e.g. differences-in-difference method). Of the longitudinal studies 
reviewed here, the analysis by Block et al.[102] was particularly relevant due to the fact 
that the target population of the study was based on adults. They used high quality data, 
obtained from the well-known Framingham Heart Study and obtained precise locations of 
fast-food establishments. In terms of internal validity the study was exceptional as 
proximity to fast-food outlets was measured accurately as distance along road networks. 
2.2.3.3 Ecological Design 
The ecological studies that were reviewed provide valuable support in favor of the 
hypothesis. Cash et al. [79] was one of the two Canadian studies undertaken on this topic. 
The shortcomings of this study were discussed previously, [2.1.5] and include a small 
sample size given the methods, and a lack of control for confounding. Maddock [98] 
employed slightly improved methodology, with better control for confounding factors. 
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His analysis was adjusted for demographics, fruit and vegetable consumption, population 
density and age, across for 50 states in the US. He also used multi-level modeling 
techniques. Although small sample size, their results also suggested a relationship 
between the fast-food environment and obesity. Howard et al. [100], was one of the few 
ecological studies that failed to find a statistically significant association between fast-
food availability and obesity. 
A common drawback to all of the studies mentioned thus far is that spatial dependence 
was not addressed. A study by Chen et al. [109] is an exception which incorporates the 
spatial dependence structure into their model. They were able to obtain micro data on 
3550 individuals, as well as the exact location of all fast-food restaurants in the county 
which enabled them to create a very precise model of the “food landscape.” Like 
Anderson and Matsa [107], and Dunn (2008) [106], Chen et al.[108] used an IV approach 
to deal with the endogeneity of fast-food restaurant location. Specifically, they used 
percentage of land within a 0.5 km buffer zone of an individual’s residence that was 
zoned for non-commercial land use as a valid instrument. The motivation is that a 
restaurants location would be highly correlated with zoning regulations, and should have 
no direct correlation with BMI. Chen et al.[109] developed a spatial econometric model 
that controlled for individual-level covariates, endogeneity of fast-food restaurants, 
neighbourhood crime, spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity. Results showed a 
small but statistically significant effect of the hypothesized relationship between BMI and 
fast-food restaurant density. 
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2.3 Spatial Clustering of Obesity 
Identifying spatial patterns can help reveal underlying risk factors of obesity originating 
from the built environment features [119]. Moreover, if obesity or BMI values are indeed 
correlated across geographic space, then the traditional assumptions used in conventional 
linear regression models may be violated. Thus the existence of spatial clustering has 
both theoretical and practical implications. 
2.3.1 Spatial Clustering of Obesity in Canada 
Some recent Canadian studies examined spatial clustering of obesity rates at the health 
region level to ascertain regional disparities in the prevalence of obesity. Vanasse et al. 
[64] using the 2003 CCHS found that obesity rates varied widely across health regions, 
from 6.2% in Vancouver to 47.5% in an aboriginal community in Northern 
Saskatchewan. In addition, the visual examination of cartograms, which are useful as 
they adjust for the distortion caused by large differences in population density, revealed 
higher rates of obesity in the North Central, and Atlantic provinces. 
Using the 2005 CCHS data, Pouliou et al. [13] analyzed spatial patterns in obesity while 
taking into account local and global variability in the data. Yet again they found that age 
standardized obesity rates varied substantially between health regions, with obesity rates 
ranging from 7% in Richmond BC, to 28.07% in Zone 1 Nova Scotia for females and 
8.03% in Vancouver, BC to 32.37% in Native communities of Saskatchewan for males. 
Overall there was a trend for higher rates of overweight/obesity in the northern and 
Atlantic health regions than those in the West. Moran’s I (a statistical test for the 
presence of global spatial autocorrelation) measures the overall degree and significance 
to which high (low) obesity rates are found in close proximity to one another. This global 
test was highly significant (p<0.001) in both men and women for obesity and overweight. 
Moran’s I however does not identify the location or direction of these clusters. The 
method of Local Indicators of Spatial Autocorrelation (LISA) can be used to decompose 
Moran’s I into the contribution of each observation [120]. Most pertinently, they can be 
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interpreted as indicators of where local clusters of non-stationarity (or hot spots) of 
higher than average values exist [120]. Pouliou identified local “hot spots” of high 
obesity rates in the Atlantic and northern regions of Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba 
and Ontario. Both studies that were based on the CCHS (2003 [64]  and 2005 [13]) found 
that that the three major Canadian metropolitan areas (CMAs) had lower obesity rates 
than the national average. Another study by Shuurman et al. [121] conducted a study in 
2006 using a telephone survey data set (n=1,863) and examined spatial patterns of 
obesity/overweight along with moderate physical activity and their relationship to the 
neighbourhood built environment. No significant global (Moran’s I) or local (LISA) 
clustering of overweight/obesity or moderate physical activity was found. This study 
however, unlike those based on aggregated CCHS data employed a small sample of 
individual-level data. To analyze local Moran’s I, their sample was split into eight 
separate neighbourhoods, with an average of 232 persons per neighbourhood. 
2.3.2 Spatial Clustering in the USA 
Several American studies reported spatial clustering of obesity rates. Michimi et al. [119] 
used Behavioural Risk Factor Surveillance System Data, a population based cross-
sectional survey, to study spatial patterns of obesity. The LISA significance maps showed 
higher prevalence of obesity in non-metro environments in the south with lower 
prevalence in the west and northeast areas of the US. Additional spatial analyses on 
various risk factors suggested that unique set of environmental factors, such as climate, 
land use, population density, and culture may be the driving cause behind the observed 
spatial patterns of obesity. Mobley et al. [122] used data on over 30,000 women across 45 
states. Median BMI was used at the county level for which significant evidence of both 
global and local spatial autocorrelation was found. At the local level, both positive and 
negative clustering was found. It was found that high clusters were linked to 
disadvantaged areas. Schlundt et al. [123] concluded significant clustering at the county 
level, though their analysis was based only Pearson correlation coefficients between 
counties. 
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2.4 Conclusion  
In this chapter the Canadian literature on the built environment was introduced, where 
data were presented that linked various features of the built environment directly to 
differential BMI and/or obesity rates. Significant relationships were shown to affect both 
adults and children. The evidence, however, on fast-food availability as an environmental 
risk factor for obesity was limited in Canada. In section 2.2 the international literature on 
the association between fast-food availability and weight status was presented. I 
identified numerous studies (n=19) of varying study design (cross-sectional, ecological, 
and longitudinal) that provided evidence of a significant association. These results were 
predominantly based on U.S. populations.  
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Chapter 3 Methods 
3.1 Theoretical and Empirical Motivation 
In the preceding chapter, empirical evidence was presented on the effects of differential 
fast-food restaurant availability as a risk factor for obesity. In this section, a theoretical 
framework encompassing individual preferences, utility theory, and behavioural theory 
was developed. 
3.1.1 Consumption of Fast-food and Obesity 
The conceptual framework presented in this section, posits that what an individual 
chooses to eat ultimately comes down to his/her personal preference regarding a number 
of factors. I put forth an argument where convenience is a primary influence on 
individual food choices. This motivates the empirical model where variation in local fast-
food restaurant density was analyzed with respect to variation in BMI. As such, there 
were two important pathways that connect fast-food availability to differences in weight 
status. The pathway which is unobservable given the study design is the link between 
consumption of fast-food and weight status [Figure 3-1]. The  pathway of interest was 
the association between the availability of fast-food and the consumption of fast-food 
[Figure 3-3].  Evidence to support the mediating association that links the actual 
consumption of fast-food to obesity (pathway 2) is presented in this section. 
 
Figure 3-1. Pathway 2 
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Fast-food is characterized by numerous factors such as large portion sizes [45, 46], high-
levels of saturated fats and refined starch and added sugars [44] – all of which are 
associated with obesogenic diets. The high caloric load of fast-food however, is often 
cited as the primary factor directly responsible for weight gain [40, 47, 48]. Comparing 
1970 to 2000, an economic analysis by Swinburn, Sacks and Ravussin [124] determined 
that the change in energy intake over 30 years could explain the weight gain seen in the 
U.S. population. Statistics Canada data show that between 1991 to 2002 daily average 
energy intake from food consumption increased by 18% [125]. The Dietitians of Canada 
[125] also found that the average caloric intake exceeded the recommended daily energy 
intake for most gender and age groups in 2002. 
Fast-food is certainly an important contributing factor to increased energy intake at the 
population level. As a concrete example, an Angus burger combo at McDonalds exceeds 
three quarters of the recommended daily energy intake for a middle aged woman with 
average physical activity habits [126]. It is estimated that a typical individual fast-food 
item in the U.S possess energy densities in excess of 900 kJ [47]. To the credit of the 
industry, there have been attempts at diversifying menu items and marketing healthier 
alternatives such as certain lean chicken options and salads; however, these healthier 
choices have so far done poorly in the marketplace [54]. As such, hamburgers and fries 
are still the leader in sales volume in the U.S. [127]. In Canada French fries are currently 
the most popular fast-food restaurant item [55]. Research has shown that frequency of 
fast-food restaurant dining was associated with higher total energy intake, higher 
percentage of fat intake, more frequent consumption of hamburgers, fries and soft drinks 
and lower consumption of fibre and fruits [127]. 
The existing literature provides a strong support for the associations between fast-food to 
poor dietary content and subsequent obesity. Examination of cross-sectional studies in the 
literature reveals a clear associational, though some studies did not find unambiguous 
evidence for all population subgroups. Jeffery et al. [53] found a significantly positive 
correlation between fast-food consumption and obesity, though only significant in 
females [128]. Anderson and Matsa [107] saw the prevalence of obesity increase 
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consistently with frequent fast-food restaurant visits, from 24% of those going less than 
once a week to 33% of those going three or more times. In a large, nationally 
representative survey of Americans, it was found that those who had recently (24 hour 
recall on two non-consecutive days) eaten food away from home were likely to be one kg 
heavier than those who had not [42] (p<0.05). For females this relationship was only true 
if the food that had recently been consumed outside of the home was fast-food. A pooled 
cross-sectional analysis based on nationally representative American surveys for the time 
periods 1987 (n = 21,731), 1992 (n = 11,718) and 1999–2000 (n = 5,330) found a 
significant increase in self-reported meals consumed away from home [129]. Similar to 
Anderson and Matsa [107], and Jeffery et al. [53] the association with BMI was only 
significant in women, however. 
The relationship found in cross sectional studies was corroborated in prospective cohort 
and experimental studies. In a 15 year, prospective analysis published in the Lancet, 
Pereia et al. [43] found a direct association between fast-food frequency and changes in 
body weight. Those with frequent fast-food restaurant use at both baseline and follow up, 
gained an additional 4.5 kg of bodyweight, compared to those with infrequent use. Six of 
seven prospective cohorts that were included in a systematic review on this topic found 
very clear associations between fast-food consumption and caloric intake leading to 
weight gain [52]. All three experimental studies [39-41] in the same review found a 
positive correlation between increased fast-food consumption and increased energy 
intake. French et al. [41] was the only experimental study that had a long follow up 
period to investigate changes in weight – they found that on average, an increase in one 
fast-food meal per week was associated with a 0.72 kg weight gain over a three year 
period. 
Although the exact nature of the causal pathway is unclear, it is clear that fast-food is 
energy dense, high in saturated fat and sugar, low in fibre and micronutrients, and 
promotes excess eating through large portion sizes -- consumption of which is a 
significant risk factor for obesity. For the remainder of the thesis, it is assumed that 
consuming fast-food causes weight-gain holding other factors constant. I argue that the 
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contextual influence of fast-food availability influences consumption. The following 
framework outlines the underlying motivation that may drive the relationship between 
easier access to fast-food outlets, and consumption of fast-food. 
3.1.2 Individual-level Food Choice Model 
There is a large variation in dietary patterns among Canadian adults; however, the 
majority consumes a diet that could be described as in need of improvement and exceeds 
the recommended caloric intake for weight maintenance by the Dieticians of Canada 
[125, 130]. The psychosocial aspect of food selection has been a key characteristic 
emphasized in the health promotion literature [131, 132]. Over the past few decades, 
researchers, health professionals, and food marketers have made a systematic effort 
towards understanding the determinants of food choice [130]. Identifying factors that 
influence food choice is a pre-cursor for studying the effects of dietary change on health 
outcomes [132]. Since nobody wants to be obese, it is constructive to consider obesity as 
a by-product of certain individual preferences. These preferences can be studied using the 
frameworks provided by social-psychological and economic behavioural theory. 
Economics is the study of how people allocate scarce resources in order to maximize 
their own utility. Health is only one factor as in many cases people are willing to forego 
health in exchange for other things they value more highly. Indeed, most individuals have 
certain habits that are detrimental to their own health at least to some degree. The 
framework for food choice models is based on social-psychological theories of decision 
making behaviour [130, 133]. Value expectancy allows for methodically evaluating the 
preferences a person may consider, when taking a course of action. This can help specify 
how people characterize and evaluate the elements of the decision making process, in 
terms of specific behaviours and preferences. Multi-attribute utility theory (MAU) is a 
subset of value expectancy theory which is particularly relevant to studying the 
determinants of food choice. MAU proposes that people evaluate decisions with respect 
to multiple attributes, and either explicitly weigh the alternatives or make mental 
representations of each choice before deciding how to proceed [130, 133]. This theory 
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posits that varieties of factors are considered for a specific behaviour, each with their own 
individual importance or weight [130]. Glanz et al. [130] developed a model describing 
the determinants of food choice grounded by MAU, some of these elements provided the 
basic framework to understand the consumption of fast-food in the application of this 
thesis. 
Specifically, factors that may affect food choice are broken down into five preferences: 
taste, cost, convenience and health – the model is graphically displayed below [Figure 
3-2]. 
 
Figure 3-2. Theoretical food choice model 
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3.1.2.1 Taste 
Taste refers to the sensory appeal of foods such as flavor, palatability, texture and aroma 
[134, 135]. Energy dense foods tend to be highly palatable and tastier compared to fresh 
fruits and vegetables [136]. Typical consumers derive a much higher proportion of their 
daily diet from fats and sugars than is suggested. It is recommended that less than 30% of 
daily energy should be derived from fat, however this limit is often exceeded [135]. The 
observed excess caloric intake therefore seems to be less influenced by health and the 
body’s energy needs than by the sensory appeal of foods rich in saturated fat [135]. 
Indeed, consumer trend studies with respect to food consumption show that Canadians 
value flavor over nutritional content [137]. 
The influence of taste on consumption has been studied quantitatively and qualitatively. 
In a national survey of more than 3,000 Americans, taste was identified as having a large 
influence on food choice [130]. Numerous other surveys also show similar evidence [130, 
138-141]. A study done on the participation of school lunch programs, argued that by 
reducing the fat content from 38% to 32%, almost two million students would stop eating 
the lunches altogether [142]. Clinical studies suggested that there is low adherence to low 
fat diets in the dietary management of plasma lipid disorders. Subjects of a Women’s 
health trial reported that adhering to diets with little or no fat flavoring was one of the 
most difficult behaviours to adopt and maintain [143]. Reductions in taste quality of the 
diet are one of the most frequently brought up obstacles for maintaining a healthy, low fat 
diet [144, 145]. 
Taste is clearly one of the most influential factors on individual food choice and is highly 
dependent on fat and sugar content. Fast-food meals are known to be rich in saturated fats 
and sugars and thus taste is hypothesized to play a key role in the frequency of fast-food 
consumption. 
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3.1.2.2 Health 
In this model, health refers to the individuals’ concern with nutrition, chronic disease, and 
body weight. According to the Alberta Agriculture, Food and Rural Development (2004), 
Canadian consumers still consider nutrition in the determination of food choices, yet they 
seem to place a relatively higher value on other preferences such as taste and variety -- 
more so now than they did in the 1990’s [137]. On their analysis of consumer food 
choice, Glanz et al. [130] categorized the participants into seven lifestyle clusters ranging 
from the “physical fanatics” (n=10%) who exercise regularly, do not smoke or drink, 
maintain a healthy diet and watch their weight, to the “non-interested nihilists” (n=7%) 
who smoke, drink, eat unhealthy diets and rarely exercise. Healthy lifestyle membership 
was most significantly associated with the relative importance of nutrition and weight 
control preferences. They found the concerns about weight were predictive of increased 
fruits and vegetable consumption and limited fast-food and cheese consumption. 
3.1.2.3 Cost (Monetary) 
Here, cost refers to the monetary price per unit of energy (CDN$/kcal). Each individual 
requires a daily energy intake which they must obtain in at an affordable price [132]. This 
also differs by sex: about 2000-2500, kcal for men, 1800-2200 kcal for women [126]. It 
has been shown that the price of a calorie is generally cheaper when obtained from 
unhealthy, energy-dense foods compared to healthy, less energy-dense foods [146, 147]. 
Technological innovations have led to more efficient production and supply of processed 
food for mass consumption at a cheaper price. As Lakdawalla and Phillipson [148] point 
out, during a period of significant technological change the price of calories is expected 
to drop. This is due to competing technology, some innovations facilitate sedentary 
behaviour (e.g. cars, computers, TV’s), which effectively lowers the demand for energy 
(calories), and conversely, agricultural technology increases the supply of calories. 
Through this shift in the supply curve, and as a result of economies of scale, the real price 
of calories obtained from prepared and fast-foods decreased over time [110]. 
Additionally, studies on retail outlets have shown that decreasing the expected time of 
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waiting in line will increase the willingness of consumers to travel to an outlet because 
their expected value of total time costs will be reduced [149]. The expectation of having 
to wait is inversely related to outlet density. Fast-food therefore is a relatively cheap 
source of calories, which may have contributed to increased consumption over the past 
three decades. 
3.1.3 Convenience 
I argue that consumer demand for convenience is the primary driving force behind the 
increased trend in fast-food consumption. Unequivocally, Canadians now have more 
money, less free time, fewer domestic works and less preference to devote time to 
prepare food at home [137]. A qualitative research study from Health Canada also found 
that the most frequently cited barrier to healthy eating was lack of time; the time 
constrained individuals often eat carry out or fast-food [150]. Similarly, Jaeger concludes 
that for many, (in) convenience is an obstacle in maintaining a healthy diet, using 
adequate servings of vegetables and fruit as an example [151]. Theoretically, this time-
trade-off was considered in household production approach which generates shadow 
prices for time use in non-market activities of consumers [37]. Therefore, convenience 
with respect to the demand for fast-food refers to the time saved by buying, preparing, 
cooking, eating and cleaning up after meals. 
The key idea is that over the last half century there has been a secular increase in the real 
value of time, leading to a direct increase in consumer demand for convenience. This 
change is due to various social, economic and technological advances which 
accompanied the transition from an industrial or agricultural society to a post-industrial 
society. Economists have suggested that many of these advances and their accompanying 
lifestyle modifications have played a key role in the obesity epidemic [110, 152, 153]. 
The last 50 years have also seen a trend towards less time being allocated to household 
activities, specifically food related chores [154]. The Canadian General Social Survey, 
1998 found that Canadians spend now only 6% of their time per week on food related 
chores [137]. Two factors that have played a key role in this shift are increased labor 
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market participation for women and decreased household size. It is well known that 
women’s workplace participation has been steadily increasing, nonetheless in Canada 
women still do most of the food preparation at home [137]. The NDP Group’s NET 
Canada Nutrition Survey 2000, reports that female head of households planned 84% of 
evening meals that were prepared and consumed at home. Furthermore, when it comes to 
household work related activities women again contribute a greater amount of time than 
men (3.8 vs. 2.3 hours per day respectively). The increase in single parent homes and 
families with two working parents are tightening time constraints, changing how people 
spend their time on daily activities [137]. 
In Canada, the average number of persons per household has been steadily decreasing 
since 1966 [3.7 (2001) vs. 2.8 (1966) [137]]. Compared to the family household where 
meals are typically eaten together at designated times, individualistic lifestyles are 
characterized by eating on the go, eating out with friends and often eating prepared foods 
even at home. Poirier highlights the impact of time constraints on food consumption 
patterns of today's households. He reports that the average meal preparation time at home 
in 2002 was 15 to 30 minutes compared to 45 minutes 10 years earlier. A mere 25% of 
Canadian families now eat a homemade meal from each day, compared to 50% of 
families in 1992 [155] Indeed, qualitative research shows that single person households 
are more convenience oriented than multiple person households [156]. A study by 
Marquis [157] confirmed the significance of convenience in determining food choice 
among young, single adults living in residence halls. Convenience was found to be the 
most important preference ahead of price, pleasure, health, and concern about weight. 
Similarly, Marquis and a Manceau [158] found convenience to play a significant role in 
determining food choice for single men in Montreal.  
The value of both market and non-market time is higher now than in the past due to 
several factors. Growth in human and physical capital, technological innovations and 
other factors, have led to a secular increase in real income -- primarily due to improved 
productivity at work [159]. Disposable income has also increased, especially among 
young bachelors with non-traditional eating patterns, resulting in higher expenditure on 
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time saving and labor saving food products [160]. The essence of MAU is the 
monetization of non-market time (i.e. hedonic pricing or shadow pricing approach in 
economics) and thus with higher wages, time not spent at work comes with an increased 
opportunity cost. These advances in capital and technology have also increased the 
productivity of consumption time. Becker [159] uses the development of automobiles, 
sleeping pills, telephones and supermarkets as examples of increased productivity in his 
classic work on allocation of time theory. The integration of the internet into people’s 
daily lives has increased consumption productivity even more. Social media, online 
shopping and efficient access to information through search engines are but a few 
examples of how we can accomplish far more with our time than ever before [161]. The 
fast-food industry itself has long been aware that their sales are highly dependent on 
convenience. As stated in McDonald’s 1994 annual report [37]: 
 “McDonald's wants to have a site wherever people live, work, play, or 
gather. Our Convenience Strategy is to monitor the changing lifestyles of 
consumers and intercept them at every turn. As we expand customer 
convenience, we gain market share” 
- (McDonald's Corporation USA, 1994 Annual Report [162])  
McDonalds has also stated that their goal is to have a restaurant within a 3-4 minute trip 
for the average American [163]. The industry is constantly seeking out ways to further 
penetrate the market by exploiting the convenience strategy. There has been recent 
emphasis on “satellite” outlets, which are characterized by smaller, limited volume, 
limited menu outlets that have lower construction and operating costs [37]. They are 
often connected to convenience stores, gas stations, and retail stores as seen with 
McDonald’s in Wal-Mart and Harvey’s in Home Depot. 
The primary pathway of interest in the conceptual model, the relationship between 
convenience and consumption [Figure 3-3], has been studied (empirically) before. 
Jekanowski et al. [37] constructed an economic demand model based on various 
measures of travel costs using pooled cross-sectional data to investigate convenience and 
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the demand for fast-food. They concluded that greater availability of time has equated to 
lower real prices and in turn contributes to greater consumption. Multiple surveys show 
that individuals cite convenience as the primary reason for consuming fast-food. In a 
survey of 4,311 individuals in Michigan, convenience was found to be the predominant 
reason for choosing fast-food [164]. Another survey found that for those who reported a 
preference for convenience, 17 percent of them were more likely to purchase fast-food 
[165]. Moore found that for every standard deviation increase in the density of fast-food 
outlets near the home, the odds of consuming fast-food increased 11%–61% and the odds 
of a healthy diet lowered by 3%–17%, depending on the model [166]. Other studies have 
highlighted the role of convenience in food choice and consumption patterns. [156, 167-
170]. 
 
Figure 3-3. Convenience and fast-food consumption 
As emphasized throughout, the fast-food supplier’s goal is to minimize time costs, or to 
maximize convenience of consumers. A key component of time costs, a direct function of 
distance, is the time spent travelling to and from the fast-food outlet; Jekanowski et al. 
[37] argue it as the most important component of time costs. The opening of new outlets 
(increasing fast-food density) will decrease the distance consumers have to travel, thus 
lowering the real price of the meal. The average distance a consumer must travel 
decreases as new outlets are added to a market. Even if the retail price remains constant, 
the quantity demanded will increase. Jekanowski et al. [37] provide a theoretical 
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explanation and graphical exposition. The emphasis that the industry puts on market 
penetration is simply an acknowledgment that the average distance to a fast-food outlet is 
a direct function of how saturated the market is. As pointed out in Forbes magazine [37]: 
“The more stores McDonald's puts in a city, the greater the overall 
number of transactions per capita in that market. Put another way, 
Greenberg's Law [after Jack Greenberg, McDonald's USA chairman] 
holds that the number of per capita transactions varies proportionately 
with penetration in a market” 
 (Samuels [171]) 
In this thesis, the relationship between convenience and consumption of fast-food is 
tested empirically through the relationship between neighbourhood density of fast-food 
outlets and BMI. There I am able to determine whether or not availability of fast-food is a 
risk factor for obesity. 
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3.2 Data Sources 
The data set for this research was compiled from three sources: (1) 2007-2008 (Cycle 4) 
Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) master file, (2) 2006 Canadian Census 
public use file and (3) “Econometric Analysis of Obesity in Canada: Modifiable Risk 
Factors and Policy Implications” (CIHR; MOP- 97763), which complied and validated 
individual-level business addresses from Info Group and CFM Leads. 
3.2.1 Individual-level Data (2007-08 CCHS) 
The CCHS is a cross-sectional survey designed to collect information related to health 
status, health care utilization and health determinants from a representative sample of the 
Canadian population. The target population of the CCHS was individuals of age 12 years 
or older living in private dwellings. Those living on Crown lands, Indian Reserves, 
institutions, full-time members of the Canadian Armed Forces, and residents of certain 
remote regions are excluded from the sampling frame. A multi-stage, stratified cluster 
design approach was used, resulting in a sample size of 130,959 for this cycle. The main 
sampling unit for the CCHS survey design was at the health region level. In the initial 
step, the sample was distributed among the provinces according to the number of health 
regions that they contained and the size of their respective populations. In the CCHS 
2007-08 cycle, the sample size (population size) for the provinces was as follows: 
Newfoundland and Labrador 4,098 (442,692), Prince Edward Island 2,367 (119,371), 
Nova Scotia 5,152 (798,949), New Brunswick 5,509 (641,782), Quebec 23,545 
(6,598,141), Ontario 43, 958 (10,935, 120), Manitoba 7,520 (949,994), Saskatchewan 
7,819 (796,207), Alberta 11,925 (2,899,267), and British Columbia 15,903 (3,759,258) 
[172]. Each provincial sample was then allocated among its health regions, proportionally 
to the square root of the population size in each health region. Further details of the 
survey methodology can be found elsewhere [173, 174].  
Confidential micro data (the master file) contain un-suppressed data that are not available 
in the public use CCHS micro data files. This allows for more accurate estimates of most 
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socioeconomic variables such as income, as the public use file heavily suppresses 
sensitive variables. Most importantly, for this study, the master file contains 6-digit postal 
codes of respondents which allows for detailed geo-spatial analysis. These confidential 
micro data files were accessed through Statistics Canada’s Research Data Center at the 
University of Western Ontario. 
Adults (aged 18-65) who resided in a province were included in the analyses. Territories 
were excluded due to their small sample, combined with large geographic area where 
inhabitants share inherently different socio-demographic and lifestyle characteristics from 
the rest of Canada. Respondents who were pregnant or did not report height or weight 
(missing BMI), had extreme BMI values (10>BMI>70), or were still breastfeeding, were 
also excluded from the sample population. The complete data set derivation including the 
sample size adjustments for missing values are shown in Table 3-3. 
3.2.2 Neighbourhood-level Data (2006 Canadian Census) 
The choice of a geographic scale to define neighbourhood can often be arbitrary and has 
therefore caused debate in the current health literature. The presence and magnitude of 
neighbourhood effects requires dealing with several methodological and conceptual 
issues. In defining a “neighbourhood”, we are more precisely looking at defining a 
geographic area whose characteristics are relevant to the prevalence of obesity. The term 
neighbourhood is often loosely defined as the immediate area in which a person resides 
[175]. Many built environment studies for example, aim to capture neighborhood-level 
physical and social factors that influence the prevalence of obesity. This concept, 
however, is not precise and criteria for defining neighbourhood can be historically based, 
based on resident characteristics, administrative boundaries, or based on perceptions 
[175].  
2006 Census Dissemination Areas (DAs) compiled by Statistics Canada were selected as 
proxies for “neighbourhood” in this analysis. DAs are small areas composed of one or 
more blocks and contain between 400-700 people; there are 54,537 DAs in Canada that 
are nested within census tracts and census sub-divisions. DAs were chosen primarily 
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because they are the smallest standard geographical variable for which long form census 
data are available [176]. For this reason, DAs are commonly used in the Canadian 
literature as a proxy for neighbourhood [177-179]. DA identifiers were provided for all 
respondents in the in CCHS 2007-08 master files. 
3.2.3 Restaurant Data 
The Original data for the location and sales volume of full and limited service restaurants 
in Canada for the year 2008 were obtained from the CIHR funded project on 
“Econometric Analysis of Obesity in Canada: Modifiable Risk Factors and Policy 
Implications”. This project compiled and validated individual-level business addresses 
and information obtained from Info Group ® and CFM Leads Canada. These business 
data holding companies specialize in maintaining the list of business outlet addresses 
from multiple sources, such as public directories like yellow pages, relevant association 
directories, telephone directories. While restaurants were not guaranteed to be perfectly 
accurate, the respective companies do assert that all entries were telephone verified. We 
can therefore maintain that for all intents and purposes, the data set was sufficiently 
accurate. The data sets included the name, address, phone number, number of employees 
(categorical), sales volume (categorical) and the SIC names and codes. SIC codes are also 
used by Statistics Canada for classification of businesses and industry. 
From these two business data sets, I was able to construct a relevant food-service 
landscape data set that was utilized in this thesis. First I merged the two data sets – where 
only entries with the SIC: 5812 (Eating Places) were considered and any overlapping 
entries were identified and deleted. If observations were missing postal codes, but had 
available civic addresses, then Arc GIS software was used to automatically match the 
postal codes (using the civic address). If the postal codes were left unmatched after the 
automation process, then I obtained missing cases if possible, through manual internet 
searches. After merging the two data sets, removing repeat entries, removing 
establishments located in the territories (n=471) and completing the automated geo-
coding was process, a total of 1082 restaurants had missing postal codes that had to be 
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searched manually through various website searches and Google earth. I was able to 
retrieve a total of 842 records manually which left only 240 restaurants across Canada 
that were excluded from further analyses. 
The SIC codes are designed to categorize restaurants into full- and limited-service. 
Limited-service is characterized by establishments where customers pay before they 
receive their food, there is no server, food is consumed on or near the premises or takeout 
and there is generally no liquor license. The restaurant data set did include the full, 8-
digit SIC codes which in principle allow for differentiating full- and limited-service 
restaurants. For our data set, however, it was found that the distinction between full and 
limited service restaurants (i.e. the last two digits of the SIC codes) was highly unreliable. 
Furthermore, while there is a general acceptable notion of what constitutes a “fast-food” 
restaurant there is currently no hard and fast definition for research purposes. There has 
been a variety of ways that studies have classified restaurants into the “fast-food” 
environment. Many studies find that that SIC codes for limited-service do not properly 
encompass the construct of fast-food. For example, Currie and Vickram (2010) found a 
positive association between the location of chain fast-food restaurants and obesity 
outcomes but no effect when they use the definition of fast-food restaurants according to 
the SIC codes. Like others [79, 94, 97, 100, 101, 104-106], I define fast-food outlets as 
fast-food restaurant chains with more than 20 outlets listed in the 2009 Canadian fast-
food and restaurant directory. Here, 65 separate chain restaurants were identified, that 
met the criteria, for being classified as fast-food (the names of which are shown in the 
appendix, Table A-2). Pizza Places are also included in this definition. For the analyses, 
full-service restaurants were defined as all establishments with the SIC name 
“Restaurant” that did not meet the defined criteria for fast-food. Thus the food-service 
environment was broken into two components. Top fast-food chains (n=12,586) which 
are the primary component of interest, and other food-service establishments which are 
defined as full-service restaurants for ease of discussion (n=60,829). 
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3.3 Variables 
3.3.1 Outcome Variable 
BMI was the primary outcome variable of interest, and was calculated from self-reported 
height and weight. This can be problematic as it has been shown that individuals tend to 
over report their height and under report their weight which can lead to biased estimates 
[84, 180]. To address this problem, Gorber et al. [84] provided validated correction 
factors based on the 2005 CCHS sample population. The following equations were 
therefore applied to all BMI values: 
Males: BMI corrected = - 1.08 + 1.08 (BMI self-report),  
Females: BMI corrected = - 0.12 + 1.05 (BMI self-report). 
3.3.2 Primary Exposure Measures 
Empirically, I estimate the relationship between fast-food outlet density and BMI. In 
order to encompass the complete effects of the contextual food-service environment, full-
service restaurant density was included as well. The restaurant density variables were 
constructed at the Forward Sortation Area (FSA) level, which are the first 3-digits of a 
postal code. Since the number of outlets would be directly correlated with population 
size, the two density variables (fast-food and full-service), were standardized based on 
2006 Census population as follows: 
1) Fast-food Restaurant Density: defined as the number of fast-food 
outlets per 10,000 populations in respondent’s FSA. 
2) Full-service Restaurant Density: defined as the number of non-fast-
food outlets per 10,000 populations in respondent’s FSA. 
FSA was chosen over DA to reflect each respondent’s local food-service environment for 
a number of reasons. Complete civic addresses were not available for many records in the 
business registration database -- which would be needed in order to accurately obtain DA 
identifiers. More importantly, DAs are likely too small to capture the relevant availability 
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that is present in each respondent’s local food landscape. FSA provide a reasonably large 
enough geographical area to capture availability from home, and in some cases may be 
able to capture availability from a work setting as well. Also, FSAs are designed for the 
purpose of efficient mail delivery; as such the sizes of the geographic areas vary as 
function of urbanicity. An important implication is that FSAs are largest in rural areas 
and smallest in urban cores. This is a desired trait, as the time required to travel a given 
distance is relative, depending on whether it is an urban, suburban or rural area. 
This approach is comparable to several Canadian studies that have used FSA as the 
neighbourhood-level unit of analysis [181-185]. Among these studies include research by 
Alter et al. who examined the effects of fast food availability of cardiovascular outcomes 
[185]. Further, Black et al. [187] explored the distribution of food stores in BC among 
neighbourhoods with varied urban planning and socio-demographic variables where their 
findings were robust to the use of census areas (i.e. census tract) or FSAs as the 
geographic unit to determine neighbourhood. 
It is possible that the hypothesized relationship between BMI and fast-food density may 
not be linear. Therefore the effects of including a quadratic term for exposure variables 
were explored. While a quadratic term is not commonly considered, one study did 
conclude that a quadratic term was important to consider when analyzing the association 
between fast-food density and obesity [110]. 
3.3.3 Secondary Exposure Measures 
Density of fast-food outlets in the context of the food-service environment was the 
primary variable of interest in this study. Nonetheless, for comprehensiveness some of 
the other variants of fast-food availability exposure measures that were identified through 
the literature review were examined. Thus the following variables were considered: 
1) Fast-food (full-service) restaurant Count: defined as the number of 
outlets in the respondent’s FSA. 
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2) Fast-food Index: Proportion of total Food service outlets in the FSA 
that were defined as fast-food.  
3) Fast-food (full-service) restaurant sales: defined as the sum total of 
estimated sales volume
1
 the individual’s FSA. 
In examining fast-food count the FSA population was be controlled for; thus, results 
reflect the effect of an additional fast-food outlet in an FSA on an individual’s BMI with 
population held constant. The Fast-food index measures the degree to which the food-
service environment in the FSA is unhealthy [78]. 
3.3.4 Confounders 
In observational studies, the estimated effects of an exposure on an outcome can be 
distorted by confounding bias. Confounding occurs when there are inherent differences in 
risk between exposed and unexposed individuals arising from a third factor [188]. The 
classical criterion defines a variable as a confounder if it associated (causally or non-
causally) with the exposure, causally associated with the outcome, and it is not an 
intermediary variable. I attempt to build an empirical model primarily a-priori based on a 
theory driven rather than a data driven approach. Therefore, a comprehensive literature 
review on obesity and the food environment was performed to identify factors associated 
with either exposure to fast-food restaurants or consumption of fast-food, and causally 
associated with obesity – classical criterion: 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4. Confounding classical criterion 
                                                          
1
 Estimated sales volume for each restaurant was defined as the mid-point of the categorical sales variable 
included in the business registry (less than $500,000, $500,000- 1 million, 1-2.5; 2.5-5; 5-10; 10-20 
million). For analyses, sales were presented as per  $ 100,000 (CDN) 
Density of fast-food Consumption of 
Fast-food 
Increased BMI 
Confounder 
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For many potential confounding variables that were identified, detailed categorization 
was provided in the CCHS. When analyzing categorical variables it is important to 
consider the tradeoffs between precision, bias and ease of interpretation. By collapsing a 
variable that has multiple categories one loses information. On the other hand, the model 
gains degrees of freedom. Additionally, fewer categories make for easier interpretation of 
results (often not all groups are of interest when compared to the reference category). 
Hence the aim was to re-categorize the variables, if necessary, so as to fit a parsimonious 
regression model. The causal pathway between exposure to fast-food outlets and obesity 
with all relevant confounders is shown below [Figure 3-5]. Next, the evidence for each 
variable to be included in the empirical model is provided in [Table 3-1]. 
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Figure 3-5. Confounding relationship between fast-food density and BMI  
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Table 3-1. Individual-level confounding variables 
Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
Individual Characteristic Variables: 
Age 
 Continuous  Population health data show BMI and risk 
of obesity increases with age in several 
Canadian studies [15-17] as well as 
internationally [21, 189, 190] 
 
 Found to be a significant confounder in study 
with similar design [53]. 
 Younger age significantly associated with 
fast-food consumption [164, 166] 
 Age status treated as Confounder in all adult 
cross-sectional studies reviewed previously 
[Table 2-2] 
Age may have a 
quadratic effect – 
decreasing with older 
age [15, 191] 
 Age squared will be 
included in regression 
models.  
Marital status:    
 Married 
 Common Law 
 Widowed 
 Separated 
 Divorced 
 Single, Never Married 
 BMI is higher among married individuals 
compared to other relationship 
classification [15, 18, 19] 
 Married men are found to have higher 
BMI and higher rates of obesity than 
single or divorced men [192, 193].  
 Same found in women [18] 
 In a population based longitudinal study, 
Averett [194] found that BMI increases 
during marriage, or a cohabiting 
relationship 
 Marital status has been linked to the 
likelihood of consuming fast-food [53, 195] 
 Single parent neighbourhoods found to have 
greater exposure to fast-food outlets [196] 
 Marital status treated as Confounder in 
studies of similar design [92, 104-106, 116]  
 
1) Married (Married, 
Common Law) 
2) Separated (Widowed, 
Separated, Divorced) 
(reference) 
3) Single (Never 
Married) 
 Categories reflect the 
lifestyle effects of 
living with a partner. 
Divorced, are likely 
used to a different 
lifestyle than single 
individuals. In 
addition, divorced 
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
female individuals 
have a higher 
incentive, at least 
initially to lose weight 
Number of Children   
 Continuous 
Number 0-6 
Number 6-11  
 Having kids may influence leisure time 
physical activity exercise 
 Marginal evidence of lower prevalence of 
fast-food consumption if kids in the home 
[164] 
 Number of children as confounder in studies 
of similar design [104-106] 
1) Child 0-6 (0-1) 
2) Child 6-11 (0-1) 
 
Sex    
 Male  
 Female  
 Obesity rates differ between males and 
females [13, 14] 
 Potentially an effect measure modifier 
[15-17, 21, 197] 
 Males and females have different frequency 
of eating outside of the home [198] and of 
consuming fast-food [43, 164, 166] including 
results from RCT [41] 
 Sex Treated as confounder or effect measure 
modifier in all adult cross-sectional studies 
reviewed previously [Table 2-2] 
No change 
1) Male (reference) 
2) Female 
 
Type of drinker    
Over the last year: 
 Drank once a month or more 
  Drank less than once per 
month 
 Did not drink in the past year  
 Alcohol consumption has been 
significantly identified as a risk factor for 
obesity [14, 199] 
 
 Evidence suggests that increased alcohol 
consumption leads to poor diet [200] 
 Alcohol status treated as confounder in 
studies of similar design [94, 95] 
No change 
1) Regular drinker 
(reference) 
2) Occasional 
3) Didn’t drink in the 
last year  
Type of smoker     
At the present time:  Smoking status has been linked to the risk  Smoking and fast-food consumption are 1) Daily smokers  
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
 Smokes every day  
 Occasional smoker (former 
daily smoker) 
 Occasional smoker (never a 
daily smoker or has smoked 
less than 100 cigarettes 
lifetime) 
 Former occasional smoker 
(at least 1 whole cigarette, 
non-smoker now) 
 Former daily smoker 
(non-smoker now) 
 Never smoked (a whole 
cigarette) 
of obesity [13, 23, 201-203] .  
 Smokers who quit are significantly more 
likely to gain weight than those who don’t 
smoke and those who continue to smoke 
[202, 204] 
 
 
difficult to link empirically, and there is little 
evidence. Fast-food consumption and 
smoking are both modifiable behaviours 
 Smoking status treated as confounder in 
studies of similar design [50, 94, 95, 107, 
108, 112] 
2) Former daily smoker  
3) Former occasional 
smoker 
4) Occasional smokers  
5) Non-smokers 
Occasional and always 
occasional collapsed as 
they are similar for 
confounding purposes 
Sedentary Activity (per week, excluding reading) 
 10 categories (< 5 hours to 
>45 hours) 
 
 Physical activity is considered one of the 
number one preventative behaviours 
against obesity [205]. Correspondingly 
High Sedentary time is linked to increased 
risk of obesity [206].  
 Amount of TV watching is associated 
with low physical activity which is a risk 
factor for obesity [205] 
 Amount of TV watching has been associated 
with the likelihood of fast-food consumption 
[53] 
 Low physical activity is positively associated 
with the likelihood of fast-food consumption 
[195] 
1) Low (0-9) 
2) Moderate (10-20) 
3) High (20-30) 
4) Very high (30+) 
 Categories make for 
easy comparison  
Physical activity index (leisure and transportation)   
 Active (Daily Energy 
expenditure > 30 minute) 
 Moderately Active Daily 
Energy expenditure 20-30 
 Physical activity is considered one of the 
number one preventative behaviours 
against obesity [205].  
 Canadian data demonstrates an inverse 
 Physical activity has been linked to the 
likelihood of consuming fast-food [53, 195, 
205] 
 Physical activity treated as confounder in 
No change 
1) Active 
2) Moderately Active 
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
minutes 
 Inactive Daily Energy 
expenditure < 15 minutes 
relationship between BMI and the risk of 
overweight/obesity with increased 
physical activity [15-17, 197, 207] 
  
studies of similar design [95, 101, 105-108, 
112] 
 
 
3) Inactive 
Frequency of fruit & vegetable consumption    
 Continuous (times per day)  Healthy diet, which includes fruit and 
vegetables is an important preventative 
factor for obese/overweight [208]  
 Consumption of vegetables has been linked 
to the likelihood of fast-food consumption 
[53] 
 Fruit and vegetable consumption treated as 
confounder in studies of similar design [94, 
105, 106] 
1) Low (1st tertile) 
(reference) 
2) Medium (2nd tertile) 
3) High (3rd tertile) 
 Non-Linear 
Relationship  
 Tertiles were used in 
categorizing for 
convenience.  
Geography: 
Urban/ Rural 
 1) Rural Area 
 2) Urban 
 (population <30,000) 
 3) Urban  
(population 30-99,000) 
 Urban  
(population 100-499,000) 
 4) Urban area outside city 
(population > 500,000) 
 
 In Canada The prevalence of obesity is 
higher in rural areas than in urban, 
particularly when compared to CMAs [17, 
24] 
 Similar results are found in the USA [209-
212] 
 See review of the built environment [0] 
for more evidence 
 Higher density of fast-food restaurants in 
rural areas than in urban, strictly based on 
population density, and the consequent 
location strategies of food establishments 
 The effect of distance to and density of fast-
food restaurants is different between urban 
and rural areas as distances are relative  
 More likely to regularly consume fast-food if 
living in Urban Areas [164] 
 Similar constructs controlled for in studies of 
1) Rural  
2) Urban (Population 
>500,000) 
 This is an important 
confounder in terms of 
parsing out the effect 
of interest. There are 
more people in urban 
areas which directly 
results in a high 
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
 
 
similar design [50, 101] or treated as effect 
measure modifier [Section 3.3.5] 
number of fast-food 
establishments. If not 
controlled for, it may 
lead to spurious results  
Province     
 All Ten Provinces  Provinces have unique Socio-
demographics, Public Policy, Weather, 
etc. Prevalence of obesity is significantly 
different between provinces [213]  
 Provinces have different distributions of fast-
food density [Section 4.1] 
 
No change 
Population Density   
 Continuous  
(FSA 2006 Census Population 
Count) 
 Residential density has been explicitly 
linked to obesity in Canada [66, 76] 
 Residential density was inversely 
associated with obesity in a large 
(n>15,000) American study [113] 
 Population or population density controlled 
for in studies of similar design [50, 93, 94, 
104, 104, 105] 
No change 
Continuous (FSA census 
population) 
 s 
Socio-Demographic Variables 
Food security 
 Food secure: No, or one, 
indication of difficulty with 
income related food access 
 Moderately food insecure: 
Indication of compromise in 
quality and/or quantity of 
food consumed.  
 Severely food insecure: 
Indication of reduced food 
intake and disrupted eating 
patterns. 
 
 Being “worried” about having enough 
food was significantly associated with the 
risk of obesity [199] 
 
 Food security is directly related to income, 
which is a risk-factor for both fast-food 
consumption and living in an area with a high 
density of fast-food [23, 166, 214, 215] 
1) Secure 
2) Moderate 
3) Insecure (reference)  
Immigrant status:   
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
 Continuous 
(Amount of time since 
immigration)  
 American studies have found significant 
association between length of 
immigration for Hispanics [216], Asian 
immigrants [217] and the general 
immigrant population [218] with obesity 
risk (145)  
 Goel argues [218] the observed change 
could be a result of the built 
environment’s effect of readily available 
of calorically dense foods and higher 
reliance on labor saving technologies 
 Similar results observed in Canada [219] 
 Food consumption patterns of recent 
immigrants are likely to differ from long time 
immigrants. Long time immigrants are likely 
to be more assimilated, and consume a diet 
closer to the average Canadian, likely to 
meaning higher fast-food consumption [218, 
219] 
1) Canadian (reference) 
2) <10 years 
3) >=10 years  
Non-Linear 
Relationship. In a 
prominent study on 
length of time since 
immigration and obesity, 
published in JAMA, 
[218], significant 
increases in BMI were 
seen beginning at 10 
years. Similar results are 
found in a Canadian 
population [219] 
therefore 10 years as the 
cut-off point was used 
Race    
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
White, Black, Korean  
Filipino, Japanese, Chinese, 
South Asian,  
Southeast Asian, Arab, West 
Asian, Latin, Other  
Multiple 
 In the USA population health data from 
the CDC show significant disparities in 
BMI and overweight/obesity rates across 
various races, primarily between white, 
black and Latino [220]  
 Large Canadian population health surveys 
(CCHS Cycles 1 to 3) show significant 
disparities in the prevalence for 
overweight/ obesity between whites and 
visual minorities [219, 221]  
 Higher number of fast-food restaurants are 
found in black, low income neighbourhoods 
[72] 
 Race has been identified as a significant 
factor for whether convenience affects food 
choices [130], it followed that Race was also 
predictor for the consumption of fast-food 
[43, 130, 166] 
 Areas with high concentration of aboriginals 
found to have greater exposure to fast-food 
outlets [196] 
 Fast-food use higher among non-white 
women [41, 43] 
 Race treated as confounder in studies of 
similar design [50, 90, 92, 101, 104-106, 108, 
112, 116, 117] 
1) White (reference) 
2) Other  
Subgroup sample sizes 
are too small to analyze 
separately. “Other” races 
combined are only 1/9
th
 
of the full sample  
Education    
 <Secondary  
 Secondary  
 Some post secondary 
 Post secondary  
 In Canada evidence suggests education is 
inversely associated with higher 
overweight/ obesity [15, 16, 207, 222], as 
well as internationally [20-22] 
 
 Mother’s education is significantly associated 
with the odds of the adolescent consuming 
fast-food [223]  
 Higher levels of education have been linked 
to lower likelihood of consumption of fast-
food in U.S. studies [166, 214] 
 Of the cross-sectional adult studies reviewed 
previously [Table 2-2], education was 
controlled for in all but one study[95] 
No change 
1) < Secondary 
(reference) 
2) Secondary 
3) Some post secondary 
4) Post secondary  
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
Labor market activities   
 Employed  
 Unemployed  
 Permanently 
Unable to work 
 Student 
 Compared to Canadian professionals, 
non-workers had higher risk of 
overweight in the 1995 NPHS [15]. 
 In Finland, current and long term 
unemployment were clearly associated 
with overweight and obesity risk among 
women. Among men, the direction of 
effect was reversed [224]. Similar results 
were found for Danish women [225] 
 Being employed outside the home has been 
significantly associated with higher likelihood 
of consuming fast-food [53, 158] 
 Increased work hours were significantly 
associated with a decrease in the likelihood of 
fast-food consumption [214] 
 Employment status is treated as a confounder 
in other studies of similar design [92, 94, 96, 
105-107] 
1) Student  
2) Employed 
3) Unemployed  
4) Unable to work 
Unemployed refers to 
not working or not 
student. If individual 
works and is student they 
are classified as 
employed  
Income Adequacy   
 Distribution of Household 
income - National level: 
1-10
th
 deciles  
 
 Strong evidence of association between 
income and obesity [23] 
 Potential differing effect between genders 
 High income has shown to be a risk factor 
for men and a protective factor for women 
[16, 17, 197, 207]  
  
 Consumption of fast-food is linked to lower 
income [166, 214]. Density of fast-food 
restaurants has shown to be inversely related 
to income as they tend to target low income 
neighbourhoods [196].  
 Income has been identified as a significant 
factor for whether convenience affects food 
choices, it followed that income was a 
predictor for the consumption of fast-food 
[130] 
 RCT found fast-food restaurant use higher 
among women with low income [41] 
 Income is treated as a confounder in other 
studies of similar design [50, 90, 92, 94, 96, 
1) Low (1
st
, 2
nd
 Deciles)  
2) Lower Middle (3
rd
, 4
th
 
Deciles) 
3) Middle (5, 6
th
 Deciles) 
4) Upper Middle (7
th
 ,8
th 
Deciles) 
5) High (9
th
 ,10
th
 
Deciles) 
Derived category’s based 
on income adequacy cut-
offs used in the 2003 
CCHS.  
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Variable Categories                   Link to Obesity 
2007-08 (CCHS)               
Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues with re-
categorization 
105-108, 112] 
 
Table 3-2. Neighbourhood-level confounding variables 
2006 Canadian Census 
Variables 
 Link to Obesity Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues 
Low income:    
 Proportion low income 
economic family in DA 
 
Based on Statistics Canada’s 
low income cut-off (LICO), 
which represents levels of 
income where people spend 
disproportionate amounts on 
food and shelter, adjusted for 
urban living and inflation.  
 Neighbourhoods with higher income may 
have better access to parks and recreation 
centers, better infrastructure, lower crime, 
higher education and better access to 
healthy foods. These factors could lead to 
increased physical activity and lower 
caloric intake (Chapter 2.1, Appendix:  
 Table A-1)  
 Lower neighbourhood median household 
income was empirically associated with an 
increased risk of obesity (RR=0.992; 95% 
(CI) [0.990, 0.994]) [113]  
 A randomized social experimentfound at 
the chance to move out of a high poverty 
neighbourhood to a low poverty 
neighbourhood was associated with lower 
obesity [226] 
  In a systematic review of neighbourhood 
 Low income neighbourhoods are 
known to have higher concentration 
of fast-food establishments and lower 
concentration of grocery stores [196] 
  Block et al. found that higher fast-
food restaurant density was 
independently associated with lower 
median household income [72] 
  Morland and Evenson [116] found 
significantly higher numbers of 
grocery stores in wealthy 
neighbourhoods compared to poorer 
neighbourhoods [228] 
 Neighbourhood-level socio-economic 
status [78, 92, 112] or income [50, 94, 
104-107] controlled for in other 
studies of similar design [96, 107, 
112] 
Proportion of low income 
economic families in CCHS 
respondents DA 
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2006 Canadian Census 
Variables 
 Link to Obesity Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues 
determinants on BMI, 4 out of 5 studies 
found a significant association between 
income inequality and BMI [227] 
 
 
Marital Status:    
 Single 
 Married 
 Separated 
 Divorced 
 Widowed 
 This variable is a proxy for differing types 
of community and the lifestyles that 
accompany living there  
 Proportion of married persons 
in CCHS respondents DA 
 
Total population by visible minority    
 Chinese, South Asian, Black, 
Filipino, Latin American, 
South East Asian, Arab, 
West Asian Korean, 
Japanese, NA Multiple 
visible minority 
 
 Neighbourhoods with higher income may 
have better access to parks and recreation 
centers, better infrastructure, lower crime, 
higher education and better access to 
healthy foods. These factors could lead to 
increased physical activity and lower caloric 
intake 
 Lower neighbourhood median household 
income was empirically associated with an 
increased risk of obesity (RR=0.992; 95% 
(CI) [0.990, 0.994]) [113] 
 A randomized social experiment published 
in NEJ found at the chance to move out of a 
high poverty neighbourhood to a low 
poverty neighbourhood was associated with 
lower obesity [226] 
 In a systematic review of neighbourhood 
determinants on BMI, 2 out of 4 studies 
found a significant association between 
 Within the city of new Orleans, Block 
et al. [72] found black vs. white 
neighbourhoods to have an average of 
2.4 vs. 1.5 fast-food restaurants per 
square mile (p<0.00) respectively 
 Morland et al. [228] found 
significantly higher numbers of 
grocery stores in predominantly white 
neighbourhoods compared to poorer 
neighbourhoods  
 Race, or visible minority was 
included as a confounder at the 
neighbourhood-level in several other 
studies of similar design [93, 94, 107] 
Proportion in CCHS 
respondents DA that are visible 
minorities  
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2006 Canadian Census 
Variables 
 Link to Obesity Link to Fast-food Re-Categorization 
Reasons/Issues 
areal-racial composition [227] and BMI 
Mode of Transportation -- labor force:    
 Car, Truck, Van (Passenger) 
 Car, Truck, Van (Driver) 
 Public transit 
 Walked 
 Biked 
 Motorcycle 
 Taxi 
 Other 
 Individuals who live in neighbourhoods 
with more intersections and bike paths that 
are considered more walk able tend to be 
less obese [25, 26] (Chapter 2.1, Appendix:  
 Table A-1) 
 Similar constructs controlled for at 
the neighbourhood-level in several 
studies of similar design [104-106] 
Proportion in CCHS 
respondents DA that Drives or, 
carpools to work 
 
Education    
 No Education 
 GED or equivalent 
 Trades certificate 
 College diploma 
 University diploma 
 B.Sc. 
 Certificate or diploma above 
bachelor level 
 Professional degree  
 M.Sc. 
 Neighbourhoods with higher levels of 
education also likely have higher income. 
May have better access to parks and 
recreation centers, better infrastructure, 
lower crime, higher education and better 
access to healthy foods. These factors could 
lead to increased physical activity and lower 
caloric intake [113]  
 Education is a proxy for SES, which is well 
recognized as a neighbourhood-level 
confounder for obesity [72] 
 Fast-food restaurants are known to 
target low income, less educated 
neighbourhoods [72] 
 Canadian adolescents were more 
likely to make unhealthy eating 
choices if they live in an area with 
low education [72] 
 Education controlled for as a 
neighbourhood-level confounder in 
several studies of similar design [50, 
107] 
 Neighbourhood socio-economic status 
controlled for as confounder in 
studies of similar design [78, 92, 112] 
 
 
Proportion in CCHS 
respondents DA with Less than 
high school education 
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3.3.5 Sub Group Analysis 
Effect measure modification arises when the association between the exposure and 
outcome differ across sub-populations. A reasonable conjecture based on the discussion 
thus far is that gender acts as an effect measure modifier. That is to say that the effect of 
fast-food density on BMI will likely differ in intensity, or direction between men and 
women. Support for this claim is seen in the relationships between socio-economic and 
behavioural determinants of obesity [Table 3-2] that differed in magnitude or direction 
with respect to sex. Additionally basic biology differences suggest that women are more 
susceptible to weight gain from excess calories – for weight maintenance the 
recommended daily caloric intake for men 19-30 is over 500 calories more than for 
women [126]. Finally this difference in effect between men and women is seen 
empirically between both consumption of fast-food and availability of fast-food [41, 42, 
102, 105, 129]. Therefore, stratified analysis by males and females for the primary 
individual-level regression models was performed. 
 Secondly, subgroup analysis on place of residence (Central Metropolitan Areas 
(CMA)/non CMAs and Rural/Non Rural) was performed. Again, these subgroups were 
apparent based on the current literature. The areal units (as delineated by Forward 
Sortation Areas) were designed with the intent of controlling for relative distance. 
Nonetheless, it will likely not fully capture the true difference between rural and urban 
areas. Furthermore, the restaurant data set utilized in this thesis was derived primarily 
from public directories. Thus restaurants in small rural areas are more likely to be 
missing, or misclassified. This logic is reflected by other studies, some of which focused 
a priori on either rural [95, 104, 107, 115, 164] or urban [78, 79, 90, 92-94, 117] areas, 
and others performed various sub-group analysis [105, 106]. 
For clarity, it should be noted that the rural/non-rural dichotomization is based on level 
one of the CCHS variable geodpsz, which had five classifications of urbanicity ranging 
from a rural to urban. In the regression models, level five (urban: population >500,000) 
only, is used as a control variable (i.e. one dummy variable representing urban>500,000 
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vs. the reference category of all other levels of urbanicity). For the subgroup analysis, 
level one, defined as a “Rural Area” by statistics Canada, was used as the stratification 
class. Similarly, the classification of whether a respondent’s home was located in a CMA 
was not included in the regression models as a control variable. It was used as a subgroup 
category, to strictly contrast rural areas. 
3.4 Spatial Distribution of BMI 
Given that the relationship under consideration may be influenced by geographical space, 
it was constructive to begin with geographical presentation of the distribution of BMI and 
fast-food density. Arc-Map GIS software was used to produce both overall and sex 
specific Canadian maps of mean BMI at the FSA-level. Fast-food density was also be 
mapped.  
3.4.1 Spatial Clustering of BMI 
The presence of spatial clustering of high and low BMI values has both practical and 
theoretical implications. In this thesis, it is used to graphically demonstrate the 
relationship under consideration, as well as to motivate the spatial analyses proposed in 
the next section. 
At the FSA-level, Moran’s I (1950) which is a widely used test for global spatial 
autocorrelation [229, 230] was performed. The null hypothesis is that BMI values follow 
a random spatial process. A statistically significant positive value of Moran’s I shows 
evidence that similar values are found in close proximity to each other -- high values are 
found close together and low values are found close together more so than would be 
expected by chance alone. A statistically significant negative value represents dispersion 
meaning that high values occur further from low values more than to be expected if the 
underlying spatial process was random.  
Moran’s I tests for the existence of spatial clustering at a global level, the location and 
direction are not addressed. To examine the spatial distribution further, local indicators of 
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spatial autocorrelation (LISA) were used [120]. LISA allows for the decomposition of the 
global statistic (Moran’s I) into the contribution of each observation. It is used to identify 
the exact area in which hot spots exist and whether the clustering is of high or low mean 
BMI values. Specifically, LISA significance maps present a spatial typology which 
consists of five categories of health regions: 
i. ‘high–high’ indicates the grouping of high BMI values (positive 
spatial autocorrelation),  
ii.  ‘low–high’ indicates that values are dispersed (low values are 
close to high values - negative spatial autocorrelation),  
iii. ‘low–low’ indicates the grouping of low BMI values (positive 
spatial autocorrelation),  
iv.  ‘high-low’ indicates that high values are dispersed (high values 
are close to low values - negative spatial autocorrelation),  
v. ‘not significant’ indicates the absence of spatial autocorrelation. 
In order to produce the LISA plots, a spatial conceptualization of “neighbour” 
observations had to be defined in order to construct a spatial weights matrix (W). In 
this thesis we used a Queen Contiguity structure [231]. This implies FSA’s that share 
a boundary on any side are considered neighbors. The spatial error model also uses 
Queen Contiguity in defining the W matrix, more details of which are given 
subsequently (3.5.2). 
3.5   Empirical Models 
The conceptual framework discussed previously provides insight into how at the 
individual-level, food choices are made. The model portrays the psychological process 
through which individuals weigh their preferences for factors such as better taste, health 
quality, convenience and cost either consciously or unconsciously before making a 
decision on which type of food to consume. Individual preferences and thought processes 
described are intangible and thus not directly observable. I posit however, that 
convenience which is a primary influences on the demand for fast-food can be captured 
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through density of fast-food outlets. This relationship is what motivates the empirical 
analysis. 
3.5.1 Linear Regression Model (individual-level analysis) 
The objective of this thesis is to analyze the association between fast-food density and 
BMI. Potential individual and neighbourhood-level confounding variables have been 
identified a priori. Below [Model 1] is a regression model that has been used by other 
studies to examine the influence of fast-food exposure on obesity [53, 78, 79, 90, 93, 100, 
110, 115]. In this model BMI is a function of fast-food and full-service restaurant density 
while controlling for individual and neighbourhood-level socioeconomic and 
demographic variables.  
Model 1. OLS Linear Regression 
 
Hypothesis: Association exists between density of fast-food outlets and 
BMI after controlling for individual and neighbourhood-level covariates. 
Assumptions: 
1) BMI has a linear relationship with Density 
2) The effect of neighbourhood-level factors is homogenous 
3) All potential confounders are included in the model 
4) e ~ N(0, σ2) 
This type of data generating process is assumed by linear regression models and is 
estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation procedure. OLS regression has 
the advantage that it is the most widely used statistical technique in quantitative research; 
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the results are easy to interpret. More complex models are also discussed, such as the 
spatial regression model which overcomes some of the underlying assumptions of OLS 
estimation.  
Model 1 Assumptions 
The central limit theorem, essentially guarantees that the assumption of normality will be 
met, as the sample size used in this thesis is very large by any definition. Even for smaller 
samples BMI has the desirable quality of an underlying distribution that well 
approximates the normal curve. Nonetheless basic tests for normality such as histogram 
examination and QQ plots were done, where it was verified that BMI, in the sample 
population was approximately normally distributed. It is assumed that the true 
relationship between BMI and fast-food density is largely a linear one. This assumption is 
consistent with the current literature, as most of the studies outlined in the literature 
review [Table 2-2], that utilized BMI as the primary outcome used a linear regression 
model. Even so, quadratic terms along with categorization of density variables were 
explored, however, no vital evidence of a non-linear relationship was found to be highly 
apparent. Therefore the majority of analyses were carried out based on the assumption of 
a linear relationship – in both Model 1, and Model 2 described below.  
Another assumption is that neighbourhood-level DA effects are homogenous across DAs. 
Some studies have employed multi-level models that serve to relax this assumption [50, 
97, 112, 112]. In attempting to answer the primary research question, direct inference of 
neighbourhood-level effects were not of particular concern– only that confounding bias 
was properly controlled for. Therefore, it was decided that a multi-level approach was not 
necessary. This subject will be explored further in the context of a spatial regression 
model [Model 2]. For the individual-level analysis the assumption of spatial 
independence was made. This is the standard approach in the vast majority of the current 
literature. In the next section the possibility of relaxing this assumption and the reasons 
behind doing so are addressed.  
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The second proposed model is an aggregated analysis at the FSA-level. In order to 
address the issue of spatial autocorrelation previously discussed, a spatial autoregressive 
error model was used. 
3.5.2 Spatial Autoregressive Regression Model (FSA-level) 
In his seminal work in 1988 [232], followed by further developments through 1990s 
[233], Ansellin established a framework through which most current spatial 
autoregressive models are based. In recent years, spurred by increased access to 
geographical data, sophisticated spatial models have been further developed and 
operationalized. As a relatively new branch of statistics, there are continual 
methodological advances and differing outlooks which are apparent in the large body of 
emerging theoretical and empirical literature. The user-written cross-sectional spatial 
regression program written in STATA by Drukker and Prucha [234] was utilized to 
conduct spatial regression analysis. 
The majority of empirical findings in the current literature suggest that BMI in Canada is 
not distributed at random. The results from this thesis also confirm a non-random 
distribution [Section 4.1]. Therefore, I propose a generalized model that allows for 
spatial spillover effects modeled with disturbances that are generated by an 
autoregressive process. This spatial autoregressive error model is often referred to as the 
SARE model and is shown in the context of the thesis below [Model 2], according to 
Lesage and Pace [230]. 
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Model 2. Spatial Autoregressive Error (SARE) Model 
                   
         
 
   
      
 
Hypothesis: 
Association exists between density of fast-food outlets and obesity, after 
controlling for individual and neighbourhood-level covariates, and spatial 
heterogeneity. 
Assumptions: 
1) BMI is normally distributed  
2) BMI has a linear relationship with Density 
3) All potential confounders are included in the model 
4) e ~ N(0,Iσ2)  
Where   is a vector of restaurant (fast-food and full-service) density variables,   is a 
vector of confounding variables (demographics, socio-economic status, and lifestyle 
factors), and  is a spatial weighting matrix. I is an identity matrix with n×n dimension. 
There are two key differences between Model 2 and Model 1. The first difference is that 
Model 2 represents an aggregate analysis. All individual-level variables that were 
identified as confounders were aggregated to the FSA-level. For this purpose it was 
decided to dichotomize the categorical confounding variables. With a smaller sample 
size, dichotomization saves degrees of freedom, which increases precision of estimates 
and at the same time allows for easier interpretation of results. For categorical variables, 
their aggregate at the FSA-level represents a proportion; for continuous variables, the 
mean values at the FSA-level were used. FSAs that had less than 15 observations were 
excluded from this analysis to improve the accuracy of estimated means and proportions. 
Density (  ) 
Area – level 
Confounders (  ) 
 
BMI 
Omitted 
 Variables 
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Sampling weights were used in calculating the means and proportions to ensure that the 
estimated means and proportions are representative of the Canadian population. 
The primary distinction is the addition of a spatial weights matrix (W) to the error term. 
W is a Queen Contiguity spatial weights matrix (also used in the creating LISA plots). A 
Queen Contiguity conceptualization of spatial relationships is such that observations are 
considered neighbours only if they share a common border [231]. W is characterized by 
having 0’s on the main diagonal and for corresponding entries that do not qualify as 
neighbours. It has ones where the observations share a border which symbolizes that they 
are “neighbours.” The error term e is assumed to be normally distributed. 
Model 2 Empirical Specifications  
This section is meant to give a very brief overview behind the underlying estimation 
procedures used by the STATA command SPREG. The two step method of moments 
(GMM) and instrumental variable (IV) estimation is the specific approach employed. 
Drukker 2010 [235] and Kelejian and Prucha [235, 236] provided theoretical foundation 
regarding consistency and asymptotic efficiency underlying the GMM estimation 
procedure for spatial econometric models. 
Endogeneity is inherent in the model given the presence of a spatially lagged term in the 
equation, and so the need to initially define a set of instruments is clear. The instruments 
that are utilized (H) are linearly independent columns found in the derivatives of the WX 
matrix – details of which are justified in Kelejian, and Prucha [235]. These instruments 
are computationally simple and provide reasonable approximation under reasonable 
assumptions. Monte Carlo simulations over a wide range of specifications have validated 
this procedure. 
In the first step of the calculation, an initial estimator of ρ is obtained by GMM 
estimation. For the initial estimator of ρ, the exact forms of the estimators are shown in 
Drukker [237]. It is worth noting that the final matrix form of the GMM estimator for ρ is 
such that it can be solved by a non-linear least squares problem. By default 
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homoskedastic is specified for the variance. In the second step, the efficient GMM 
estimator of ρ is calculated. This procedure uses the Variance-Covariance matrix of the 
(normalized) sample moment vector based on the generalized spatial two-stage least-
squares (GS2SLS) residuals, with use of the instruments H discussed above. The proof 
can be found in Drukker [237]. The resulting estimate of ρ represents the degree to which 
spatial error terms are correlated.  
3.6 Implementation 
Mapping and spatial clustering analysis (LISA and Moran’s I) was carried out in Arc-
map desktop version 10 [238]. Statistical analyses and data management was done using 
STATA 12 [239]. For Model 2, the user written STATA commands shp2dta, spmat, and 
spreg were used [234, 237]. Confounding variables had been identified a priori based on 
conceptual framework; therefore little model selection with regards to 
including/excluding confounders was necessary. This further strengthened the analysis as 
it minimizes the potential for type 1 error arising from multiple comparisons. 
To arrive at the final sample for which Model 1 regressions were performed, missing 
values had to be addressed. Most CCHS variables that were included had a small number 
of missing values (typically <1% than the total sample). Since the sample size was very 
large to begin with, list-wise deletion for missing values could be performed for the 
majority of variables. It was assumed that data would be missing at random (MAR) or 
that the sub-sample, after list-wise deletion of missing cases, would represent a simple 
random sample of the full sample. With this assumption, the list-wise deletion method 
produces little bias [240]. However, the validity of this assumption was of concern for 
income and race. For these variables a systematic relationship between the missing 
observations and weight status was detected through comparison of means (t-tests) 
between missing and non-missing values with respect to BMI. More importantly, income 
and race had a high proportion of missing values (14% and 6% respectively). Therefore, 
for the present analysis, missing data for race and income were treated as their own 
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category, while all other observations were removed list-wise. Thus, the sample size 
without DA level covariates consisted of 77,924 observations.  
Table 3-3. CCHS data derivation 
Data Flow  
Sample n 
CCHS 2007-2008  131,959 
Provinces, Age 18-65 (included) 89,733 
BMI Missing (excluded) 4,321 
Breastfeeding (excluded) 1,045 
Extreme BMI (excluded) 26 
Available Observation 84,367 
Individual-level Covariates  77,924 
Individual-level & DA Level Covariates  72,660 
Some respondents did not have matching DA’s for all variables. Consequently, for 
regressions that included both individual-level and DA level covariates, the sample size 
was reduced further by 5,264 observations. To assess any potential bias imposed by the 
deletion of observations without a matching DA (5,264), regressions using the individual-
level sample (n=77,924) were compared to regressions using the individual-and DA-level 
sample (n=72,660). The differences, however, were negligible and therefore the analyses 
presented throughout include both individual- and DA-level covariates. A summary of 
the sample size at various stages of the data set construction are shown above in Table 
3-3. 
In general, diagnostics for multicollinearity are subjective and even if extreme 
multicollinearity exists, the underlying assumptions of OLS regression are not violated 
[241]. While multicollinearity can inflate the standard errors of the collinear variables, 
confounding was of primary interest – not inference of covariates. In Model 2, however, 
once dichotomized and aggregated to the FSA level, race and immigration status clearly 
captured very similar constructs and were highly correlated. It was therefore decided to 
remove race to maintain clarity of interpretations  
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For Model 2 any FSA that had fewer than 15 observations was excluded. The choice of 
15 as a cut-off was primarily due to confidentiality issues for small cell counts. It also 
reflected the trade-off between greater accuracy of estimates and having to exclude small 
sample FSAs in CCHS. Each variable identified as a confounder in the CCHS data was 
collapsed by the most meaningful category and proportions were calculated for the 
following variables: married, immigrant <10 years, works at job, low income, child aged 
5, child aged 5 to 11, high sedentary activity, low fruit and vegetable consumption, food 
secure, high sedentary activity, low fruit and vegetable consumption, smokes daily, 
regular drinker, low physical activity and mean age. Food service variables maintained 
their same form as in the OLS regression. Dummy variables for each province were also 
included in the model with Ontario as the reference category. 
Statistics Canada adopted a complex multi-stage, stratified cluster sampling design for 
the CCHS. This means that not all individuals in Canada had the same probability of 
being chosen for the survey; hence the un-weighted analysis is not representative of the 
Canadian population. Individual survey weights, which are proportional to the probability 
of each respondent being selected to participate in the survey, are provided in the CCHS. 
The sample weights are used to compute the unbiased point estimates for the population 
of interest [242]. When aggregating the variables at the FSA-level for Model 2, sampling 
weights were therefore used to ensure generalizability of the ensuing analyses. In 
individual-level analyses, the estimated variance of these point estimates was used to 
determine the relevant standard errors, confidence intervals and p-values. Since the exact 
cluster membership for each observation within the complex survey design was 
unknown; no simple formulae exist for calculating consistent variance estimates. 
Consequently, Statistics Canada recommends a design based approach for variance 
estimation [242]; specifically, the bootstrap re-sampling method which is a technique for 
approximating the true population variance [243]. In brief, the bootstrap method involves 
selecting, with replacements, numerous simple random samples (replicates) from the full 
sample. An adjustment weight specific to each replicate is assigned to each unit in the 
bootstrap subsample [243]. The adjustment weight is what is known as a bootstrap 
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weight. For the 2007-2008 CCHS, 500 bootstrap weights are provided by Statistics 
Canada. Therefore, to estimate the variance of the OLS regression coefficients in Model 
1, it was required to calculate the estimates 500 times using the 500 bootstrap weights. 
The variation within the 500 estimates was used to calculate the final variance estimates 
[243] which were used in reporting confidence intervals for regression coefficients in all 
models. 
Means (± SD) and proportions of exposure and confounding variables for the final 
sample (individual-level and DA level covariates, n=72,660) were calculated for 
descriptive purposes. Mean BMI values, LISA plots, and fast-food density were mapped 
at the FSA-level. 
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Chapter 4 Results 
Means (± SD) for continuous variables [Table 4-1] and percentages [Table 4-2] for 
categorical variables are shown below. The mean age of respondents was 42.2 (13.2). 
The mean (SD) BMI of the sample population was 26.97 (5.34) with females (p<0.001) 
and residents in CMAs (p<0.001) having statistically lower BMI than their counterparts. 
Almost half of the weighted sample population lived in an urban center with greater than 
500,000 people. Over half were educated and had a job. The weighted proportion of 
males and females was roughly equal and more than 75% were white or Canadian 
citizens  
The average number of CCHS respondents across 1,558 relevant FSA’s was 64.63. Mean 
fast-food and restaurant density were 3.99 and 19.26 (per 10,000 FSA population) 
respectively. On average there were 11.42 outlets in respondents FSA with annual sales 
volume of $13,000,000. For the typical FSA, fast-food outlets accounted for 18% of the 
local food environment. 
Table 4-1. Descriptive statistics – Continuous variables 
BMI (kg/m
2
) Food Service Density  Neighbourhood (DA) 
 Mean (SD)  Mean (SD) Proportion (SD) 
Overall 26.97 (5.34) Fast-food density 3.99 (3.98) Drive to work 0.72 (0.17) 
Males 27.59 (4.9)  Restaurant density 19.26 (19.5) Married 0.48 (0.14) 
Females 26.31 (5.72) Fast-food count 11.42 (9.7) Low income 0.12 (0.12) 
CMA 26.61 (5.21)  Restaurant count 55.10 (43) Minority 0.16 (0.22) 
Non CMA 27.79 (5.58) Fast-food sales* 131.87 (117) Low education 0.23 (0.11) 
  Restaurant sales* 414 (345 )   
  Fast-food mix 17.87 (9.6)   
Density: per 10,000 FSA population 
*Sales: Sum total of fast-food (full-service) restaurant sales in FSA $100,000 CDN 
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Table 4-2: Descriptive statistics – Categorical variables 
Lifestyle % Socio Economic Status % Demographics % 
Smoking status  Immigration  Sex  
Never ………………….. 36    Canadian…………………... 78 Female……………… 49 
Daily…………………… 21 Immigrant (<  than 10 years) 7 Male………………… 51 
Always occasional……... 5 Immigrant (> than 10 years). 15 Marital Status  
Occasional now………... 23 Race  Married…………....... 64 
(Former daily)  White………………………. 81 Single………………. 26 
Non smoker …………… 15 Other………………………. 16 Separated/Divorced/... 10 
(former occasional/daily)  Race not reported………….. 3 Widowed  
Alcohol use  Labor market  Child < 6 in home  
None (past year)……….. 15 Work (full or part time)…… 78    No…...……………... 85 
Occasional …….............. 15 Student (does not work)…… 4 Yes…………………. 15 
Regular ………………... 70 Does not work……………... 16 Child 6-11 in home  
Physical activity   Permanently unable………... 2    No………………….. 84 
(leisure & transportation)  (to work)  Yes…………………. 16 
Active …………………. 27 Income*  Region  
Moderate ………………. 26 Low 1st- 2nd………………… 16 Urban region ……….. 49 
Inactive ………………... 47    Mid low 3rd- 4th……………. 16 population > 500,000  
Fruit & vegetable consumption Mid 5
th
- 6
th………………… 18    Non-urban region…... 51 
(frequency per week)  Mid High 7
th
- 8
th…………... 20 Province  
Low ……………………. 58 High 9th- 10th ……………… 20 Newfoundland……… 2 
Middle……….…………. 37 Income not reported….......... 10 Prince Edward Island. 1 
High …………………… 5 Education  Nova Scotia………… 3 
Sedentary activity (hours)      Less than secondary……….. 11 New Brunswick…….. 3 
Low (0-9)……………… 20 Secondary………………….. 17 Ontario……………… 38 
Middle (10-20)…........... 30 Some post-secondary……… 10 Quebec……………… 25 
High (20-30)……........... 34 Post secondary…………….. 62 Manitoba…………… 3 
Very high (30+)………... 16 Food security  Saskatchewan………. 3 
  Secure……………………… 92 Alberta……………… 11 
  Moderately secure…………. 6 British Columbia…… 12 
  Insecure……………………. 2   
      
      
* Income adequacy deciles are based are provincially standardized and take into account both income and household 
size 
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4.1 Spatial Distribution of BMI and Fast-food 
The spatial Distribution of mean BMI at the FSA-level is shown in below in Figure 4-1, 
Figure 4-2, and Figure 4-3. Visual examination shows a noticeably heterogeneous 
distribution of BMI values across geographic space. Mean BMI values ranged from <25 
to 32.3. The maps show higher mean BMI values in the central provinces as well as in the 
Atlantic Provinces. The sex specific BMI distribution demonstrates a similar pattern, but 
with values slightly larger in magnitude for males than form females in most places. In 
Northern Alberta and BC mean BMI for females seems to be higher than for males 
Moran’s I at the FSA-level indicated the presence of moderate global clustering of BMI 
values (full sample I=0.116 (p<0.001), females I=0.1 (p<0.001), males I=0.06 
(p<0.001)). This finding suggested that in Canada, BMI values do not follow a random 
distribution across geographic space. Below, Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5, and Figure 4-6 
graphically display LISA plots. Significant clusters of high BMI values were primarily 
found in Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Southwestern Ontario and in the Atlantic Provinces. 
Statistically significant clustering of low obesity rates were found on the west coast of 
British Columbia. The pattern is similar in females, except for in Southern Ontario where 
minimal clustering was present. In males there was significant clustering found in 
Southern Saskatchewan, which is in direct contrast to females where clustering was 
found in the Northern Areas.  The clustering appeared to be stronger in the Atlantic 
Provinces for females compared to males.  
The spatial distribution of fast-food outlet density at the FSA-level is shown in Figure 
4-7. Counts are highest in FSAs surrounding major CMAs (i.e. Vancouver, Toronto, 
Montreal). They are also high in northwestern parts of BC, New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia. Fast-food density appears to be the highest in the Atlantic regions. 
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Figure 4-1. Mean Canadian BMI at the FSA-level 
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Figure 4-2. Mean Canadian BMI at the FSA-level: Females 
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Figure 4-3. Mean Canadian BMI at the FSA-level: Males 
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 Figure 4-4. LISA Mean BMI 
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Figure 4-5. LISA Mean BMI Females 
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Figure 4-6. LISA Mean BMI Males 
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Figure 4-7. Canadian fast-food density distribution at the FSA-level 
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4.2 OLS Regression Analysis (Model 1) 
4.2.1 Association between BMI and Food Service Density Variables 
The main results for the association between BMI and the food-service density variables 
are shown below [Table 4-3]. Bivariate results (model 1.1) suggested that total restaurant 
density was inversely associated with BMI (p<0.001) although the effect was small in 
magnitude (β= -0.009). When the density variable was decomposed into its two distinct 
components (model 1.2), unadjusted, fast-food restaurant density had a significantly 
positive association whereas full-service restaurant density had a negative association 
(p<0.01) with BMI. 
Table 4-3. Main association between BMI and food-service density (OLS) 
Restaurant Variables Bivariate: β (95% CI) Full Model: β (95% CI) 
Model (1.1) Model (1.2) Model (1.3) † Model (1.4) † 
Total restaurant 
Density 
-0.009*** 
(-0.013, -0.005) 
-- -0.002 
(-0.006, 0.001) 
-- 
Fast-food restaurant 
Density  
-- 0.094*** 
(0.073, 0.114) 
-- 0.043*** 
(0.021, 0.065) 
 
Full-service restaurant 
density 
-- -0.025*** 
(-0.032, -0.018) 
-- -0.010*** 
(-0.015 , -0.004) 
 
Bootstrapped, 95% CI in parentheses *** p<0.001,** p<0.05, *p<0.1  
† All covariates were controlled for : 
Individual-level demographics, SES, lifestyle characteristics and geography, DA level socio-demographics 
When confounders were controlled for, the magnitude and significance of the total 
restaurant density variable disappeared (model 1.3). Finally, when total restaurant density 
was decomposed into its two distinct components (fast-food and full-service), and fully 
adjusted for individual-level SES, lifestyle characteristics, geography and DA-level 
socio-demographics (model 1.4), a highly significant association for both density 
variables was found (p<0.001). Outlet density was positively associated with BMI for 
fast-food restaurants and negatively associated with BMI for full-service restaurants 
(p<0.01). The addition of control variables reduced the magnitude of effect for both 
exposures when compared to model 1.2, suggesting a marginal increase of 0.044 BMI for 
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an additional fast-food restaurant and a decrease of 0.012 for an additional full-service 
restaurant (per 10,000 FSA population).  
Stratification suggested that sex was a significant effect measure modifier. Separate 
analyses for males and females are shown below [Table 4-4]. The effects in males alone, 
was somewhat trivial, significant at α=0.1 for fast-food density and insignificant for full-
service restaurants. The magnitude of coefficient was about half that of the pooled sample 
for both density variables. Conversely, the association between fast-food density and 
BMI was amplified in women. There was a 42% increase in the size of the fast-food 
density coefficient. The coefficient estimate for full-service density hardly changed – 
both were still significant at α=0.01. 
Table 4-4. Analysis stratified by sex 
Restaurant 
Variables 
Model 1.4 by sex: β (95% CI) 
Males Females 
Fast-food restaurant 
density  
0.023* (-0.003, 0.049) 0.067*** (0.028, 0.106) 
Full-service restaurant 
density  
-0.006 (-0.015, 0.002) -0.013*** (-0.019 , -0.008) 
Bootstrapped 95% CI in parentheses *** p<0.001,** p<0.05, *p<0.1  
Note: All covariates were controlled for: Individual-level demographics, SES, lifestyle 
characteristics and geography, DA level socio-demographics 
The main results, stratified by the two urbanicity groups (CMA/non-CMA and rural/non-
Rural) are shown below [Table 4-5]. The distinct covariate coefficients for the CMAs 
/non-CMAs regression [Table A-4] and for rural/non-rural regression [Table A-5] are 
shown in the Appendix. Both sets of sub-groups presented here suggest that the 
association between fast-food availability and BMI primarily existed in only in non-rural 
areas. When non-CMAs were considered, which are slightly more urban than the strictly 
rural cut-off – there was still no significant effect. The relationship was statistically 
significant in both CMAs and in non-Rural areas (p<0.001). The magnitude of the 
coefficient for fast-food density was greater in CMAs than in both the non-rural, and the 
pooled regression. The non-rural subgroup analysis also showed a stronger association 
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than the pooled estimates. These results reflected an increased strength of association 
between fast-food availability and BMI with increased urbanicity. 
Table 4-5. Analysis stratified by urbanicity 
Restaurant Variables Model 1.4 by urbanicity: β (95% CI) 
CMA Non CMA Rural Non-Rural 
Fast-food restaurant 
Density   
0.058*** 
(0.033, 0.083) 
-0.023 
(-0.056, 0.010) 
-0.014 
(-0.059, 0.032) 
0.052*** 
(0.026, 0.078) 
Full-service restaurant 
density  
-0.011*** 
(-0.018 , -0.005) 
-0.001 
(-0.011, 0.009) 
0.001 
(-0.011, 0.012) 
-0.010*** 
(-0.017 , -0.004) 
Bootstrapped 95% CI in parentheses *** p<0.001,** p<0.05, *p<0.1  
Note: All covariates were controlled for : 
Individual-level demographics, SES, lifestyle characteristics and geography, DA level socio-demographics 
Table 4-6. Analysis stratified sex and urbanicity 
Variables Model 1.4 CMA: β (95% CI) Model 1.4 Non-Rural: (95% CI) 
 Males Females Males Females 
Fast-food restaurant 
density  
0.025 
(-0.008, 0.059) 
0.103*** 
(0.062, 0.143) 
0.028* 
(-0.006, 0.063) 
0.082*** 
(0.038, 0.125) 
 
Full-service 
restaurant density  
-0.006 
(-0.016, 0.004) 
-0.018*** 
(-0.024 , -0.012) 
-0.006 
(-0.015, 0.004) 
-0.016*** 
(-0.022 , -0.010) 
 
Bootstrapped 95% CI in parentheses *** p<0.001,** p<0.05, *p<0.1  
Note: All other covariates were controlled for:  
Individual-level demographics, SES, lifestyle characteristics and geography, and DA level socio-demographics 
The stratified results by sex and urbanicity are presented above [Table 4-6], where the 
strongest association between the food-service environment and BMI was found. For 
males, the estimates did not differ substantially when further stratified by CMAs or 
Non-Rural areas. Conversely, the magnitude of association between fast-food density 
and BMI in females was further amplified – the estimated coefficient for females 
living in a CMA was 1.3 times greater than the pooled sample estimate. A higher 
effect was seen for non-rural areas compared to the pooled female stratification 
(β=0.082), albeit not as strong as what was found in CMAs. For full-service 
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restaurants, the effect for females was also stronger in an urban setting β -0.018 
(p<0.001). 
4.2.2 Covariates  
As anticipated from the conceptual framework, the previous sub-section showed that 
individual demographics, SES, lifestyle characteristics and DA level socio-demographics, 
did in fact jointly influence the relationship between BMI and the food-service density 
variables. This can primarily be seen by comparing the coefficients of the adjusted 
(model 1.4) and unadjusted (model 1.2) models, though the coefficients were suppressed 
for presentation. Here, the multivariable relationships found in the main models between 
BMI and the various confounder variables are presented [Table 4-7]. Primarily, it is 
important for consistency to confirm that the associations were in the expected directions 
and to note any discrepancies. Additionally any changes in the relationships between 
BMI and the confounders themselves due to the effects of the fast-food and full-service 
density variables can be examined. 
Indeed, most relationships were as expected. BMI increased with age, but increased at a 
decreasing rate (Age
2: β=-0.002). It was also higher for those who were married 
compared to those who were single and in individuals with jobs compared to those 
without. BMI values were lower in urban areas, for females, and decreased sequentially 
with higher education (p<0.001). Recent immigrants and visible minorities had lower 
BMI, but BMI increased with duration of time since immigration. Having a young child 
(< 6 years old) was associated with significantly higher BMI, however having a child 
between 6 and 11 years old was not. 
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Table 4-7. Linear Regression Models 
          Variable Model 1.c  (Covariate) 
β: (95% CI) 
Model (1.4)  
β: (95% CI) 
Density    
 Fast-food  restaurant density -- 0.043*** 
   (0.0206, 0.0649) 
 Full-service restaurant density -- -0.0095*** 
   (-0.0150 , -0.0040) 
Individual-level Covariates   
 Population    
    
 Age 0.2608*** 0.2616*** 
  (0.2282, 0.2935) (0.2290, 0.2942) 
 Age
2 
-0.0025*** -0.0025*** 
  (-0.0029, -0.0021) (-0.0029, -0.0021) 
Geography   
 Urban  (>500K pop) -0.2980*** -0.3163*** 
  (-0.4501, -0.1460) (-0.4710, -0.1615) 
 Non urban (ref) -- -- 
Sex   
 Female -1.5245*** -1.5238*** 
  (-1.6393, -1.4096) (-1.6386, -1.4091) 
 Male (ref) -- -- 
Marital status   
 Married 0.2327*** 0.2229** 
  (0.0634, 0.4021) (0.0533, 0.3926) 
 Separated 0.0415 0.0247 
  (-0.1833, 0.2662) (-0.2000, 0.2493) 
 Single (ref) -- -- 
Education   
 Secondary -0.3007** -0.3083*** 
  (-0.5346, -0.0668) (-0.5424, -0.0742) 
 Some post secondary -0.3519*** -0.3611*** 
  (-0.6192, -0.0845) (-0.6296, -0.0926) 
 Post secondary -0.5439*** -0.5474*** 
  (-0.7549, -0.3329) (-0.7583, -0.3365) 
 No education (ref) -- -- 
Immigration    
 Immigrant (<10) -1.4724*** -1.4638*** 
  (-1.7815, -1.1633) (-1.7729, -1.1548) 
 Immigrant (>10) -0.4812*** -0.4844*** 
  (-0.7040, -0.2584) (-0.7077, -0.2611) 
 Canadian (ref) -- -- 
Minority    
 Non White -1.0121*** -1.0106*** 
  (-1.2361, -0.7881) (-1.2339, -0.7873) 
 Race Missing 0.5733*** 0.5789*** 
  (0.2710, 0.8756) (0.2751,  0.8826) 
 White (ref) -- -- 
Labor market   
 Student -0.4912*** -0.4743*** 
  (-0.7884, -0.1940) (-0.7717, -0.1770) 
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          Variable Model 1.c  (Covariate) 
β: (95% CI) 
Model (1.4)  
β: (95% CI) 
 No Work 0.0319 0.0352 
  (-0.1431, 0.2069) (-0.1398, 0.2102) 
 Unable to work 0.1287 0.1347 
  (-0.2994, 0.5568) (-0.2928, 0.5621) 
 Working (ref) -- -- 
Income adequacy   
 Mid low -0.0624 -0.0661 
  (-0.2916, 0.1668) (-0.2946, 0.1625) 
 Mid 0.0820 0.0792 
  (-0.1413, 0.3054) (-0.1442, 0.3026) 
 Mid high  0.0232 0.0243 
  (-0.2023, 0.2486) (-0.2008, 0.2494) 
 High -0.1465 -0.1405 
  (-0.3812, 0.0882) (-0.3750, 0.0940) 
 Income missing -0.2003 -0.1941 
  (-0.4479, 0.0474) (-0.4410, 0.0528) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Child age (0-6)   
 Yes 0.2560*** 0.2525*** 
  (0.0793, 0.4327) (0.0757, 0.4294) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Child age (6-11)   
 Yes -0.0927 -0.0986 
  (-0.2625, 0.0771) (-0.2682, 0.0709) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Food security   
 Moderate 0.8207*** 0.8177*** 
  (0.5200, 1.1213) (0.5174, 1.1180) 
 Insecure 0.3800 0.3808 
  (-0.1232, 0.8832) (-0.1201, 0.8818) 
 Secure (ref) -- -- 
Fruit and Vegetable Consumption   
 Medium  -0.0587 -0.0609 
  (-0.1810, 0.0636) (-0.1829, 0.0611) 
 High  -0.4442*** -0.4416*** 
  (-0.7077, -0.1806) (-0.7042, -0.1790) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Smoking Status   
 Daily  -1.0872*** -1.0847*** 
  (-1.2502, -0.9242) (-1.2476, -0.9219) 
 Occasional -0.0719 -0.0731 
  (-0.3484, 0.2045) (-0.3486, 0.2024) 
 Former Daily 0.4373*** 0.4399*** 
  (0.2804, 0.5942) (0.2832, 0.5966) 
 Former occasional 0.0374 0.0390 
  (-0.1254, 0.2002) (-0.1238, 0.2018) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Drinking habits   
 Occasional 0.5318*** 0.5301*** 
  (0.2970, 0.7666) (0.2955, 0.7647) 
 Regular -0.6884*** -0.6875*** 
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          Variable Model 1.c  (Covariate) 
β: (95% CI) 
Model (1.4)  
β: (95% CI) 
  (-0.8713, -0.5056) (-0.8704, -0.5047) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Physical activity   
 Moderate 0.4689*** 0.4657*** 
  (0.3292, 0.6085) (0.3261, 0.6052) 
 Inactive 1.1016*** 1.0932*** 
  (0.9725, 1.2307) (0.9647, 1.2217) 
 Active (ref) -- -- 
Sedentary activity   
 Moderate 0.2340*** 0.2308*** 
  (0.0807, 0.3874) (0.0779, 0.3837) 
 High 0.8553*** 0.8513*** 
  (0.6907, 1.0199) (0.6870, 1.0156) 
 Very high 1.3190*** 1.3142*** 
  (1.1307, 1.5074) (1.1263, 1.5021) 
 Low (refs) -- -- 
Province   
 Newfound Land 0.5176*** 0.4808*** 
  (0.2265, 0.8086) (0.1904, 0.7711) 
 PE 0.2914* 0.2731 
  (-0.0366, 0.6194) (-0.0547, 0.6008) 
 NS 0.4246*** 0.3607*** 
  (0.1491, 0.7002) (0.0868, 0.6347) 
 NB 0.2333* 0.1695 
  (-0.0268, 0.4934) (-0.0946, 0.4337) 
 QC -0.5691*** -0.4691*** 
  (-0.7470, -0.3913) (-0.6550, -0.2832) 
 MB 0.1466 0.1819 
  (-0.1078, 0.4010) (-0.0727, 0.4365) 
 SK 0.4723*** 0.4973*** 
  (0.1906, 0.7539) (0.2169, 0.7777) 
 AB 0.2446** 0.2733*** 
  (0.0463, 0.4429) (0.0733, 0.4734) 
 BC -0.7328*** -0.6538*** 
  (-0.9124, -0.5533) (-0.8388, -0.4688) 
 Ontario (ref) -- -- 
Neighbourhood-level Variables  
Proportion in DA: 
 
 Drive to work 0.7284*** 0.4888* 
  (0.2710, 1.1859) (-0.0010, 0.9786) 
 Married 0.2034 0.1560 
  (-0.4145, 0.8214) (-0.4634, 0.7755) 
 Low income families 0.6151* 0.5579 
  (-0.0736, 1.3038) (-0.1307, 1.2465) 
 Visible minority -0.7387*** -0.7216*** 
  (-1.1918, - 0.2857) (-1.1733, - 0.2699) 
 Low education 2.0789*** 2.1004*** 
  (1.5105, 2.6473) (1.5237, 2.6771) 
 Bootstrapped 95% CI in parentheses*** p<0.01,** p<0.05, *p<0.1 
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One interesting finding is that income adequacy was not statistically significant. Yet, this 
seems to be due to the differential effects of gender that were found to be important. 
Once stratified, income is indeed significant and in opposite directions for males and 
females (Appendix, Table A-3). Similarly, the effect of marriage differed by sex, men 
who were married had higher BMI (β =0.63 p<0.01) than those who were single, while 
the effect of marriage was not significant in females. Also, the effects of being separated 
(widowed/separated/divorced) while not significant in the pooled analysis, was positively 
associated with BMI in males (p<0.1) and negatively associated with BMI in females 
(p<0.01). For lifestyle factors, BMI is shown to be lower with greater fruit and vegetable 
consumption. BMI is lower for daily smokers but higher in former (daily) smokers. In our 
sample the BMI distribution by province was consistent with the previous literature, for 
instance it was lower in B.C. and Quebec but higher on the east coast. The proportion of 
individuals in the respondents DA that drove to work, were part of low income families 
or had a low level of education, were significantly positively associated with BMI 
whereas the proportion of visible minorities was inversely associated. Both the 
significance level and the direction of effect were the same for the regressions both with 
(Model 1.4) and without (Model 1.c) the fast-food and full-service restaurant density 
variables. For the individual-level lifestyle and socio-demographic factors, the 
magnitudes of the coefficients between these two models were similar. For some of the 
higher level variables (i.e. province and DA level characteristics) there were some 
differences. 
The association between residing in a rural area and BMI was slightly influenced by the 
level of fast-food and full-service restaurant density. The BMI differential seen between 
provinces was affected in some cases with the addition of the restaurant variables as well. 
In the four east coast provinces, the gap in mean BMI values was diminished once 
restaurant density was controlled for. The largest effect was seen in New Brunswick 
where the regression coefficient was lowered by more than 40%. At the DA level there 
were also changes. Most notably, the effect seen from living in an area with a high 
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proportion of individuals commuting to work was lowered by 29% once fast-food and 
full-service density are considered. 
4.3 FSA-level Analysis (Model 2) 
There were 1,269 eligible FSAs that had 15 or more respondents. Results presented in 
Table 4-8 below, show the relationship between mean BMI and confounders for both the 
OLS and the spatial error model. The direction and magnitude of the estimated 
association between BMI and the covariates was similar between the two models for 
most of the variables. Only the provincial covariates showed any meaningful difference 
between the OLS, and spatial error estimates. In New Brunswick, there was 50% 
increase, and in Ontario a 37% decrease in the estimated coefficients once spatial 
heterogeneity was accounted for. 
The relationship between BMI and fast-food density at the FSA-level comparing OLS to 
the SARE model, which accounts for spatial autocorrelation in the error terms, is shown 
in Table 4-9. The bivariate analysis at the FSA-level shows a strong, significant 
association between both fast-food and full-service restaurant density and BMI. The 
extent to which the error in the BMI terms are correlated, measured by  , is of 
considerable size and magnitude (  =0.432, p<0.01). As such, the difference in the food-
service coefficients between the OLS and spatial error model is substantial. The SARE 
model, which takes into account unobservable correlations across geographic space, 
results in a fast-food density estimate that is 30% smaller in magnitude than the OLS 
(p<0.01).  
Comparable to what was seen in the Model 1 regressions, the magnitudes of the 
coefficients for fast-food and full-service restaurant density, dropped with the addition of 
the confounding variables -- the estimates are comparable to those found with individual-
level data (Model 1.4). With the remainder of the variables included in the model, the 
value of   and its significance also dropped substantially; the food-service density 
estimates for the SARE model approached those of the OLS model. This finding suggests 
that the original associations that were observed are robust to spatial heterogeneity, and 
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that very little residual confounding arising from spatial heterogeneity existed in the OLS 
models. 
Table 4-8. Relationship between BMI and Covariates for FSA-level Models 
Variables 
(means/proportions) 
OLS 
β (95% CI) 
SER 
β (95% CI) 
Age 0.073*** (0.048, 0.098) 0.073*** (0.049, 0.098) 
Female -1.711*** (-2.327,  -1.096) -1.710*** (-2.312,  -1.109) 
Married 0.571 (-0.134, 1.275) 0.536 (-0.164, 1.236) 
Low education 1.583*** (0.704, 2.462) 1.577*** (0.699, 2.455) 
Immigrant <10 3.488*** (3.030, 3.946) 3.447*** (2.974, 3.920) 
Works 0.945** (0.215, 1.676) 0.913** (0.188, 1.638) 
Low income 0.269 (-0.541, 1.079) 0.265 (-0.541, 1.070) 
Child < 5 0.705 (-0.176, 1.586) 0.694 (-0.174, 1.562) 
Child 6-11 1.008** (0.202, 1.814) 1.002** (0.207, 1.796) 
Food secure 0.344 (-0.776, 1.464) 0.357 (-0.746, 1.459) 
Low fruit & vegetable 
consumption 
0.690** (0.095, 1.285) 0.696** (0.106, 1.286) 
Daily smoker 0.149 (-0.568, 0.866) 0.125 (-0.584, 0.833) 
Regular drinker -2.446*** (-3.104, -1.788) -2.442*** (-3.092, -1.792) 
Low physical activity 1.130*** (0.556, 1.703) 1.107*** (0.542, 1.672) 
Low sedentary activity -0.822** (-1.48, - 0.160) -0.820** (-1.475, - 0.165) 
NL -0.126 (-0.367, 0.115) -0.131 (-0.400, 0.138) 
PEI -0.641*** (-0.854, -0.428) -0.643*** (-0.882, - 0.405) 
NS -0.109 (-0.447, 0.230) -0.115 (-0.493, 0.264) 
NB 0.022 (-0.305, 0.349) 0.033 (-0.326, 0.392) 
QC 0.109 (-0.327, 0.546) 0.093 (-0.391, 0.578) 
ON 0.008 (-0.334, 0.350) 0.005 (-0.373, 0.384) 
SK 0.235 (-0.629, 1.099) 0.239 (-0.714, 1.193) 
AB -0.795*** (-1.011, -0.580) -0.790*** (-1.022, -0.558) 
BC 0.146 (-0.260, 0.553) 0.155 (-0.297, 0.607) 
   
  -- 0.132*** 
  (0.047 - 0.217) 
    95% CI in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1  
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Table 4-9. Association between BMI and food-service density at FSA-level  
          (OLS & Spatial) 
Restaurant 
Variables 
Bivariate Multivariate 
 OLS (1) SARE (1) OLS (2) SARE (2) 
Fast-food  
restaurant 
density 
0.116*** 
(0.088 - 0.144) 
0.082*** 
(0.055 - 0.109) 
0.047*** 
(0.023 - 0.072) 
0.046*** 
(0.022 - 0.070) 
 
Full-service 
restaurant 
density 
-0.031*** 
(-0.037 - -0.026) 
-0.024*** 
(-0.029 - -0.019) 
-0.013*** 
(-0.017 - -0.008) 
-0.013*** 
(-0.017 - -0.008) 
     
  -- 0.423*** 
(0.375 - 0.472) 
-- 
 
0.104** 
(0.018 - 0.191) 
Robust 95% CI in parentheses *** p<0.01,** p<0.05, *p<0.1 
Note: Multivariate models (OLS (2),SARE (2) controlled for demographics, SES, lifestyle characteristics and 
geography  
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4.4 Other Measures of Fast-food Availability  
To further test the robustness of using density as the primary exposure, the purpose of 
this section was to test other variants of fast-food availability measures that are used in 
the literature. All three alternative measures were found to be statistically significant and 
in the same direction as is expected [Table 4-10]. All three models shown below, 
exhibited similar patterns to the density variables, when subgroup analysis was 
considered for sex and urbanicity (results not shown). Furthermore, when a spatial error 
model was considered at the aggregate level, the results for count, fast-food mix, and 
sales volume were shown to be minimally affected by spatial autocorrelation when full 
models were analyzed. 
        Table 4-10. Association between individual-level food-service exposures and BMI 
Restaurant Variables Exposure model 
Count (1) Mix (1) Sales (1) 
Fast-food restaurant 
Count 
0.014*** 
(0.005, 0.023) 
  
Full-service restaurant 
count  
-0.006*** 
(-0.008, -0.004) 
  
 
Fast-food Proportion*  0.009*** 
(0.002, 0.015) 
 
Fast-food Sales 
 ($100,000) 
  0.002*** 
(0.001, 0.002)  
Restaurant Sales  
($100,000) 
  -0.001*** 
(-0.001, -0.001) 
Bootstrapped 95% CI in parentheses *** p<0.01,** p<0.05, *p<0.1  
           Note: All other covariates were controlled for: 
           Individual-level demographics, SES, lifestyle characteristics and geography, 
          DA level socio-demographic, FSA population 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 
This study found that greater availability of fast food restaurants in Canadian 
neighbourhoods (as delineated by Forward Sortation Areas) is positively associated with 
higher BMI among adults. The relationship was examined using individual-level data 
from a nationally representative cross-sectional survey. Individual BMI and other known 
determinants of obesity obtained from the CCHS cycle 4 (2007-2008), were merged with 
neighbourhood confounding variables from the 2006 Canadian Census along with 
geographic information from business directories on all restaurants in Canada. This study 
adds to a growing body of literature where investigators are beginning to measure the 
contextual effects of the built environment on health outcomes [25-27]. I was able to 
examine the contextual food-service environment by bifurcating restaurants into two 
distinct components – fast-food and full-service restaurant density. A conceptual 
framework was put forth for which I argued that consumer demand for convenience 
drives consumption of fast-food. From this, I was able to test whether the density of fast-
food restaurants, in the context of the complete food-service environment, influenced 
BMI in Canada. The large sample size allowed us to tease out the relationship on a 
nationally representative sample of Canadians. I also performed stratified analysis by sex 
and urbanicity which were found to be two important effect measure modifiers. Further, 
environmental risk factors are spatial in nature as they involve complex pathways and 
interactions between individuals and their neighbourhood surroundings. As such, 
researchers are using new methods such as spatial econometrics in hopes of better 
capturing residual influences. Spatial heterogeneity of obesity rates has predominantly 
been shown at the health region level in Canada [13, 64]. This study adds to those 
previous works, with evidence of spatial clustering using BMI (a continuous measure of 
adiposity) delineated by smaller geographic units than has previously been accomplished. 
These results were found when the univariate distribution of BMI, and bivariate 
relationship between BMI and the food service environment were considered. The 
influence of spatially correlated error terms dissipates, however, when all relevant 
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confounders associated with the food-service environment were considered. The spatial 
analysis provides theoretical insight, which has not been utilized in the context of obesity 
research in Canada. More importantly, the key findings of this thesis were robust to the 
documented geographic heterogeneity seen in Canada.  
To date, the majority of the research on fast-food availability and obesity has been 
conducted in the U.S. -- a country with distinct social, geographic and demographic 
factors from those of Canada. Americans have greater access to, and consume more fast-
food than Canadians; they also have higher average BMIs and obesity rates [69]. Socio-
demographic inequalities especially with respect to income and race are more 
pronounced in the U.S. [73, 244]. Most pertinently, studies have shown that in the US, 
poorer areas with greater minority populations have disproportionately higher access to 
fast-food [71, 72]. I find that greater fast-food availability is associated with higher BMI 
in Canada even after individual and neighbourhood-level factors as well as geographic 
level heterogeneity were accounted for. 
When the contextual restaurant environment, comprised of full-service and limited 
service establishments is analyzed, there was an inverse association between full-service 
density and BMI. This association is ambiguous in the existing literature. The results 
established in this thesis, are similar to Mehta and Chang [50] and Jeffery et al. [53] who 
also found that higher density of total restaurants (those not classified as fast-food) were 
inversely associated with BMI. The findings of Jeffery were only significant in men and 
from their work address. Conversely, Chou et al. [110] found a positive association 
between state-level full-service restaurant concentration and obesity rates (and mean 
BMI). It is possible that this discrepancy was due to the aggregate nature of their study -- 
an ecological analysis at the state level. Nonetheless, in this thesis, the opposing effects 
found between fast-food and full-service restaurants, may highlight the importance of 
ever increasing consumer demand for convenience in western society. Dining at full-
service restaurants may often be chosen for social or entertainment purposes. In these 
cases, purchases are not made based on impulsive decisions driven by time constraints 
and convenience. As such there is more potential for the consumers who are dining at 
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full-service restaurants, where the meal is planned in advanced to offset calories in other 
ways such as eating less during previous meals, or not snacking. Moreover, on average, 
full-service restaurants may in fact offer healthier choices or at least, customers may seek 
healthier alternatives. For instance, one study looked at how nutritional content differed 
between fast-food and full-service restaurants and found that although there were similar 
total fat contents; fast-food had higher saturated fats, cholesterol and sodium [245]. 
Another study found that consumers, who valued healthy foods, were 29% more likely to 
choose full-service establishments over fast-food outlets [165].  
As seen in the literature review, density is not the only measure used to capture the 
influence of fast-food exposure on obesity. For comprehensiveness, I also utilized count, 
restaurant proportion and fast-food sales, though only the primary findings were 
corroborated. These exposures have subtle differences with respect to density. For 
example, fast-food mix combines the effects of fast-food and full-service restaurants into 
one variable, but lacks direct control for population size and the influence of relative 
magnitude. The RFEI, which is similar to the fast-food mix variable examined in this 
thesis, was used by Spence et al. [78] in the only peer reviewed study to analyze the fast-
food environment on a Canadian population. They concluded that a greater proportion of 
fast-food restaurants in an individual’s neighbourhoods would increase the odds of 
obesity; analogously I concluded that it was associated with higher BMI. To my 
knowledge, this has been the first study to include sales volume as an exposure variable 
while analyzing the relationship between the fast-food environment and BMI. The sales 
volume of fast-food outlets was meant to serve as a proxy for the main relationship in 
question: fast-food consumption and BMI. One would expect that an area with a higher 
volume of sales represents higher levels of fast-food consumption coupled with more 
fast-food outlets. Thus the variable portrays a slightly different type of effect than that of 
fast-food outlet count or density. 
There are some data limitations of this study which were unavoidable. A problem 
inherent in all cross-sectional study designs is the inability to draw causal conclusions. 
One can only identify with certainty the existence of an observed association. After 
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controlling for both individual and neighbourhood-level variation in socio-economic 
status, population density and other factors, I posit that with greater availability of fast-
food restaurants, individuals would be more likely to consume unhealthy diets and 
consequently gain weight. The opposite, however, referred to as reverse causation, could 
occur if obese individuals with preference for fast-food, chose their place of residence 
based on neighbourhoods that have greater density of fast-food outlets.  
Some studies have attempted to sparse out the direction of effect by means of an 
instrumental variable (IV) approach [104-108]. IV estimation, if good instruments are 
available, can better estimate causal effects when controlled experiments are not feasible. 
Chen et al. [109], for example, used an IV approach in the U.S. to study the relationship 
between fast-food restaurant density and obesity among adults. Their primary exposure, 
neighbourhood fast-food count was analyzed using both OLS and IV estimation 
techniques. They found very little change in the magnitude of effect size between these 
two methods. The same was true for Anderson and Matsa [107], albeit they found no 
significant effects overall. In Dunn et al. (2012) [104], the pooled analysis employed 
various measures of fast-food availability along with three separate modeling techniques 
(probit, IV probit and IV linear probability), where they found surprising consistency 
across techniques and measures. With the similarity in IV vs. Non-IV models they 
concluded that endogeneity was not problematic. They did however reject the null 
hypothesis that the probit IV estimates were the same as the probit estimates when 
analysis was stratified by race.  
Another study by Dunn in 2010 [105], however, found that his IV estimates were larger 
(positively significant) than the OLS estimates for females and non-whites, especially in 
medium density counties. Their findings are quite similar to those found in this thesis. 
For instance, in counties with low population density, the availability of fast-food was not 
significant for males or females. This is analogous to the lack of effect found in rural 
areas in this thesis. In this thesis however, there are other methodological issues that may 
also explain the lack of effect. One potential explanation for the lack of effect in rural 
areas could be a lack or area-level variability in the restaurant density. With a subsample 
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of n=19,538, FSAs in the rural areas for the most part have very large geographical areas. 
These large FSA may not capture the relevant variability that would be picked up in the 
smaller, more urban FSAs. For medium density areas, Dunn [105] found that for females, 
a one SD increase in the number of fast-food restaurants lead to an approximate 4.1 
pound increase in weight for a woman 5’6” tall. They reported similar results in areas 
with high population density. Similarly, for females who resided in a CMA about a three 
pound weight differential for a one SD increase (4.33) in fast-food density was found in 
this analysis. A similar effect was also found for females in non-rural areas. Thus, the 
findings in CMAs and non-rural areas in this thesis were in the similar direction found by 
Dunn [105] in medium and high population dense areas. Although these results based on 
IV methods corroborate the observed associations found in this thesis were in the 
expected direction, some bias may exist with respect to the magnitude of the estimated 
coefficients. I argue that after control for individual and neighbourhood-level factors, the 
existence of reverse causation may be minimal.  
The cross-sectional design still lacks temporality and therefore changes of effects over 
time cannot be estimated or inferred. The current thesis provides a solid foundation for 
the existence of a cross-sectional association between fast-food availability and obesity in 
Canada. Future research could focus on investigating whether this association persists 
over time through the use of repeat cross sections or ideally longitudinal data.  
Height and weight, the two factors used to construct the primary outcome (BMI), were 
self-reported. Ideally, measured height and weight would have been used; however, this 
is clearly not feasible for a nationally representative sample such as the CCHS. With any 
survey one can expect to find measurement error in any number of questionnaire items; 
however, if the source of error is primarily random then the resulting bias will be 
negligible. Yet many studies have shown systematic under-reporting of weight and over-
reporting of height to occur with self-reported data. In this study, I attempted to diminish 
this bias with the use of an error correction factor to adjust self-reported BMI [84]. 
Another potential drawback is the validity of BMI itself as a measure of adiposity. It has 
been shown that BMI cannot differentiate between fat body mass and lean body mass 
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[246]. Various measures that are more precise exist, varying from hip to circumference 
ratios, to exact calculations of percentage body fat. Research done within an Asian 
population [247] reported low sensitivity for BMI when used with the WHO 
recommended obesity cut-off of a 30> kg There was no significant difference, however, 
between BMI and other anthropometric measures such as waist circumference, hip 
circumference, waist hip ratio or waist height ratio. At any rate, BMI remains the most 
commonly used measure due to its convenience, safety, and minor cost – particularly for 
large sample populations. The United States Centers for Disease Control (CDC) asserts 
that BMI is recommended because for most people it is well correlated with their amount 
of body fat [248]. 
Missing variables are inherent in virtually any epidemiologic study, and various 
methodologies exist to deal them; in fact missing data techniques are a body of literature 
in themselves. In an ideal scenario missing values would be missing at random; however, 
if there is a systematic relationship between the individuals who do not report certain 
variables and the outcome of interest, then deleting these observations may introduce 
bias. With the large sample size used for the analyses, there was enough statistical power 
to delete respondents list-wise -- if they had omitted data that were deemed to be missing 
at random. After performing tests for systematic relationships (this was done for the 
majority of variables), by and large missing values were not an issue (<1% of the sample 
in most cases). For the income variable, however, there was a large number of missing 
cases (>10,000 observations). Moreover, we found that by treating the missing values as 
a separate income category, it was systematically associated with BMI. As such, I 
decided to include the missing term in the subsequent regression analyses in order to 
minimize bias. This technique was essentially decided a priori as how missing values 
were to be handled. More complex methods such as multiple imputations were not 
considered, primarily because in actuality the specifically independent effects of 
confounders such as income were not of principle interest. Nonetheless, to assure 
robustness of the results I performed the main regression models with the missing income 
observations removed. The results are not presented in this thesis, but the estimates (and 
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significance levels) for the primary density variables were virtually identical. The same 
logic and conclusions apply to how I handled missing values for the race variable. 
Further, we posit that with race, there is less potential bias introduced by including a 
missing term as inherently race itself is a categorical variable. 
Given the geographic scope of the current thesis, an inevitable constraint is the detail of 
neighbourhood geography. In an ideal setting, a more detailed fast-food landscape for 
each observation would have been created. This may involve, for example, creating a 
detailed buffer zone of a theoretically meaningful distance around each individual’s place 
of residence through the use of road networks. For the current paper however, these 
improved measures were not feasible as access to the exact coordinates of either 
individual place of residence or the location of fast-food outlets was not available. In this 
study, the postal code was the smallest level of geography in the CCHS data and the 
detailed addresses were incomplete in the restaurant database. With the FSA as a proxy 
for the immediate food landscape, the ensuing biases should also be addressed. 
One issue is that if an individual lives on the outer edge of an FSA, then his/her relevant 
shopping environment may in fact be a neighbouring FSA [116]. To some degree, this 
challenge is apparent even if exact locations are used to create detailed buffer zones. 
Certain people may prefer to shop in an area that does not directly fall into their 
immediate, arbitrary buffer zone. Very few studies of food environments have accounted 
for “edge effects” [249]. The results in this thesis, however, are robust to spatial 
heterogeneity, which accounts for potential spatial spillover effects of neighbouring FSAs 
or unmeasured geographical confounders at the FSA-level. Moreover there is no reason 
to suppose that there would be any systemic bias imposed by these neighbourhood 
outliers. Across the large sample it was implicitly assumed that for each FSA, people’s 
homes would be randomly distributed, at least to the extent that each observation had a 
similar chance of residing on the boundary. It should also be emphasized that this study 
was designed to capture the effects of fast-food availability in the context of each CCHS 
respondent’s dwelling residence. Therefore whether or not higher density of fast-food 
surrounding a person’s place of work, is also associated with BMI was not directly 
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addressed. This limitation is true for most studies on the topic. One study did have 
geographic data on weight status and fast-food availability for both home and work 
addresses [53]. They found that for men only, the density of restaurants (fast-food, 
“other”, and total restaurants) near work addresses was inversely associated with BMI. 
Although one cannot make any direct inference about fast-food density surrounding the 
workplace from our data, a few characteristics suggest that the study design at least 
partially captured this aspect. Firstly, the FSAs used to define the local food-service 
environment were likely large enough (geographically) in many cases such that they 
incorporated the respondents place of work as well as their home. Of course, for any 
given individual this would be highly variable as many people commute to work. The 
proportion of people in the respondent’s neighbourhood that drove to work was adjusted 
for in attempts to control from potential bias that may arise from this behaviour. 
A final issue is in regards to the classification of fast food restaurants; and, the potential 
for bias in Quebec. The classification scheme used in this thesis to distinguish fast-food 
from full-service outlets is not perfect. Independent food-service locations that may 
technically qualify as serving convenience or fast-foods would not be categorized as fast-
food in this thesis. Since this is the case for all FSAs, largely there would be no bias 
introduced. Only, in interpreting the results, one must be cautious. In Quebec however, 
there is the potential for systematic bias. In Figure 4-1, the provincial density of fast food 
is shown to be the smallest in Quebec. This may not be entirely accurate if a different 
classification scheme could have been employed. There are many intangible cultural 
differences in Quebec from the rest of Canada; most pertinently, in regards to the food-
service environment. Though to my knowledge there is no specific literature that is 
relevant for this topic, the food-service environment in Quebec is known to have higher a 
than average number of independent fast-food locations. Indeed places such as Montreal 
and Quebec City are well known for their poutine and hot dog stands. This does not 
necessarily bias the results; however, inference about Quebec should be made with 
caution. 
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5.1 Implications 
In the first two chapters, the role that various contextual features of the built environment 
play in determining BMI and obesity risk was introduced. These environmental 
influences are thought to influence energy imbalance whereby physical activity is 
discouraged and/or unhealthy diets are encouraged. In attempting to synthesize the 
literature in Canada, I showed that various objective features of the built environment 
play an important role in determining variation in BMI; even though quantifying these 
factors is challenging. Various features were found to affect the physical activity side of 
the energy imbalance equation such as neighborhood walkability, land-use mix, street 
connectivity and urban sprawl; however, very limited literature was found in the context 
of Canada, especially for adults. The analyses chapter of this thesis was focused 
exclusively on the external influences effecting energy intake. Unlike the physical 
activity side of the equation, where there are limitless potential factors that may be 
important with respect to energy expenditure, there are essentially two broad categories 
that are innate to the external influences on energy intake. These are availability 
(unavailability) of healthy food places such as grocery stores or markets and availability 
(unavailability) of unhealthy food places namely fast-food restaurants. There was a gap in 
the Canadian literature in both cases, although a relatively large body of evidence exists 
in the international literature [49, 51, 52]. For this thesis I chose to examine the effects of 
unhealthy food options by analyzing the association between fast-food availability and 
BMI in Canada. For the first time at a national level, I found that both fast-food and full-
service restaurant density played a role in determining the BMI of Canadians. These 
results were robust to the potential influence of a geographic distribution of BMI that was 
heterogeneous as well as various other measures of fast-food availability. Sub-group 
analyses in this thesis revealed that sex and urbanicity were important effect measure 
modifiers. It was found that the effects of differential fast-food availability on BMI exist 
primarily in females. The stronger effect seen in women is consistent with other studies 
on the topic [41, 42, 102, 105, 129]. Some have speculated that this interaction seen with 
gender may represent a higher demand for convenience in females than in males. This 
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motivation is consistent with the theoretical framework underlying the empirical model. 
The rationale is that workforce participation among females has increased, while the time 
distribution of household tasks such as food preparation and child care responsibilities, 
may not yet have reached the same equilibrium between sexes [137]. Furthermore, by 
and large females and males have very distinct biological and behavioural differences 
that for the most part would be unobserved given the data used for this study. Future 
research would be needed to thoroughly explore these reasons for the observed 
differences seen in this paper.  
Subgroup analyses among areas of differing urban geography also proved to be 
important. The distinct relationship is apparent in the literature as well, as many studies 
are based solely on urban [78, 79, 90, 92-94, 117] or rural [95, 104, 107, 115, 164] areas 
while others perform stratified analyses [105, 106]. It is important to note that the 
difference persisted even though the primary exposure variables were directly 
standardized for population density. Therefore, the observed differences could be inferred 
to arise from factors distinct from population density itself. It could be reflective of 
differing lifestyles, where in rural areas consumer demand for convenience is lower. On 
the whole, however, it may be due to methodological issues. FSAs can be very large in 
rural areas. In some rural areas the corresponding FSA may be beyond a the typical 
“neighbourhood” relevant for capturing the effects of the immediate food-service 
environment 
It is expected that obesity will surpass smoking as the leading cause of preventable 
morbidity and mortality [16]. Thus, as a preventable disease, public pressure to combat 
the epidemic is rising. A report from the World Cancer Research Fund and the American 
Institute for Cancer Research in 2009 emphasized that the dramatic rise in overweight 
and obesity worldwide -- largely influenced by the increased consumption of sugary 
drinks and convenience or fast-foods along with a decline in physical activity -- is a 
problem that currently amounts to a global public health emergency. They assert that the 
issue requires government intervention and specifically, needs to “take the form of 
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appropriate legal and fiscal measures designed to make healthy choices more affordable, 
accessible, and acceptable” [250, 251]. 
Policymakers are beginning to follow suit. In the US, many regions are adopting 
legislature that mandates posting of nutritional and caloric information on fast-food 
restaurant menu items. Outright bans of artificial trans-fats, or fats with added hydrogen 
have followed in New York, Boston and Baltimore, with more cities considering similar 
action [252]. In Canada, it is currently not mandatory for restaurants to post caloric 
information on their menus, though some reports are calling for such legislation. For 
instance the Ontario, Chief Medical Officer of Health [253] recommends extending 
nutrition label requirements to poultry, fresh meat, and fish and to require large chain 
restaurants to divulge basic nutrition information. In opposition, during recent talks at an 
international conference on public health and nutrition (2010) the Canadian Restaurant 
and Foodservice Association (CRFA) addressed the recent push towards the 
implementation of mandatory caloric labeling and cited that it is not warranted due to the 
lack of evidence that doing so would result in a substantial health gains [254]. By and 
large, the literature in Canada is in fact lacking regarding the availability of fast-food on 
health of individuals.  
The compulsory posting of caloric and nutritional information as a policy consideration, 
is not an intervention that would directly influence the relationship addressed in this 
thesis. Instead it is aimed at altering individual behaviours; not surprisingly, the evidence 
for the efficacy of this approach is highly questionable. A recent research published in the 
American Journal of Preventive Medicine [255] took advantage of a “natural” experiment 
where they examined fast-food chains (classified as having more than 15 locations) in 
two adjacent Counties in Washington, one of which had recently passed a law requiring 
the mandatory posting of caloric information for all fast-food establishments. They found 
that these regulations had no influence on purchasing behaviour, and there was virtually 
no change in the calories per transaction comparing the intervention to the control 
location. In Canada, some of the large restaurants chains willingly take partake in the 
CRFAs voluntary nutrition information disclosure program [254]. Yet, According to Dr 
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Yoni Freedoff, medical director of Ottawa’s Bariatric Medical Institute, a mere 0.1% of 
customers use the voluntary information provided under the regime [254]. 
As argued in this thesis, interventions, awareness and prevention strategies aimed at 
altering individual behaviours have had very limited success. This can be seen in the very 
narrow results produced by conventional policy instruments used to promote weight loss 
such as behavioural counseling, dieting, and exercise initiatives [256-258]. From a policy 
perspective, mandatory caloric labeling may not be an effective intervention. Evidence 
from this thesis supports interventions that are more directly related to the modification 
of the built environment; especially controlling the availability of fast-food is an 
actionable policy lever [259]. As pointed out in an article in the Canadian Medical 
Association Journal on legislative approaches to tackling the obesity epidemic, zoning 
bylaws could be implemented to regulate the number and density of fast-food restaurants, 
the proximity to schools and hospitals or an outright ban in certain areas [258, 260]. 
Cities such as Detroit, Berkeley, and Los Angeles have begun adopting similar bylaws 
[252, 258, 260]. For instance in Los Angeles, legislators are trying to pass zoning laws 
that will prohibit new fast-food restaurants opening in a large chunk of the city. They 
note that while this has been done in the past primarily for aesthetic reasons, this is one of 
the first initiatives specifically in response to the obesity epidemic [252]. 
In conclusion, this study found that local fast-food density, in the context of the food-
service environment in Canada was independently associated with weight status. This 
was including individual lifestyle factors, socio-economic status, demographics and 
neighbourhood-level factors. Additionally, I found that the type of restaurant was also 
important, suggesting that areas with high concentrations of fast-food outlets are 
conducive to obesogenic diets, whereas a higher relative density of full-service 
restaurants may be favorable to a healthier eating environment.  
Weight status was the primary outcome examined in this study but the adverse health 
effects of fast-food and the health outcomes associated with obesity are wide-ranging. In 
Ontario the geographic concentration of fast-food restaurants has been associated with 
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mortality and hospital admissions for acute coronary events among other health problems 
[185], further highlighting the overarching risks associated with fast-food availability. 
This paper can serve to support future research in the area, as well as policy and planning 
aimed to mitigate contextual factors that adversely affect dietary patterns of Canadians. 
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Appendix 
 
Table A-1. Built Environment Study Characteristics 
Study Population, Design, 
Size 
Exposure                Observed(O)                                                                                        
Perceived(P)                                     
Outcome  Analytical Methods Study Findings 
Children Population 
Davidson 
2010 [63] 
-Cross sectional 
survey  (REAL Kids 
Alberta )  
One-stage stratified 
random sampling 
design  
-Sampling frame 
includes all public 
elementary schools in 
the province 
 
-3421 grade 5 
elementary school 
students (and parents) 
in Alberta were 
included. 
 
Three perceived factors of the built 
environment were derived from a 
parental survey:  
1) Neighbourhood safety 
2) Access to parks, green space and 
sidewalks  
3) Neighbourhood satisfaction/ 
services.  
 
P -Height and weight 
measured to the 
nearest 0.1 cm and 
0.1 kg respectively 
and used to calculate 
BMI. 
-Children were 
classified as normal, 
overweight/obese 
using the age and 
gender specific 
IOTF [80]cut-offs. 
-For SEM statistical 
analyses, BMI was 
treated as a 
continuous variable.  
-Multi-level logistic 
regression 
-Structural Equation 
modeling 
-Group level variables 
defined by place of 
school.  
-Adjusted for influence of 
gender, household 
income, parental 
education and place of 
residence. 
 
-Neighbourhood 
sidewalks/ parks were 
negatively associated 
with lower body 
weight using SEM 
(β=-0.261, p<0.01).  
-Neighbourhood safety 
was negatively 
associated with lower 
body weight (β=-
0.178, p=0.03) 
-Place of residence 
(Urban, towns or 
rural) had a significant 
association with body 
weight (β=0.310, 
p<0.01) though “  
 
Potestio 
[75] 2009 
-Cross-sectional 
survey of 8,401 
Children who reported 
to a public health 
clinic for their regular 
vaccination in 
Access to parks and green spaces was 
measured in three ways (Postal codes 
geo coded using ESRI ArcGIS 9.2): 
1) Number of parks/green spaces 
(based on child’s area centroid) per 
10,000 residences (2001 census 
O -Height and weight 
measured to the 
nearest 0.1 cm and 
0.1 kg respectively 
and used to calculate 
BMI. 
-Two level (individual 
and community) 
multivariate random 
intercept logistic 
regression. 
-Adjusted for individual-
Parks and Green 
spaces did not show a 
statistically significant 
relationship with 
overweight or Obesity 
levels in Calgary after 
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Calgary, AB  
 
Mean age=4.95 
 (range:3-8) 
185 communities 
based on 2001 census. 
 
population).  
2) Access to parks/green spaces 
measured as proportion of the total 
area within a community. GIS 
methods were used to account for the 
likelihood that residents would cross 
communities to access parks 
3) Distance from each child’s 
residential postal code location to the 
nearest park/green space were 
calculated.  
-Children were 
classified as normal, 
overweight/obese 
using the age and 
gender specific 
IOTF [80]cut-offs. 
level covariates: Sex  
median family income 
were considered as  
Community level 
covariates: Education, 
proportion of visible 
minorities.  
 
adjustment for 
confounding variables. 
Merchant 
[62] 2007 
Cross sectional survey 
of students from two 
high schools in 
Hamilton, Ont. 
Mean age ± SD= 9.0 ± 
2.1  
N=160 
-A neighbourhood walk ability metric 
was derived using the modified 
Neighbourhood Environments walk 
ability Survey [81]. The survey 
consisted of 6 domains: population 
density, street connectivity, land use 
mix, pedestrian-supportive 
infrastructure/facilities (sidewalks, 
lighting, parks, facilities), 
esthetics, and safety. A higher score 
represents a neighbourhood that is 
better suited for walking 
P -Height and weight 
measured to the 
nearest 0.1 cm and 
0.1 kg respectively 
and used to calculate 
BMI. 
-BMI percentile and 
z-scores calculated 
using the CDC 
Anthropometric 
computer program 
BMI treated as 
continuous variable 
-T test to compare 
difference in means.  
-Cochran Mantel chi-
square test for categorical 
variables 
 
 
The school in 
Neighbourhood A 
(low socio economic 
area) was perceived as 
less walk able (P<0.05 
for neighbourhood 
safety, residential 
density and aesthetics) 
than neighbourhood B 
(higher socio 
economic area). There 
was no statistical 
difference in mean 
BMI scores between 
schools (p=0.38) 
Spence 
[76] 2008 
Cross-sectional survey 
of children age 4-6 
who attended one of 
10 health centers in 
Edmonton AB. 
Mean age ± SD boys= 
5±0.4  
Mean age ± SD 
girls= 4.9±0.4 
-Measures of neighbourhood design 
and access to physical facilities 
calculated using 6 digit postal codes. 
Arcview 9.1 was used to establish 
neighbourhood density, street 
connectivity and land use mix 
(including fast-food facilities) [261] 
along with number of physical activity 
facilities within a 1.5 km radius of the 
O -Height and weight 
measured to the 
nearest 0.1 cm and 
0.1 kg respectively 
and used to calculate 
BMI. 
-CDC growth charts 
[262] and IOTF cut-
offs [80] were used 
for classifying 
-Multivariable logistic 
regression 
neighbourhood-level 
education, proportion 
of employed women in 
the neighbourhood, 
age of the child, sex 
The odds of young 
girls being overweight 
or obese who lived in 
a walk able 
neighbourhood were 
lower (OR=0.78, 95% 
[CI 0.66, 0.91] CDC; 
OR=0.73, [95% CI, 
0.61, 0.88] IOTF) 
respectively).Intersecti
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neighbourhood centroid. 
-Walk ability index developed using 
intersection density, dwelling density, 
and land use mix  
 
children into weight 
categories.  
on density was also 
significantly 
associated with lower 
odds of being 
overweight or obese 
(OR=0.57 [95%CI, 
0.39,0.86] CDC; 
OR=0.48[ 95% CI, 
0.30, 0.76] IOTF) 
No significant 
associations were 
found for young boys 
Veugelers 
[77] 
2008 
Cross-sectional survey  
 (CLASS) 
n=4298 grade 5 
students (10 and 11 
years old) in 282 
neighbourhoods in 
rural and urban Nova 
Scotia  
 
Three perceived measures of 
neighbourhood characteristics: 
1) access to playgrounds and parks 
2) access to physical activity facilities 
3) access to shops  
4) access to safe places to play 
Responses averaged for each 282 
neighbourhood (catchment area of 
schools) 
Aggregation: Province as a whole as 
well as urban and rural areas 
separately 
Prevalence of obesity in urban vs. 
rural community. 
P -Height and weight 
measured to the 
nearest 0.1 cm and 
0.1 kg respectively 
and used to calculate 
BMI. 
 
-Children and youth 
were classified as 
normal, 
overweight/obese 
using the age and 
gender specific 
IOTF [80]cut-offs. 
Multivariate, Two level 
(individual, 
neighbourhood), logistic 
regression.  
2 dichotomous variables 
created comparing  
normal weight vs. 
overweight 
normal weight vs. obese  
 
Neighbourhood defined as 
the catchment area of 
each of the schools. 
-Prevalence of obesity 
and overweight higher 
in urban vs. rural 
neighbourhoods 
(11.9% vs. 8.5% 
(p<0.001) and 36.3 vs. 
32.9 (p<0.01) 
respectively). 
- Probability of being 
overweight and obese 
26% and less 33% less 
for children in 
neighbourhood with 
good access to shops 
vs. poor access to 
shops (more 
pronounced associated 
in urban setting) 
-Probability of 
overweight and obese 
24 and 20% lower for 
children with good 
access to parks vs. bad 
access to parks 
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Probability of 
overweight and obese 
29 and 42% lower for 
children with good 
access to physical 
activity facilities 
-Relationship of 
overweight and obese 
to neighbourhood 
safety not significant.  
Adult Population 
Pouliou 
[66] 2009 
Cross-sectional survey 
(CCHS cycle 2) 
Included respondents 
aged>20 years from 
Vancouver, BC, and 
Toronto Ont.  
-Mean age 
Toronto=44.2 
Mean age 
Vancouver=45.02 
 
 
-The Land use mix index [82] was 
operationalized. The index provides 
the evenness of distribution of the 
following 5 land use types: residential, 
commercial, industrial, institutional 
and open space. 
-Residential density 
-Street connectivity 
-Density of opportunities (Fast-food, 
grocery stores convenience stores, 
recreation centers etc)  
 
-A Walk ability index[263] was used 
in a separate model, to the above 
variable 
O -Self reported height 
and weight were 
used to calculate 
BMI. 
  
-BMI treated as 
continuous variable 
in all models 
 
-Spatial data analysis and 
GIS 
-Multivariate linear 
regression 
Single level  
- 1 km buffer for 
“neighbourhood” 
Covariates: Health state, 
race, education, age 
 
Toronto: In 
multivariate 
regression, residential 
density was negatively 
associated with BMI 
(p<0.01). The 
walkability index and 
land use mix were not 
statistically 
significantly related to 
BMI.  
Vancouver: Land use 
mix, residential 
density, street 
connectivity and Walk 
ability index were all 
negatively significant 
(p<0.001, p<0.05, 
p<0.001 and p<0.05 
respectively).  
Variance inflation 
factors were calculated 
and were close to 1 so 
there was no issue of 
multi-co linearity.  
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Ross [17]  
2007 
 
-Cross-sectional 
survey (CCHS cycle 
2) along with the 2001 
Canadian census.  
-Included Respondents 
aged 20-67 years, 
living in a census 
metropolitan area [17] 
Mean age ± SD =40.9 
± 11.63 
-At a neighbourhood-level, dwelling 
density was used as a proxy for walk 
ability of a neighbourhood.  
 
At the metropolitan level 3 equally 
weighted dimensions of sprawl: 
proportion of CMA dwellings that are 
single or detached units, dwelling 
density, and percentage of CMA 
population living in the urban core 
were used to develop an urban sprawl 
index 
O -Self reported height 
and weight were 
used to calculate 
BMI. 
  
 
BMI treated as 
continuous variable.  
-Gender specific three 
level (individual, 
neighbourhood, 
Metropolitan) 
multivariate linear 
regression 
-Neighbourhood defined 
as Census tract areas 
(roughly 4000 people) 
-Normalized sampling 
weights 
-Controlled for 
individual-level, 
neighbourhood and 
metropolitan area 
covariates.  
Neighbourhood 
dwelling density was 
not significantly 
associated with BMI 
for either men or 
women.  
Urban sprawl was 
significantly 
associated with BMI 
in men not in women 
(p=0.02 and p=0.09 
respectively).  
 
Cash [79] 
2007 
Cross-sectional survey 
(2004 CCHS) for 
obesity information. 
2005 business location 
data base. 2004 
population and 2005 
commuting time 
obtained through 
statistics Canada 
Children and adults 
analyzed separately 
Top ten fast-food restaurants defined 
as the top ten most established fast-
food restaurants in the food and 
hospitality service 2005 top 10 
listings. Measures were: 
1) top ten fast-food restaurants per 
capita 
2) top ten fast-food restaurants per 
area 
3) coffee shops per capita 
4) coffee shops per area 
5) commuting time 
*per capita=outlets per 10,000 
population 
O -Self reported height 
and weight were 
used to calculate 
BMI. 
-Individuals with 
BMI>=30 was 
classified as obese.  
 
Correlations and multiple 
linear regressions. 
% obese used as the 
dependent variable 
No individual-level 
covariates, aggregation at 
the Metropolitan level.  
Correlations: 
Top 10 fast-food per 
captita per  
 r=0.51 (p=0.008) not 
significant for children 
or fast-food per area.  
Commuting time not 
significant for any 
population 
Coffee shops per 
capita area: 
r= -0.539, -0.492 
(p=0.005, 0.012) 
respectively 
Regression: 
Top 10 fast-food per 
capita: β=3.27 (0.019) 
Coffee shops: β=-19.1 
p<0.001 
Spence  Cross-sectional Survey  Retail Food Environment Index: O -Self reported height Weighted logistic See [Table 2-3] 
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 (F+C)/G 
F= Fast-food outlets in radius 
C=Convenience stores in radius 
G=Grocery stores in radius 
 
and weight were 
used to define 
obesity (BMI>=30) 
 
regression 
SD=Standard deviation 
 BMI=body mass index 
CMA=Canadian metropolitan Area  
CDC=Centers for disease control and prevention 
IOTF=international obesity task force cut-off criteria  
CLASS=Children’s lifestyle and School performance study 
LISAs=Local indicators of spatial proportion 
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Table A-2. Canadian chain restaurants classified as fast-food (20 or more national 
locations) 
Fast-food restaurant names 
   
1 For 1 Pizza Greco Pizza Donair Pizza Express 
2 4 1 Pizza Harvey’s Pizza Pizza 
A & W Jimmy the Greek Pizza Shack 
Arby's La Belle  Pizza Salvatore 
Bagel Stop KFC Pizza Hut 
Canadian 2 For 1 Pizza Mammas Pizza Dominoes 
Captain Sub Manchu Wok Pizza Hut 
Chesters Fried Chicken Mary Brown's Famous Chicken Popeye's Chicken 
Chicken Delight Mc Donald's Quiznos 
Country Style Bistro Mega Wraps Sarpinos Pizza 
Dagwoods Mr Sub Select Sandwich 
Dairy Queen New Orleans Pizza Subway 
Double Double Pizza and Chicken New York Fries Taco Bell 
Domino's Pizza OPA Souvlaki Taco Del Mar 
Druxy's Famous Deli Sandwiches Panzerotto Pizza Taco Time 
Extreme Pita Pik Nik The Great Canadian Bagel 
Family Pizza Pita Pit Tiki Ming 
Free Topping Pizza Pizza 73 Tim Hortons 
Gabriel Pizza Pizza Delight Toppers Pizza 
Gabriel Pizza Pizza Factory Valentine 
Ginos Pizza Pizza Depot Wendys 
Godfather Pizza  White Spot Triple O's 
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Table A-3. Individual level regression: Covariates by Sex 
          Variable  Males Females 
Individual-level Covariates   
 Age 0.266*** 0.265*** 
  (0.223, 0.309) (0.218, 0.313) 
 Age
2 
-0.003*** -0.002*** 
  (-0.003, -0.002) (-0.003, -0.002) 
Geography   
 Urban  (>500K pop) -0.142 -0.491*** 
  (-0.364, 0.081) (-0.703, -0.279) 
 Non urban (ref) -- -- 
Marital status   
 Married 0.633*** -0.197 
  (0.400, 0.866) (-0.441, 0.047) 
 Separated 0.299* -0.457*** 
  (-0.026, 0.623) (-0.768, -0.147) 
 Single (ref) -- -- 
Education   
 Secondary -0.104 -0.568*** 
  (-0.421, 0.213) (-0.898, -0.237) 
 Some post secondary -0.183 -0.622*** 
  (-0.534, 0.168) (-1.011, -0.233) 
 Post secondary -0.231 -0.920*** 
  (-0.512, 0.050) (-1.232, -0.609) 
 No education (ref) -- -- 
Immigration    
 Immigrant (<10) -1.172*** -1.740*** 
  (-1.565, -0.779) (-2.231, -1.248) 
 Immigrant (>10) -0.478*** -0.466*** 
  (-0.780, -0.176) (-0.780, -0.153) 
 Canadian (ref) -- -- 
Minority    
 Non White -0.903*** -1.104*** 
  (-1.205, -0.602) (-1.446, -0.762) 
 Race Missing 0.487** 0.669*** 
  (0.073, 0.901) (0.254, 1.084) 
 White (ref) -- -- 
Labor market   
 Student -0.314 -0.650*** 
  (-0.764, 0.137) (-1.056, -0.244) 
 No Work 0.085 0.027 
  (-0.198, 0.368) (-0.201, 0.254) 
 Unable to work 0.294 0.130 
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          Variable  Males Females 
  (-0.290, 0.878) (-0.489, 0.748) 
 Working (ref) -- -- 
Income adequacy   
 Mid low 0.123 -0.138 
  (-0.218, 0.464) (-0.446, 0.170) 
 Mid 0.424** -0.120 
  (0.096, 0.752) (-0.428, 0.188) 
 Mid high  0.598*** -0.443*** 
  (0.274, 0.923) (-0.756, -0.129) 
 High 0.562*** -0.820*** 
  (0.238, 0.885) (-1.150, -0.490) 
 Income missing 0.429** -0.683*** 
  (0.070, 0.788) (-1.017, -0.348) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Child age (0-6)   
 Yes 0.334*** 0.057 
  (0.081, 0.587) (-0.194, 0.307) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Child age (6-11)   
 Yes -0.045 -0.145 
  (-0.296, 0.206) (-0.381, 0.090) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Food security   
 Moderate 0.255 1.185*** 
  (-0.200, 0.710) (0.774, 1.596) 
 Insecure -0.567* 1.326*** 
  (-1.222, 0.088) (0.577, 2.075) 
 Secure (ref)   
Fruit and Vegetable Consumption   
 Medium  -0.097 0.026 
  (-0.264, 0.071) (-0.147, 0.199) 
 High  -0.554*** -0.290 
  (-0.885, -0.222) (-0.692, 0.113) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Smoking Status   
 Daily  -1.052*** -1.094*** 
  (-1.281, -0.823) (-1.327, -0.861) 
 Occasional -0.324* 0.239 
  (-0.689, 0.041) (-0.184, 0.662) 
 Former Daily 0.349*** 0.589*** 
  (0.140, 0.559) (0.363, 0.815) 
 Former occasional -0.118 0.173 
  (-0.340, 0.104) (-0.055, 0.402) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Drinking habits   
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          Variable  Males Females 
 Occasional 0.335* 0.550*** 
  (-0.029, 0.700) (0.261, 0.839) 
 Regular -0.380*** -0.948*** 
  (-0.649, -0.110) (-1.201, -0.695) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Physical activity   
 Moderate 0.257*** 0.693*** 
  (0.067, 0.447) (0.496, 0.890) 
 Inactive 0.677*** 1.599*** 
  0.257*** 0.693*** 
 Active (ref) -- -- 
Sedentary activity   
 Moderate 0.029 0.406*** 
  (-0.177, 0.235) (0.178, 0.635) 
 High 0.533*** 1.109*** 
  (0.310, 0.756) (0.874, 1.344) 
 Very high 0.807*** 1.741*** 
  (0.548, 1.066) (1.453, 2.028) 
 Low (refs) -- -- 
Province   
 Newfound Land 0.616** 0.447** 
  (0.144, 1.089) (0.026, 0.869) 
 PE 0.113 0.632** 
  (-0.274, 0.499) (0.065, 1.200) 
 NS 0.135 0.749*** 
  (-0.235, 0.506) (0.342, 1.156) 
 NB 0.095 0.510** 
  (-0.251, 0.441) (0.116, 0.905) 
 QC -0.461*** -0.625*** 
  (-0.706, -0.216) (-0.874, -0.376) 
 MB 0.022 0.361* 
  (-0.287, 0.330) (-0.022, 0.744) 
 SK 0.378** 0.575*** 
  (0.024, 0.732) (0.175, 0.974) 
 AB 0.133 0.395*** 
  (-0.147, 0.413) (0.096, 0.693) 
 BC -0.676*** -0.713*** 
  (-0.899, -0.453) (-0.969, -0.456) 
 Ontario (ref) -- -- 
Neighbourhood-level Variables  Proportion in DA:  
 Drive to work 1.204*** -0.046 
  (0.569, 1.839) (-0.737, 0.645) 
 Married -0.183 0.609 
  (-1.067, 0.701) (-0.313, 1.532) 
 Low income families 0.512 0.784 
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          Variable  Males Females 
  (-0.428, 1.453) (-0.224, 1.792) 
 Visible minority -0.623** -0.910*** 
  (-1.213, -0.032) (-1.547, -0.274) 
 Low education 1.535*** 2.507*** 
  (0.751, 2.318) (1.688, 3.326) 
 Bootstrapped 95% CI in parentheses*** p<0.01,** p<0.05, *p<0.1 
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Table A-4. Individual level regression: Covariates by CMA 
          Variable CMA Non-CMA 
Individual-level Covariates   
 Age 0.249*** 0.293*** 
  (0.206, 0.292) (0.246, 0.340) 
 Age
2 
-0.002*** -0.003*** 
  (-0.003, -0.002) (-0.003, -0.002) 
Sex   
 Female -1.684++ -1.169++ 
  (-1.828, -1.540) (-1.323, -1.015) 
 Male (ref) -- -- 
Marital status   
 Married 0.273** 0.052 
  (0.053, 0.493) (-0.199, 0.303) 
 Separated 0.129 -0.199 
  (-0.166, 0.425) (-0.518, 0.120) 
 Single (ref) -- -- 
Education   
 Secondary -0.330* -0.357*** 
  (-0.697, 0.037) (-0.596, -0.117) 
 Some post secondary -0.438** -0.276 
  (-0.826, -0.050) (-0.615, 0.063) 
 Post secondary -0.658*** -0.386*** 
  (-0.983, -0.333) (-0.612, -0.159) 
 No education (ref)  -- -- 
Immigration    
 Immigrant (<10) -1.422*** -1.717*** 
  (-1.758, -1.086) (-2.383, -1.052) 
 Immigrant (>10) -0.495*** -0.371** 
  (-0.745, -0.245) (-0.716, -0.027) 
 Canadian (ref) -- -- 
Minority    
 Non White -0.912*** -1.756*** 
  (-1.160, -0.665) (-2.307, -1.205) 
 Race Missing 0.450* 0.686*** 
  (-0.004, 0.905) (0.332, 1.040) 
 White (ref) -- -- 
Labor market   
 Student -0.461** -0.524** 
  (-0.813, -0.109) (-1.028, -0.020) 
 No Work 0.020 0.086 
  (-0.223, 0.262) (-0.132, 0.305) 
 Unable to work -0.055 0.482* 
  (-0.646, 0.536) (-0.070, 1.033) 
 Working (ref)   
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          Variable CMA Non-CMA 
Income adequacy   
 Mid low -0.068 -0.031 
  (-0.355, 0.218) (-0.355, 0.292) 
 Mid 0.191 -0.116 
  (-0.094, 0.476) (-0.413, 0.182) 
 Mid high  0.095 -0.082 
  (-0.191, 0.381) (-0.396, 0.231) 
 High -0.095 -0.202 
  (-0.398, 0.208) (-0.521, 0.117) 
 Income missing -0.018 -0.591*** 
  (-0.330, 0.294) (-0.927, -0.255) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Child age (0-6)   
 Yes 0.224* 0.326*** 
  (-0.009, 0.457) (0.085, 0.568) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Child age (6-11)   
 Yes -0.062 -0.173 
  (-0.282, 0.158) (-0.407, 0.062) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Food security   
 Moderate 0.840*** 0.745*** 
  (0.440, 1.240) (0.313, 1.177) 
 Insecure 0.402 0.320 
  (-0.266, 1.071) (-0.330, 0.970) 
 Secure (ref) -- -- 
Fruit and Vegetable Consumption   
 Medium  -0.031 -0.123 
  (-0.193, 0.130) (-0.290, 0.045) 
 High  -0.485*** -0.365* 
  (-0.826, -0.145) (-0.752, 0.021) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Smoking Status   
 Daily  -0.915*** -1.481*** 
  (-1.136, -0.693) (-1.695, -1.268) 
 Occasional 0.038 -0.400** 
  (-0.323, 0.398) (-0.761, -0.038) 
 Former Daily 0.453*** 0.364*** 
  (0.246, 0.660) (0.164, 0.565) 
 Former occasional 0.027 0.023 
  (-0.177, 0.230) (-0.217, 0.263) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Drinking habits   
 Occasional 0.547*** 0.444*** 
  (0.230, 0.864) (0.143, 0.745) 
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          Variable CMA Non-CMA 
 Regular -0.605*** -0.880*** 
  (-0.855, -0.355) (-1.114, -0.646) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Physical activity   
 Moderate 0.385*** 0.655*** 
  (0.204, 0.566) (0.472, 0.839) 
 Inactive 1.010*** 1.308*** 
  (0.839, 1.181) (1.133, 1.483) 
 Active (ref) -- -- 
Sedentary activity   
 Moderate 0.120 0.475*** 
  (-0.082, 0.322) (0.258, 0.692) 
 High 0.796*** 0.954*** 
  (0.581, 1.011) (0.741, 1.167) 
 Very high 1.204*** 1.539*** 
  (0.960, 1.447) (1.252, 1.826) 
 Low (refs) -- -- 
Province   
 NL 0.616** 0.461*** 
  (0.056, 1.175) (0.111, 0.812) 
 PE 0.630*** 0.257 
  (0.190, 1.070) (-0.083, 0.598) 
 NS 0.570** 0.057 
  (0.087, 1.053) (-0.277, 0.391) 
 NB -0.374*** -1.001*** 
  (-0.601, -0.148) (-1.276, -0.726) 
 QC 0.140 0.275 
  (-0.212, 0.492) (-0.068, 0.618) 
 MB 0.698*** 0.186 
  (0.255, 1.141) (-0.123, 0.495) 
 SK 0.281** 0.092 
  (0.002, 0.560) (-0.168, 0.352) 
 AB -0.807*** -0.661*** 
  (-1.032, -0.583) (-0.927, -0.395) 
 BC 0.616** 0.461*** 
  (0.056, 1.175) (0.111, 0.812) 
 Ontario (ref) -- -- 
Neighbourhood-level Variables Proportion in DA:  
 Drive to work 0.805*** 0.491 
  (0.221, 1.390) (-0.186, 1.168) 
 Married -0.030 0.024 
  (-0.848, 0.788) (-0.821, 0.870) 
 Low income families 0.520 0.149 
  (-0.298, 1.339) (-0.907, 1.205) 
 Visible minority -0.656*** 0.602 
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          Variable CMA Non-CMA 
  (-1.147, -0.165) (-1.472, 2.677) 
 Low education 2.278*** 1.554*** 
  (1.391, 3.165) (0.876, 2.231) 
 Bootstrapped 95% CI in parentheses*** p<0.01,** p<0.05, *p<0.1 
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Table A-5. Individual level regression: Covariates by Rural Non-Rural 
 
          Variable Rural Non-Rural 
Individual-level Covariates   
 Age 0.300*** 0.254*** 
  (0.241, 0.358) (0.216, 0.291) 
 Age
2 
-0.003*** -0.002*** 
  (-0.004, -0.002) (-0.003, -0.002) 
Sex   
 Female -1.380*** -1.562*** 
  (-1.589, -1.172) (-1.694, -1.429) 
 Male (ref) -- -- 
Marital status   
 Married 0.138 0.236** 
  (-0.254, 0.531) (0.049, 0.423) 
 Separated -0.249 0.083 
  (-0.737, 0.239) (-0.170, 0.335) 
 Single (ref) -- -- 
Education   
 Secondary -0.388** -0.296** 
  (-0.717, -0.058) (-0.584, -0.007) 
 Some post secondary -0.403* -0.348** 
  (-0.830, 0.024) (-0.667, -0.029) 
 Post secondary -0.491*** -0.570*** 
  (-0.787, -0.195) (-0.827, -0.314) 
 No education (ref)    
Immigration    
 Immigrant (<10) 0.070 -1.527*** 
  (-1.435, 1.576) (-1.850, -1.204) 
 Immigrant (>10) -0.350 -0.508*** 
  (-0.864, 0.165) (-0.744, -0.271) 
 Canadian (ref) -- -- 
Minority    
 Non White -1.134*** -0.990*** 
  (-1.904, -0.364) (-1.224, -0.757) 
 Race Missing 0.854*** 0.490*** 
  (0.352, 1.356) (0.142, 0.839) 
 White (ref) -- -- 
Labor market   
 Student -0.419 -0.481*** 
  (-1.159, 0.320) (-0.801, -0.161) 
 No Work 0.006 0.047 
  (-0.281, 0.294) (-0.159, 0.253) 
 Unable to work 0.408 0.060 
  (-0.286, 1.101) (-0.440, 0.559) 
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          Variable Rural Non-Rural 
 Working (ref) -- -- 
Income adequacy   
 Mid low 0.306 -0.122 
  (-0.148, 0.761) (-0.372, 0.128) 
 Mid 0.271 0.053 
  (-0.154, 0.695) (-0.194, 0.301) 
 Mid high  0.146 0.015 
  (-0.274, 0.566) (-0.238, 0.269) 
 High 0.044 -0.172 
  (-0.374, 0.461) (-0.436, 0.092) 
 Income missing -0.215 -0.189 
  (-0.675, 0.244) (-0.467, 0.088) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Child age (0-6)   
 Yes 0.291* 0.243** 
  (-0.042, 0.623) (0.035, 0.451) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Child age (6-11)   
 Yes -0.198 -0.072 
  (-0.503, 0.107) (-0.267, 0.122) 
 No (ref) -- -- 
Food security   
 Moderate 0.470 0.881*** 
  (-0.140, 1.080) (0.537, 1.224) 
 Insecure 0.750 0.341 
  (-0.171, 1.671) (-0.212, 0.893) 
 Secure (ref) -- -- 
Fruit and Vegetable Consumption   
 Medium  -0.321*** -0.003 
  (-0.541, -0.101) (-0.143, 0.136) 
 High  -0.394 -0.458*** 
  (-0.919, 0.132) (-0.759, -0.156) 
 Low (ref) -- -- 
Smoking Status   
 Daily  -1.394*** -1.024*** 
  (-1.678, -1.110) (-1.212, -0.836) 
 Occasional -0.337 -0.022 
  (-0.831, 0.156) (-0.335, 0.290) 
 Former Daily 0.301** 0.469*** 
  (0.041, 0.561) (0.285, 0.654) 
 Former occasional 0.056 0.032 
  (-0.268, 0.381) (-0.148, 0.213) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Drinking habits   
 Occasional 0.527*** 0.531*** 
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          Variable Rural Non-Rural 
  (0.138, 0.915) (0.260, 0.801) 
 Regular -0.749*** -0.679*** 
  (-1.052, -0.445) (-0.888, -0.471) 
 Never (refs) -- -- 
Physical activity   
 Moderate 0.521*** 0.455*** 
  (0.272, 0.770) (0.292, 0.618) 
 Inactive 1.181*** 1.079*** 
  (0.928, 1.434) (0.926, 1.233) 
 Active (ref)   
Sedentary activity   
 Moderate 0.460*** 0.176* 
  (0.184, 0.736) (-0.003, 0.355) 
 High 1.050*** 0.803*** 
  (0.758, 1.341) (0.610, 0.995) 
 Very high 1.766*** 1.217*** 
  (1.397, 2.134) (0.998, 1.436) 
 Low (refs) -- -- 
Province   
 Newfound Land 0.270 0.738*** 
  (-0.236, 0.776) (0.345, 1.130) 
 PE 0.175 0.316 
  (-0.364, 0.713) (-0.119, 0.750) 
 NS 0.243 0.630*** 
  (-0.189, 0.676) (0.285, 0.976) 
 NB 0.153 0.419** 
  (-0.232, 0.539) (0.044, 0.795) 
 QC -1.043*** -0.477*** 
  (-1.412, -0.673) (-0.683, -0.271) 
 MB 0.409* 0.147 
  (-0.061, 0.879) (-0.152, 0.445) 
 SK 0.259 0.541*** 
  (-0.143, 0.661) (0.200, 0.882) 
 AB 0.136 0.287*** 
  (-0.330, 0.602) (0.072, 0.502) 
 BC -0.774*** -0.715*** 
  (-1.184, -0.365) (-0.918, -0.513) 
 Ontario (ref) -- -- 
Neighbourhood-level Variables  
Proportion in DA: 
 
 Drive to work 0.409 0.648** 
  (-0.574, 1.392) (0.135, 1.161) 
 Married -1.646** 0.398 
  (-3.023, -0.270) (-0.317, 1.114) 
 Low income families 0.308 0.601 
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          Variable Rural Non-Rural 
  (-1.349, 1.964) (-0.147, 1.348) 
 Visible minority -3.274*** -0.719*** 
  (-5.253, -1.295) (-1.189, -0.249) 
 Low education 1.127** 2.253*** 
  (0.258, 1.996) (1.518, 2.988) 
 Bootstrapped  95% CI in parentheses*** p<0.01,** p<0.05, *p<0.1 
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